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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
HOI KINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KEN
TUCKY FRIDAY, MAY lg, 1902
VOLIJMIC NO. SS
NORTONIIlli BOOM
FIRST DETAILS 0 F B I:C
ENTERPRISE.
Hopkinsvill• And Paducah
SiBCapitalists At Head Of
The Project.
All plans of the Hopkinsville and
Paducah syndicate to boom Norton-
ville by lay hg off a town, develop-
ing coal and mineral lands and offer-
ing Inducements to all kinds of man-
ufacturing enterprises have assum-
ed definite shape. The project is
one of great magnitude and promises
to be attended by success. The co-
operation of the Louisville & Nash-
ville and Illinois Central railroads
has been secured.
At the time the old Elizabethtown
and Paducah railroad was built over
thirty years ago, the banking house
of G. W. Norton ICo., of Louisville,
composed of George W. Norton, Sr.,
and William F.Norton,Sr., bothiong
since deceased, purchased nearly
two thousand acres of land where
the E. & P. and the E. H. & N., now
the L. & N. railroads crossed and
laid out a small town which they
awned Nortonville. A large frame
betel was erected and as nearly all
the trams on both roads stopped
there for meals, it became probably
beat paying hotel in this section of
state. No other improvements were
made, snoopt about fifteen small
lots were sold and buildings erected
thereon by the purchamers, all of
these lots being now occupied by
their ovule. From that time
on the Neillis refused to sell lots,
desiring to hold the property
entirely intact. About fifteen years
age' the hotel was burned and the
present hotel erected and since then
so further improvements have been
made, the members of the firm hav-
ing died, and the property held by
their executors and trustees in &con-
dition that it could not be improved.
About two years ago capitalists of
this city and Paducah, decided that
they wanted to purchase the proper-
ty and opened negotiations, but were
told that it was not on the market.
However some of the heirs changed
the situation and negotiations were
reopened which resulted in the sale
of the whole property to these gen-
tlemen on May 1st. Before com-
pleting the purchase the syndicate
had an expert geologist make a
thorough investigation which result-
ed in Reding fine veins of No. 9 and
No. 11 coal which extends under the
whole property. As Nortonville Is
now crossing of the Illinois
and Louisville and Nash-
ville railroads two of the three. great
railroad systems of the south, its
situationis favorable for a mining
and manufacturing town, and it is
the intimation of tips new owners to
begin at once to develope the prop-
erty in every way, opening a first-
class shaft mine, laying out a town
site, opening drainage, incorporating
the town and making other needed
improvements. Carpenters, tinuers
and paintors are already at work
putting the hotel in good condition
and erecting new fences around the
hotel ground. The saw and planing
mill is increasing its capacity sad
several factories are arranging to
mews to Nortenville.
Tbe railroads have had engineer-
ing forces surveying switches for the
past ten days and it looks as if the
town was going to take ita place as
an important point. The L. & N.
today put large corps at work to tear
down the old freight depot and a
handsome and modern building will
be erected on the site.
Sold
Livc1
Those bonze grown
berries but will
Have
Plorc
Lat us have
Your
Orders
early. We can
supply any amount
Wanted.
Yours to Please.
W.I. Cooper
41 Co.
44 BOW Gs_wers.
IN BANKRUPTCY
Henry C. Riehards Filed a
Petition.
Henry C. Richards, of this city.
has filed a petitipn in bankruptcy.
He gives his liabilities at $15,202.72.
He was formerly a merchant. The
claims are debts owing wholesale
merchants in almost all cities from
New York to Hopkinsville.
In Memoriam.
Report of committee on the death
of Sister Hattie McGaugh.o. to
Church Hill Grange May 9 11102:
It was the will of our Divine
Father, on April 10th 1902 to take
from our midst Sister Harriet Mc-
Gaughey in the 56th year of her life.
She had been a member of Church
Hill Orange nearly thirteen years.
Though in later years her home
duties were such that she could not
attend the Orange meetings as was
her desire, yet she was always in
full sympathy with the workings of
the Order.
Belt resolved: Though we feel most
keenly the loss of our sister, there is
a place in her home and with her
loved ones that can never be filled.
To her bereaved on es we tender
our.heartfeltsympathy.aud bid them
look to Him who (100th all things
for the best
2nd. That these resolutions be
spread on the minutes of the Orange
and a copy sent to the family.
Mrs. S. F. Holloway.
Mrs. J. M. Adams,
Miss Carrie King.
STATE CONVENTION
UNIVERSALISTS AT CROF-
TON THIS WEEK.
The Universalist State Convention
will meet in Crofton today and
will continue in session three days.
There will be preaching morning,
afternoon and night am well as dis-
cussions of subjects In reference to
the church and the transaction of
such business as may come up be-
fore the body. A large attendance
is expected.
On Sunday the new Universalist
church of Croften will be dedicated
and exercises of special interest will
be held. The dedicatory sermon
will be delivered by the Rev. H. C:
Beckett, pastor of the Universalist
church of this city.
The Rev. Dr. Q. H. Shinn, general
missionary of the church in the
United States is in the city to attend
the convention and will take a prom-
inent part in the proceedings. The
Rev M. L. Pope, of Indiana,the Rev.
Dr. M. W. Tabor and the Rev. W. E.
McCord are on the program for ad-
dresses.
Dr. Shinn will preach tonight and
tomorrow night at Fruit Hill. He
will shortly begin a protracted meet-
ing at:Clarksville, Tenn.
A Fireman's Close Call.
"I stuck to my engine, although
every joint ached and every nerve
was racked with pain," writes C. W.
BelLatay, a locomotive fireman, of
Burilagton, Iowa. "I was weak and
pale, without any appetite and all
run down. As I Was about to give
up, I got a bottle of Electric Bitters
and after taking it, I felt as well as
I ever did in my life." Weak, sick-
ly run down people always gain new
Life, strength and vigor from their
use. Try them. Satisfaction guar-
anteed by L. L. Elgin, Anderson &
Fowler, J. 0. Cook, C. K. Wyly.
Price We.
CUSS IS LARGEST
The graduating class of the public
high school has the distinction of be-
ing the largest in the history of the
institution. There are twenty-six
members, eight young men and eigh-
teen young ladies.
The graduating exercises will take
place this year at Holland's opera
house on Tuesday, June 3. On 1‘'ri-
day, June 4, tt e usual school enter-
tainment by the grammar classes
will be held at Union Tabernacle.
The list 'of the graduates follows:
M lases—
Gladys Bartley Emily Braden
Annie May Brasher Lucile Bush
Althea Collins Victoria Collins
Xenia Duncan Norine Elgin
Kathleen Faxon
Jean McKee,
Annie Tobin
Jean tioldthwaite,
Bettie Ware,
Margaret Ellis
Mary Garnett,
Nannie Reeder.
Mildred Pyle,
Flora Ryan,
Messrs.—
Lawson Flack, Hardy Haddon.
Charles McPherson, Ted Reynolds,
Carleton Galbreath, Shelby Peace,
Charles McCarron, Charles Thacker.
The pupils are expected to attend
all school sessions regularly next
week. The forenoon of Thursday
when the Elks floral parade is to
take place will be gtven as half holi-
day. The pupils will not be required
to report at the schools that morn-
ing, but must be in their seats at one
o'clock in the afternoon. The school
will close for the week at Friday
noon.
oistrict Officers.
The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year at the Russell-
ville District Epworth League Con-
ference held yesterday at Olmstead:
W. W. Bridges, Drakesboro, pres-
bleat; Miss Martha Duke, Hopkins-
ville, 1st vice president; Rev. P. H.
Davis, Russellville, 2nd vice presi-
dent; Mrs. 0. A. Bland, Lewisburg,
3rd vice president; Bev. J. L. Kilgon,
Lafayette, secretary; Miss Laura
Six Joyous Days N
Week At Elks ju ilee
All TO DECORATE IBIS' COURT OF FON MAIDS F HONOR
CITY WILL BE CAY WITH
COLORS.
Business Parts Beautiful.--
Parade Plans Are In
Good Shape.
Hopkinsville will be garbed in
gals attire during Jubilee week and
the business portions of the city will
be almost as gaily bedecked as the
Court of Fun at the park.
It is hoped by the Elks and mer-
chants and all interested in making
the carnival a great succ:ess that
every business house in the city and
many residences will be decorated
lavishly.
Beautiful street adornments will
strengthen the carnival spirit and
impress visitors with the (enterprise
of the citizens.
Already the work of decoration has
started. and flags, bunting and
streamers, attractively arranged, are
beautifying the fronts of Robinson's
grocery, Miss Hoosers's Temple of
Fashion, J. L. Tobin's merchant tail-
oring establishment and Mrs. Roos-
sey's Parisian millinery parlor.
The colors to prevail during the
week are purple and white, and as
every one will decorate it is expect-
ed that Hopkinsville will look her
best during the festivities. The
bunting and other material can be
procured at most any dry goods and
notions establishment, where all
should place their orders immedi-
ately in-order that the proprietors
can estimate the amount necessary
and provide themselves aeeordingly
to satisfy the demand.
Plans for the parades are progress-
ing in a very satisfactory way, and
they will be fine features of the Ju-
bilee. The floral pageant committee
is anxious to know all who will en-
ter. James F.. Cooper, Judge Doug-
las Bell, Upsbaw Wooldridge, Jas.
Hooser, Harry Bryan or any mem-
ber of the committee will be glad to
furnish any information in reference
to the parade.
-as 
A TEXAS WONDER
Hall's Great Discovery
One small bottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, curet, dia-
betes, seminal emissions, weak and
lame backs, rheumatism and all ir-
regularities of the kidneys and blad-
der in both men and women, regu-
lates bladder troubles in children.
If not sold by your druggist will be
sent by mall on receipt of $1. One
small bottle is two months' treat-
ment and will cure any case above
mentioned. Dr. E. W. Hall, sole
manufacturer, P. 0. Box 729, St.
Louis. 34o. Send for testimonials.
Sold by all druggists and T. D. Arm-
stead.
READ THIS.
Hopkinsville, Ky., June 7 1901
Dr. E. W. Hall, St Louis, Mo.
Sir: I have sold your Texas \Yon-
der (Hall's Great Discovery) for the
past three years and from :experience
I can:safely say I have never sold any
kidney and bladder remedy of super-
ior merits.
Most Respectfully,
THOMAS D. ARMIS'rEAD.
.00 4.•
Attention Veterans.
Ned Merriwether Camp:
Monday the 19th of May being
Confederate Decoration Day, you are
hereby ordered to assemble at Moo-
yon's Hall at 10 o'clock am.
Memorial services at the monu-
ment at 2 o'clock p. nm.
By order
Hunter Wood, C. F. Jarret,
Adjt• Commander.
Boarders Wanted— Apply at M s
M. C. Long's, West Seventh street.
Peer-
less Ice
Cream
Freezer
has no
equal
on the
market.
Call 0,
C them
before
buying.
-W T
00PCr
& COMPANY.
WHOLESALE
a RETAIL Grocers.
t 'ten, Olmstead, treaeurer. OPP. COURT ROUSE
WORK OF CONSTRUCTION
IS UNDER WAY.
Sponsor And Maids Of Hon-
or.—Carnival Ball.- New
Members.
The work of building the Court of
Fun at Mercer Park for the Elks Ju-
bilee ham begun. Already the con-
tractors have enclosed the grounds
with high fencing, and the sound of
saw and hammvr will be heard from
early morning until late at night up
to Monday evening at 7:30 o'clock
when the gates will be thrown open
to the public.
Mr. Frank Cheeks, manager of
construction of the 'Wright Carnival
Company is in the city, and has se-
lected the sites and arranged for the
erection of the quarters for the
Streets of Cairo, Streets of India,
Wild Animal Show, Maid of the
Mist, Wallace's Mass Blowers,
Chauncey Morland, the fat boy,
"She, The Mysterious Miss Jones
and Statute Turning to Life, Gypsy
Camp, German Village, Ferris
Wheel, Merry-Go-Round, Princess
Argetta, the Midget, Snake Dan,
Opium Den and other shows. Mr.
Cheek° will supervise the .building
of the tall tower for Thompson the
high diver and platforms and stands
for the various free shows.
Mr. Wilmer Hillman, the electric-
ian of the company, will arrive to-
morrow to wire the park and shows.
The last regular meeting of Hop-
kinsville lodge No. 54.1, Benevolent
and Protective Order of Elks before
the Carnival and Jubilee was held
last night with the largest attend-
ance in several months.
Reports showed that the commit-
tees have been working faithfully
and enthusiastically and that every-
thing presaged the success of the
Carnival next week.
The lodge authorized the board of
managers to give a ball in honor of
the Queen. Miss Elizabeth Morris,
who was elected queen by popular
vote, was chosen by the Elks to rep-
resent the Hopkinsville lodge as
sponsor at the First Kentucky Elks
Reunion which will be held in Louis-
ville the last week in May and will
be a social event of much magnitude.
Misses Elizabeth Russell and Rosa-
lynd Frankel were elected maids of
honor to the sponsor.
Seven gentlemen were initiated,
the degree work continuing until
nearly one o'clock. The candidates
were Messrs. Jas. B. Allensworth.
Robert C. Payne, V. M. Williamson,
Harry Lebkuecher, John Byrnes, H.
M. Dalton and Dr. M. W. Williams.
A lunch of sandwiches and ices was
enjoyed.
VEGETABLE
PLANTS AND
Flowers!
For the Spring and
Summer Trade.
We have at our gardens and orch
ards all kinds of Vegetable Plants,
Flowers and Nursery Stock, and we
will have in the collection of Vegeta-
ble Plants a limited number of the
now famous "New Large Early
Tomato," introduced by Walter Bur-
fee & Co., last year of which I am
the originator, and for which the
above company paid me a large sum
for the ownership, and said to be the
finest tomato now in existence
Will not be able to supply more
than one dozen of the plants to any
one customer. Yill also have plants
from two other varieties of my own
introduction, Snyder Earliest and
Snyder New Beauty. which are said
to be very flue. And other lite va-
rieties.
I make a specialty of landscape
gardens, renovating lawns and ceme-
tery plots, and will give estimates on
all floral work and tilling of flower
beds.
All kinds of seeds, flowers, roses,
fruit trees, small fruits and every-
thing in the nursery line for sale.
You will do well by consulting me
first on any of the above work. Our
orchards and gardens are near
Casky. Use phone No. 146-4 rings.
And all orders by mail will be
promptly attended to.
Wm. F. Snyder,
P. 0. Box Casky,tiy.
Louisville
DentalParlors
Bargains
In Dentistry
We can save you pain
and money.
A Good Set of Teeth
$5
A Gold Crown
$5
Remember we Extract
Teeth positively with-
out pain,
25c
ANNOUN lb BY QUEEN
OF CARNIVAL:.
General Interest Is Being
Manifested In The Elks
Jubilee.
Miss Elizabeth Morris, Queen of
the Elks Carnival and Jubilee, has
announced the apopointment of her
maids of honor, as follows:
Misses—
Beguile Russell Eloise Nelson
Willie Rust Sadie Frankel
Rosalynd Frankel Sue Ray
Ethel Gunn Sarah Southgate
Agnes Morris Annie May Reynolds.
I ......--
Mr. Harry M. Bryan lous been se-
lected by the executive coinmittee
to have supervision of the carnival
ball. He will be in charge of all de-
tails of that important social func-
tionl and iVii appoint the committee
which will 
s, 
at him.
Hundreds of beautiful and useful
articles for the country store have
been received. An invoice of the
stock is being taken today.
The Elks Jubilee will open Mon-
day at Hopkinsville anti a big time
is promised. The Hopkinsville lodge
is composed of progressive, go ahead
young men who know how to do
things and go &Lead to working out
such a result as will be a credit to
those engaged.—Henderson Wenner.
The Owensbilro Messenger says:
Miss Elizabeth Morris. the lovely
niece of Congressman Charles K.
Wheeler, have been chosen Queen of
the Carnival that the Elks will con-
duct next week at Hopkins% ille, and
her gracious rule over the numerous
socity fumuctionl will be parti
cular
ly ihteresting
The Fulton Leader says: Miss
Elizabeth Morris, of Hopkinsville, a
niece of Congressman Charles K.
Wheeler, has been elected Queen of
the Elks Candval at Hopkinsville
She is • young woman of unusual
beauty and numerous accomplish-
ments. The prospects for the success
of the tenth,* are very flattering.
The antics el "Aunt Sallie" who
advertised the Elks Carnival and
Jubilee on the streets yesterday cre-
ated much amusement. William J.
'robin, of New York, a clever char •
actor advertiser, who assumed the
part of a lively old country lady tak-
ing in the sights, is a genuine artist.
He had no trouble in "making good"
and the Elks are highly pleased with
his work.
Mr. Tobin is getting out a pro-
gram for the Jubilee which promis-
es to pay Win and the merchants
who take spaces well.
SUMMERS BUILDING,
Corner Main St Court Sts
Hqpkinsville. Ky. Phoenix
Hotel after 6 p. m. and Sun-
days.
,BRADSHAW RELEASED
Claude Bradshaw, coloredlarrested
by 'Coroner Allensworth on the
charge of murdering Dan Butler
near- Pembroke and placing his body
on the railrOad track to hide evi-
dence. of t crime, was arraignedZ
before Cou ty Judge Fowler for ex-
amining Dial. On motion of the
c,onirnonw Ith Bradshaw was re-
leased, suflioisnt evidence to hold
him to th• grand Jury not being
found.
lerom Thursday's daily
Dr. W. (i. Wheeler, who has been
the guest of Mr. mei Mrs. John D.
Elliott, returned to Hopkinsville MANY STARVING IN FORT
yeaterday.—Owensboro Messeng9.1
p•rsonal Notes ACITIOHNURNING
DE FRANCE.
Miss Agnes Morris has returned to 1
her home after a visit to Mts. John I
1). Elliott in Owensboro where sh0;
was the recipient of much soeial 
tentlance. 
at. Pierre May Be Quaran-
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. 'rebind and
daughter, of Maysville, have return-
ed home after a pleasant visit to Mr.
and Mrs. N. Zimmer.
Bev. Dr. John 0. Rust, of Nash-
ville, spent yesterday in the city. He
delivered an address at Pembroke
last evening.
Mr. Louis Wailer has returned
from Pensacola, Florida.
Mr. Thompson Burke , of Birming
Lam, Ala., and his sister, Miss Bet-
tie Burke, left this morning he' ('a-
diz to visit relatives.
Mrs. Susie Lander and daughter,
of Empire, are visiting relatives in
this city.
Mrs. Rogers Barr and children left
today for Lexington after a visit to
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Wood.
Miss Emma Hutchinson has re-
turned from a visit to Texas.
Miss Bessie Davenport is visiting
the family of Mr. W. T. Williamson.
Mr. John Ward, of Nashville, the
popular president of the Tennessee
Travelers Protection Association
was in ttme. city yesterday.
-
-
From Wednesday's dell).
Miss Jennie Walker has returned
from an extended visit. to Texas.
Mrs. B. B. Stevenson, of Lovelace
ville, Ky., is a guest of Mr. Geo. A.
Taylor's family on E. 13 St.
1 Mrs. Amelia 1,a3 ne and Mrs.Ethel
Clark, of Hopkinsville, are isiting
Mrs. James Utterback.—Padueah
News-Democrat.
Capt. John J. Roach, of Trigg
county, spent last night in the city
and left this morning for Madison-
ville to visit relatives.
Prow Thursday II daily.
WK. A. H. Eggletou left !Ilk morn-
ing for Huntington W. Va.
Robt. M. Fairleigh has gone to
Nolin, Ky., for a week's stay.
Mrs. W. H. Eggletoti and children
left today for a visit in Louisville.
Born to the wife of Mr. John F.
Ellis, on Walnut street, a daughter.
Mrs. Vaught, of Hartford Ky.. Is
the guest of Mrs. Elizabeth Dillinan
on Walnut street.
Mrs. Joyce Lander and daughter,
Lucile, of Empire, are visiting rola.
tives and friends in the city.
Mrs. M. Gr. Rust and her grandson.
James Moss, left this morning for
New Providence. Tenn.. to visit Mrs.
J. J. Garrott.
Mrs. Willie Drake of Madisonville
and Miss Daisy Richardson of Man-
nington spent the day Monday with
Miss Susie Jones.
Mr. Max Ranhold is iu receipt of a
cablegram announcing the arrival in
Germany of his son-in-law, Mr.
Nick Stadelman.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Rives, of Bell,
passed through the city today an
route to Shelbyville, to visit their
daughter, Mrs. Beard.
Mrs. W. H. Eggleten was called to
Louisville today by a despatch stat-
ing that her brother had been badly
Injured by coming in (setteet with a
live wire.
Mr. Allen D. Wallis has been pro-
moted by the New York Life Insur-
ance Co., from its Baltimore offices
to New York City. _Mr. Wallis' re-
sponsibilities arm enlarged and Ws
salary considerably increased.
Mrs. Della McGee and little daugh-
ter are making arrangements to
move to Hopkinsville. They will
reside with Mr. Harry Tatum, Mrs.
McGee's brother. who located there
several weeks ago.—Providence
Record.
-see sese----_.
TO CUM A CALI) IN erde. DAY
Take Laxative Brom., Quinine Tab-
lets. All iruggiste refund the money
if it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's sig-
gesture is on each box. 26c. tckt
INCHESTER
"NEW RIVAL" FACTORY LOADED SH
OTGUN SHELLS
outshoot all other black powder shells7beca
use they are made
better and loaded by exact machinery with the 
standard brands of
powder, shot and wadding. Try them and you 
will be convinced.
ALL • REPUTABLE • DE
ALERS • KEEP • THEM
•••
sar), 99a93)3
g
••••■••
I AM Ready
For Spring
Come re the feast! Come ancifmake your 
selectiens
now from aim elegant Stock of Fresh Sp
ring Goods
Just Opened at T. M. Jones.
New Silks for Dresses and Waists,
New Wash Goods, New Challies,
New Dress Triurniiiies
NEW WASH GOODS.
Mercerized Zephyrs, Mercerised Linens,
Silk Spot Zephyrs, Madras Cloth, 
Chaniby
(linghams, Check and Corded Gingham*.
Covert Cloth, Fancy Dress Ducks,
Colored Dimities guel Lawns. etc.
WHITE GOODS.
Persian Lawns, Vici Lawne, India 
Linen.
Linen Lawns, Dimities. Check Nai
nsocck,
Jones Cambric, Piquee, Etc.. E
ly
New Floor Coverings.
Carpets, Huge, Matting', Linoleum.,
 Oil Cloths. Etc.
Big assortment in every line to select
frotn. All are welcome.
T. M. JONES.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
********* 
:33V
Jhi It. Castleman. Arthur
 0. Langharn. Breckinridge Cast
leman.
Royal Insurance 
Co.
OF LIVERPOOL.
Largest Fire Insurance Company
 In The World.
BARBEE & CASTLEMAN
Managers Southern Department
, Louisville, Ky.
General Offices, Columbus B'ld'g
W. F. Garnett & Co., Agts., Hopkinsville, 
Ky.
tined From the
World.
(Special to New Era.)
FORT DE FRANCE. May lb.—
Fort de France is a city of mourn-
ing, and crowds block the streets.
The cathedral and every public place
is tilled with them. At times spasms
of weeping sweep over them until it
SPAM% that everyone is in Mara.
Famine doubles the misery.
The cremating of time dead in fit.
Pierre is proving such a terrible task
that a suggestion has been made to
shut off the city from the world for a
year, using a land 'owl sea force for
the quarantine.
Lieut. Butler states that St. Vin-
cent is veiled behind a wall of fire.
Among the victims on the island are
time Carib aberiginees, said to
be the last of the West Indian abo-
riginees. The dead on that island are
approximated at 2,000. and among
them are reported to be the last of
the Carib aborigines.
The great cry from Fort De France
I. for food. The United States gov-
ernment is hurrying forward sup-
plies, and almost the entire world is
promptly responding to the call for
help.
Night Was Her Terror.
"1 would cough nearly all nigbt
long," writes Chas. Applegate, of
Alexandria' Ind., and coald hardly
get any sleep. 1 had consumption
so bad that if I walked a block I
would cough frightfully and spit
blood, but, when all all other medi-
cines failed, three $1.00 bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery wholly cured
me and I gained 58 pounds." It's
absolutely guaranteed to cure coughs
colds. la grippe, bronchitis and all
throat and lung troubles. Price ft0c
and $1.00. Trial bottles free at An-
derson & Fowler, J. 0. Cook, L. L.
Elgin, C. K. Wyly's.
•
•
•
•
•
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: IfYou Dont Buy Your Clothing From
.12
IP
lie• You Don't Buy Clothing Right.
•I raw TimeSt
•
•
•
AKE a look at our Straw Hats. It is
necessary to keep a cool head this
kind of weather and the best way to do it is
to wear a good breeze wafting
Straw Hat
•
 
0
•
 
0
• 
ND HERE they are in all the fanciful •
shapes that fashion has slid are cor 0
•
: Prices to Please I
rect. We believe we have a straw hat to
fit and please every head in town and
III •
Ill
• 
:
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••• HIM
Every Purse.
In Hot Weather
DRESS GOODS
While in St. Louis last week our buyer
picked up 5,000 yards of
Fine SheerPrinted Lawn
s,
Baptistes, Dimities,
And Other New Fab
rics
recently brou0ht out with French nu 
es
as long as your arm. In the lot ar
e
many linen shades so popular
just now. The real value of this lot
of goods run from 7 1-2c to 50c a 
yard. By
reason of our advantageous'purchase
WE ARE ABLE TO SELL THE
Inc Kind tor
15c
20c
25c
6 6
6 6 6
6 6 6 6
- - 
5c
- -
10c
- -15c
- -
20c
•
J. H. ANDERSON
and Company.
011•••••••••••••te01111
!*g
„..b.
• %
Ciiculation. :3—Economy in
5—Low Average Temperature.
7 --Freedom from Damage by
Drip Pipe. 9- -Long Life.
Che Gurney
Refrigerator
A Food Preserving Machine,
NOT A BOX.
Guaranteed satisfactory. superior in nin
e es-
sential points, namely: 1- Cleanliness. 2
—Fre
tilt Use of Ice. 4—f;ondensation and Dry
 Air
6—Freedom from Condensation on Inner Wa
lls.
the use of Ice Picks. S.-Proper Loc
ation of
Che "QUEEN" FREEZERS
Are first class in every detail and we d
o not know any other kind that LI so en-
tirely satisfactory. Be sure to see the "
Queen" before buying.
We also have Water Coolers. 
Ice Picks, Ice Shaves,Lemon
Squeezers, etc.. in Great Varie
ty.
Phone
185-3 GEO. W. YOUNG.
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•
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EW ERA RATHER PECULIAR,rike,,,andek sc.
hidden'.
• New Ira Building, Seventh
seer Main. HoOdnerdle. Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
as las postofflos is Rook' ns•1110
essilmatssr
Friday, May 16, 1902.
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ADIfElpetfiG RATES:-
, asseassersson   tie
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Announcements.
We are authorized to announce
JUDGE E. P. TAYLOR
at Devisee ocunty, as a candidate for
1 = 1111in the Second congressional 1eubject to the action of the
Dessecratle party.
We are authorised to announce
HON. JOHN B. BRASHER.
Of Hopkins county, ne a candidate
for asagesse in the Second district
=
la the action of the Demo-
party. Election Nov. 1902.
We are authorised to announce
Walla 0. BELL
as a esadidele for Railroad CGmmis-
anise* in the That Railroad District
indelsst to the anion of the Dement
Ms rim%
- The beet eager ring maligning the
sugar trait (Recounts the pot calling
the kettle black.
Seale of the ace.ounts that are now
,eoining from the Philippines not
only "out Herod :Herod ;" ,they out
Weeder Weyler.
While worshipping the golden
ealf the beef trust should remember.
the fable of the goose that !eyed the
golden egg.
During part of the thne that
Senator Simmons was making his
specteh in the U. S. senate on the
rights of the Filipinos there was
_ not a Republican senator in his
seat.
Frank R. Stockton, now so
mourned, was middle-age before he
seemed any literary recognition.
Vasnmeeseful literary aspirants, if
young, need not be discourage in the
light of his career.
The ship-subsidy bill has been
pigeon-holed. It was found that
Republican congressmen from in-
terior district would have too much
e trouble explaining it with glittering
generalities spout the "restoration
of our merchant marine.-
• If Cuba reciprocity agitation does
'nothing else, it has gained glory as
the mean. of giving the Reed rules
most severe jolt they have ever
since they began to dominate
procedure in the national !mime of
repiseentatives.
•••••
Susan B. Anthony is collecting
material and planning an exhaustive
Ahem), of the woman suffrage move-
tin this country. She expects to
e the work a monument to the
:cease for which she has made such a
thew and valiant sight.
' European, news agency that
reported Kruger's son as taking the
oath of allegiance to England cir-
ronhmted a mie-statement. President
Kruger had four sons, two of whom
are in the field, the third being a
prisoner in Ceylon and the fourth
• having recently died In captivity
. at Cape Town.
" The steamer -Deutschland" lost
her rudder 400 miles from land on a
recent voyage and completed the
trip without assistance at an
average speed of is kayo. steering
ANNI1111 of her twin screws
1111011gh a proper management of
the revolution of the engines.
Ose of the latest forms in in-
eligibles has been adopted in regard
to IlIte coronation stands in London
to view the royal procession. The
owners are insured the east of the
eland against a change In the route
at the parade at the last momeut
which would leave their property off
line of march.
The U.S. fish commission steamer
"Albeitreee" is at Honolulu making
a study of the food fishes of our
new possessions, and the Japanese
liebermen will not go out to fish as
they suspect that the officers are try-
ing to find the best grounds in order
to take their trade away from them
with new-tangle method. No one
bee been able to peeve to them that
the mission of the steamer is purely
scientific and as a eonsequence the
market. has been poorly supplied.
TAKE
PRICKLY
ASH
BITTERS
fee emereeee. cmarkeske.
woe lessibles.
IT CLIZEIOSS.
Wardwtok, Special Aft.
a.
T. C. TRYING TO SKIRT
AROUND US.
Does It Really Prefer Town
of Crimpy to Hop-
kinsville?
The Tenneesee Central Railway
surveying corps. in charge of Engi-
neer Blanchard, are removing their
camp from Olenellen to Oracey,
from which point they have received
orders to continue the line on to Ed-
dy v Me.
The work on the line between
Clarksville and Gracey was com-
pleted over a week ago, the survey-
ors reaching Clarksville on that
date. Since then the men have not
been in the field, but have remained
in camp in order to catch up with
their clerical work.
It is officially announced that the
first train over the new Tennessee
Central road will enter Nashville at
2 p. m. May te There will he a big
parade and the governor. mayor,
and city officials will participate.
Nashville has $1,000.o00 stock in
the new road. The opening of the
line will be a very important event.
WhengBaby was sick, we gave her
Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for
Castoria.
When she became Miss. she clung to
Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave
them Castoria.
Paynter Nominated.
Judge Thomas H. Psynter was re-
nominated by acclamation for Judge
of the court of appeals by the Sixth
appellate Democratic convention in
Maysville. Judge Payuter was pres-
ent and made &speech of acceptance.
Both Will Not Run.
A gentleman who is in a position
to know informed us a few days ago
that lie had it from reliable authori-
ty that both Judge Nunn aud Judge
Dorsey would not be candidates for
Appellate Judge in this district. He
was not informed as to which of the
two would make the race. This will
leave four candidates to contest for
the nomination.-Cadiz Record.
HEAD FOREMOST
Little Fellow Fell Into A
Barrel Of Water.
The five-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. L. Power had a narrow es-
cape from drowning, says the Elkton
Times. The little fellow was play-
ing about a barrel half filled with
water,when lie fell in head foremost.
He managed to catch on time top of
the barrel with his feet and draw
himself out before any of the family
knew of his perilous position.
Doctors Elect Officers.
The Southwestern Kentucky Med-
ical association elected the following
officers:
President, J. M. Peck. Arlington.
Senior rice president, J. P. Earl,
Charleston.
Junior vice president, J. I.. Heed-
ley, Farmington.
Secretary H. T. Rivers, Paducah.
Treasurer, J. T. Reddick. Padu-
cah.
Dawson Springs was selected as
the place for holding the next meet-
ing.
The Best Prescription for
Malaria •
Chills and Fever is a bottle of
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic. It is
simply iron and quinine in a taste-
less form. No cure No pay. Price
00c.
• - --
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BLIND TIGER
Marshall :Stockwell :Raided
One at Trenton.
Marshall Stockwell raided a blind
tiger dive in Trenton, conducted by
Rich Merriwether. a colored man.
There were several cases of beer and
a number of jugs of whiskey in the
place, and theme with the owner
were taken charge of by the authori-
ties.
A 0000 THING
German Syrup is the special pre-
scription of Dr. A. Boschee, a cele-
brated German Physician, and is ac-
knowledged to be one of the most
fortunate discoveries in Medicine.
It quickly cures Coughs. Colds and
all Lung troubles of the severest na-
ture, removing, as it does, the cause
of the affection and leaving the pert.
In a strong and healthy condition.
'Os not an experimental medicine,
but has stoociothe Wet of years, giving
satisfaction in every case, whieh its
rapidly increasing sale every season
confirms. Two millionibottles sold
annually. Boltebee's German Syrup
was introduced in the United States
in 1858, and is now sold in every
town and village in the civilized
world. Three doses will relieve any
ordinary cough. Price Theta. (Jet
Green' s 'Special Almanac. R. C.
Hardwick.
IN EMPIRE
Alsace And Lorraine Incor-
porated Into Cermany.
(Cablegram tam New Era.)
BERLIN, May 12.-Alsace and
Lorraine have been fully incorporat-
ed in the German Empire. the last
disqualification being abolished. The
Kaiser homed an order to Stetthaiter
Prince Hohenlohe-Langenburg.abol-
ishing the so-called "dictator para-
graph," as an expression of his be-
lief in the loyalty of the people in
the two provinces.
-.0111•••11a{-
Notice.
All persons having claims against
the estate of Mrs. S. V. Rossington.
deceaaed, are hereby notified .to file
satne at once with The Planters Bank
anti Trust Company. All claims to
be paid must be itemized anal fully
proven according to law.
This May Sid 1902.
PLANT1118 SANK AN'D Terse Co.
Administrator of Mrs. S. V. Boeing-
I',
a
!Y.
FIFTY THOUSAND HOMELESS PRIMARY ORDERED
AND HUNGRY AT MARTINIQUE.
U. S. CONSUL AYME CA-
BLES REPORT.
SITUATION IS AWFUL.
Relief Parties Find Condi-
tions As Terrible As
Anticipated.
DETAILS OF CALAMITY.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 12.-
A cablegram received today by the
state department from United States
Consul Ayme, of Guadalupe, who
went to Martinique Sunday to inves-
Ugae the situation, states that fifty
thousand people are homeless and
hungry at Mertinique. and that star-
vation is confronting them.
Cablegram.
FORT DE FRANCE, Isiaml of
Martinique, May I2.-Relief parties
on reaching St. Pierre found condi-
tions as terrible as anticipated. The
streets are filled with dead bodies.
Many hundreds perished in neer by
villages after escaping from St.
Pierre.
Mt. Pelee is still in eruption, and
the whole is involved the surface
constantly changing. The people
are deserting in every boat that can
be secured.
North St. Vigeint was destroyed
and hundreds of people killed.
Advices received today from the
vicinity of St. Pierre (ten miles from
here) contain further details of the
terrible volcanic epheaval. which re-
sulted in the utter destruction of the
town and the death of nearly all its
inhabitants.
The latest reports received here
show that lava continues to pour
down the slopes of the mountains,
slowly engulfing the whole north
side of the ieland, while fresh ere-
vase•-s are continually opening.
The 4a0gurvivors who were brought
here yesterday from the vicinity of
St. Pierre by the French cable repair
ship, Pollster Guertier. c le from
the town of Le Precheur, where. ser-
rounded on all sides by flowing lava.
they were nearly reseed to death and
expected momentarily to be engulfed ,
The work of relief is progressing
here on the most extensive scale pos-
sible, but in anticipation of disturb-
ances, the treasury building and the
warehouses are gunnies; by troops.
The crater of Mt. Pelee has been
wearing its "smoke-cap" since the
third of May. but there was nothing
until last Monday to indicate that
there would be the slightest change.
AU that day a stream of lava shot
through the top of the crater and
spread into the valley, overwhelm-
lug the Guerin Sugar NN orks and
killing 23 work people and the son
of the proprietor.
A commission was appointed by
the governor to investigate the out-
break and it returned a reassuring
report on Wednesday evening. But
about 8 o'clock on Thursday morning
a shower of fire rushed down on St.
Pierre and the coast from Le Cachet,
which had A population of 6,000, to
Le Prechur, which had a population
of 4.000, burning up everything in its
path.
Throughout Thursday the heat in
the vicinity of St. Pierre was AO in-
tense and the stream of flowing lava
so unremitting that it was imposel-
hie to approach the town during the
early part of the day.
As evening approached the French
cruiser Such-it, after a heroic battle
with the heat, suffocation and sul-
phur fumes, succeeded in making a
dash toward the shore, nearing the
land close enough to enable her to
take off thirty survivors ef the dis-
aster, all of whom were horribly
burned and InutilatNi.
St. Pierre at that tittle was an ab-
solute. smoking waste. concealing
30,000 corpses, whitest rapid decom-
position necessitated, in sone- cameo,
instantly completing their erema-
don, which was only partly nevem-
plished by the lava.
The inhabitants were panic-strick-
en the morn of the digester when the
sky suddenly blackened until it was
as dark as midnignt. The sea shrank
back thirty yards and hot rain began
to fall, while gravel the size of wal-
nuts poured down on the town.
This lasted about fifteen minutes.
Queen Elizabeth
Miss Morris Chosen By Large Plurality To
Rule Over The Social Festivities
Of The Ellis Jubilee.
Miss Elizabeth Morris will be Queen of the Elks' Caniival and Jubilee.
The official canvass of the vote took place Monday morning. I
Miss Morris receivad 1519 votes, her plurality over the next highest
number of ballots. 1175. which were cast for Miss Annie May Reynolds,
being 314.
'early 4000 votes were cast.
The result will give general pleasure, and the Elks are as much de-
light tett as the public.
Miss Morris is one of the most popular and attractive young ladies
in this region and is well known and greatly admired in the society circles
of mary cities in Kentucky and other states. Her regisi loveliness, her
raciousnees and savoirjaire splendidly tit her for the exalted position
she will occupy during carnival week.
VERY SUCCESSFUL
WAS "YOUNG MAN'S uAY"
ON SUNDAY.
Steps Taken For The Organ-
ization of Local
Y. M. C. A.
Sunday was ••Young Men's Day.'
Most of the church services were In
the interest of youtig men, and were
conducted by prominent representa-
tives of the Young Men's Christian
Aeseciation. The program for !.lie
day comprised a prayer service for
young men. which was IwIrl at 8:30
o'clock at the IMetleelist church.
State Secretery }leery E. Rosevear
occupied the pulpit at I he Christian
church. John Lake. at the Baptist
church, and F. J.Michel at the Cum-
berianb Presbyterian elittrele All of
the speakers were from Louisville.
Prof. Taylor delivered an address to
men at the Methodist church in the
erten-item. el,' r upie being ••Th„
Crisis of American Manhood."
The union serv lees at the taber-
nacle at 7:10 o'clock were well at-
tended. Brief and interesting ad-
dresaes were made by all the visit-
ing state officers and Mr. I. Bailey
of Madisonville.
At the conclusion of this service
all men lnHopkinsville who were in-
terested in the promotion of a local
Y. M. C.A. were invited to remain.
About fifty responded to the invita-
tion and the subject was freely dis-
cussed among them.
It was decided to appoint a com-
mittee of three who who would can-
vass the town and:arrange for a con-
ference at some early date. Judge
W. P. Winfree, Mr. I.. McCartney
and Mr. W. A. Long were appointed
on this committee.
It is the intention of the state offi-
cers to be present the conference and
assist in every way possible the er-
ganization of a local assoeiat
GOOD ADVICE.
The most miserable beings in the
world are those suffering from Dys-
pepsia and Liver Complaint. More
than seventy-five per cent. of the
people in the United States are af-
flicted with these two diseases and
their effect.: such as Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Habitual Costive-
ness, Palpitation of the Heart, Heart-
burn, Water-brash, Gnawing and
Burning Pains at the Pit of the Shorn-
ache, Yellow Skin, Coated Tongue
and Disagreeable Taste in the Mouth,
Coming up of Fetid after eating, Low
Spirits, .etc. Go to your Druggist
and get a bottle of August Flower for
76 cents. Two doses will relieve you.
Try it. Get Green's Special Almanac.
R. C. Hardwick.
Mom ars Near IlLeeseys
autesnisomme.w..atet
a
Young Farmer Dead.
rout Saturday's daily.
T0111 Itawhlias A young fanner liv-
ing on the farm of Mr. Jno. Y.
Gray died yesterday afterno•m of
consumption.
••••••.---
Prickly Asn Bitters cures the kid-
ney's regulates the liver, tones up
the stomach and purifies the bewels.
R. C. Hardwick.
Gracey Post-Office.
Hugh McGehee has been appoint-
ed postmaster at Gracey to succeed
Will Hamtnonds removed. MeGehee
has made the proper bond and same
has been forwarded to 1‘'itallington
and he expects to take charge of the
office in a few days. Haurmonds,
however, is still fighting to retain
the position, and backed by borne of
the leading Republicans of Western
Kentucky, feels confident that he
will be retained. Hammond is a Re-
publican and McGehee a gold Demo
crat.-Cadiz Record.
 
sme 
Children Cry for
Fletcher's Castoria.
- - •••••• --
The most vigorous orkers have
spells of ••tieed feeling" now and
then. This feeling is caused by de-
rangement hi thefstomach, liver and
bowels. A few doges of Prickly Ash
Bitters quickly corrects the disor-
der and sends the Wood tingling
through the veins, carrying life and
renewed energy throughout the sys-
tem. R. P. Hardwick.
WHEN BABY
IS COMING
USE
Mother's Friend.
Woman's greatest dream of beatify and
glory is when nature has chosen, her to
become • mottier. Every faculty is keenly
alert and her !stature the finest as she fore-
sees the joy, the antbitiod, the success and
the life-long satisfaction coming, coming
nearer, day by day, in the dear •nd Innocent
being so soon to sea light, and the. very
uncertainty whether she shall are a +comet
girl Mc. or brave boy face beside rr on
the pillow, adds test to her expectancy
Then, if ever, she should take rare of her
seees-st, mental and moral health.
MOTHER'S PRISMS applied externally
throughout pregnancy will relieve the pain
of parturition, and no mother and chiid can
fail to be health v, hearty, strong, clear coin-
plimioned, pure blood•41, calm nerved and
cheerful In disposition, who are mutually
Influenced for months by the continued use
of Mother's Friend.
Of druggists 111.00
Oar treatise "Motherhood" mailed free.
Ts( BRADFIELD NKG:ULATON CO.
ArhAlira,
-ree
CONCRESSIONAL CANDI-
DATE NAMED AUC.2.
1
All Who Will Support Nomi-
nee Asked To Par-1
tIctipate.
The Dentoeratic congressional
committee of the Second district de-
eided Saturday
election should
August 2, for th
gilt that a primary
held on Saturday,
urpote of tunnies-
t ing a candidate for congress. This
decision was in Sedulous. All the
CAIlliinftfeti were resent with the ex-
ception of John . Brasher, of Hop-
kins county. whist was too ill to at-
tend. 1
. The meeting 4, called to order at
7:30 o'clock at Hotel Latham by
District Chairmen Charles M. :Mea-
cham. The members pres•eit were
J. T. Wilson. Henderson; George
throve, Christian; W. P. Miller, Mc-
Lean; F.I1 Bingham, Union, Dr. J.
A. (Joodson, Webster; 1). W. Usti in,
Hopkins, E. E. Kelly, Hancoek. The
latter held the proxies of T. F. Birk-
head and C. A. Elaytte, of Daviess.
C. W. Gatlin w elected secretary
of the meeting.
The Hon. R. Bradley. of Madi-
sonville, the pe 11/11 repr•-sentetive
of Candidate J. Brasher, Judge
Taylor, of Davi ; the flon. G. W.
Hickman, of Mtstean, and Messrs.
Wm. Howell. of Christian. and A. O.
Stanley, of Henderson, Illit(10 short
talks before the committee. All ex-
pressed themselves in favor of a pri-
mary election, Save Mr. Stanley,
who preferred a oimvention, but. was
willing to abide biy the decision of
the committee iti the affair. The
vote on the first ballot in the corn-
mittee stood 7 to 2 in favor of a pri-
mary, but it w4 Made unanimous.
plere was selnie discussion over
thkqualification of those venlig in
tiny:wintery, but time same qualifies,
dons as adopted for participants in
the appellate conventions was agreed
upon. It is that all Democrats of
what ever shade or belief who agree
to support the nominee and all
young Democrats shall be entitled to
a vote. The primary will be held
under the Carroll' law, which will be
strictly observe. I
The committee decided that lino
candidate should be allowed to use
the Democratic ((vice. for his indl-;
vitae' device. t'then adjourned to
meet in Hendenton on July 1 to cont-
plete all arrangements for holding
the primary election. At the meet-
ing in Henderson the candidates will
decide by lot La
names shall ap
The matter
what in the
thought that
hat order their
on the ballot.
discussed some-
Mee ard it was
ary could he
held at a coot coi $4000. No election
officer will he allowed more than $1
for his services; The meeting of the
comniittee was harmonious in every
partieular.
Dangerous If Neglected.
Burns, cuts and other wounds of-
ten fail to heal properly if neglected
and become troublesome sores. De-
WIWI' Witch Hazel Salve prevents
such consequences. Even where de-
lay has aggravated the injury De-
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve effects a
cure. "I had a running sore on my
leg thirty years." says H. C. Hartly,
Yankeetown, Ind. "After using
many remedies, I tried DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. A few boxes
healed the sore." Cures all skin
diseases. Piles yield to it at once.
Beware of counterfeits. R. C. Hard-
wick.
- 
-_
-
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Ask Your Dealer for Allen's
Foot Ease.
A powier for the feet. It cures
Swollen, Sore, Hop, Callous, Aching.
Sweating Feet, C rtss and Bunions.
At all druggists a d shoe stores, 25c.
Ask today. 158
Hazel'
F Ipso')
No. 205, North
Main Street.
Real Estate Eli
Loan Agents
We have ything in the
way of a hotise and lot or a
farm you want. Below ar
a few; we have many others
not advertised. Tell us what
you want; we can supply
you
sou acres of land 3 miles south of
Hopkinsville on free pike, well im-
proved. Will sell all in one body or
(-lit to suit purchaser in tracts rang-
ing from 60 acresup, improved or un-
Unproved. Prie
per acre. Will,e
ty for desirableic
from $2e.60 to $36.00
change the proper-
ty property.
190 acres e) es from town, well
improved and Tnla high state of cul-
tivation, for sale or exchange for city
property. See lir for price.
4-room house on E. 9th street, large
lot, $1.,100, easy t ms.r
6-room framei
a splendid little
(4-room houseo
A cheap house
one on Broad sir
2nd street.
i
use on W 18th Nt.,
ouse, $1,100. 
W 18th street,4191.10.
on Jackson street,
et and one op 'Vest
A new 6-room frlck house on E.
7th street this el y; an elegant.- line.
Price. $2,100. ,
128 acres of lit d 1, miles east of
Crofton, Ky. Well improved; 76
acres of botth4 land; a mplendid
farm. Price $81 ; easy te(ms.
A two story li4ck of buildings in
business portio of Hopkineville. 3
good store rooflt all rented "rice
$4,000; easy te
80 acres of la well improved 8
miles from Ho insville on Butter-
milk road. Pri $460; a cheap place.
100 acres of and on Cole creek
3 miles North of Haley's Mill, Chris-
tian county; AS res good timber;
bitit); timtwr is orthi the money.
I 4 root house 4n west 2nd street:
lot 88 feet front by 196 feet deep. $800.
6 room frame house on Jesup's Ave
Lot tmOmeina; corner lot in good condi-
tion. $1600; easy terms.
Place your property with us for
sale or exchange. We advertise free
of charge. Call and give us an op-
tion.
H AZ ELI P &
„.
ON FIRE.
As exploding lamp ; the clothing In
a blaze; a paragraph in the paper tell-
'fix of horrible suffering from burns.
Tragedy in this form moves a man to
tears. II t for
women who are
daily being con-
sumed (iv the
smouldering fire
of disease there is
little sympathy.
Infiantmation,
with its fierce
burning; ulcera-
tion, eating into
the tissues the
nervous system al-
most shattered by
suffering , these
are (wry pert of
the daily agonies
borne by many a
woman.
Dr. Pierre's Fa-
vorite Prescription
puts out the fire
of inflammation,
heals ulceration,
and cures female
weakness. It tran-
quilizes the nerves, restores the appetite,
and gives refreshing sleep. "Pavonte
Prescription " is the most reliable put-up
medicine offered as a cure for diseases
peculiar to women. It always helps.
It almost altea.) s cures.
"When first commenced using Dr. Pierre's
'medicines.. writes Mrs. George A. fitrong, of
Geneevuort, Sander(Co. V "I was suffer-
ing lean female weakness, • disagreeable drain.
bearing.lown pains. weak and tired feeling lid
OM time. I dragged around to that way for two
years. and I began taking your medicine. After
taking first bottle I began to feel better. I took
four bottles of M. Terre's Favotite Preserip.
nee. two of • Golden Medkel Discovery.' one
Mel of the Pleasient Pellets • also used one
bottle of rpm. Sage's Catame, itemedy Now I
feel ifke • new person. I can't thank you
eriouel for your kind advice 'tad the good your
Medicine has dine me "
Dr. Pierre's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, paper bound, is sent free on
receipt of 21 one-cent stamps to pay
expense of mailing artily. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Ileffe.:3, N. Y.
personal Notes 
From Mooday's dotty.
Mr. M. E. Bacon luta returned from
Evansville.
Miss Edwina Cook huts returned
from Texas'.
Mrs. T. L. Bacon is Evansvill..
visiting relatives.
Mr. Sam Northington, of Clarks-
ville, is in the city.
Dr. T. W. Blakey and son have r•--
turned from Auburn.
Mrs. T. W. Blakey has returned
front a visit in Elkton.
Mr. Frank Dulin and wife of Kirk-
mansville, are here today.
Mr. James Moore. of New York, Is
visiting relatives in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Anderson
returned today front Asheville, N. C.
Dr. W. E. Bartlett and wife, of
Kirkmaneville. spent Monday in the
city.
Messrs. • J. T. Edmunds, W. R.
Wicks and T. C. Underwood return-
ed from Louisville Sunday.
I Mrs. T. C. Underwood and son and
Miss Wile Rust returned today from
a visit to relatives in Todd county.
Miss Anna Davis McComb, of Lou-
isville, spent Sunday in the city 4
the guest of Mrs. J. E. McPherson.
Mr. J. R. Barr, of Lexington, is in
the city visiting his family who are
guests of Mr. anti Mrs. Hunter
Wood.
Mrs. Dr. Drake, ef Madioonville,
and Miss Daisy Richardson. of Man-
ni‘i,ngton , are guests of Miss Lelia
Wicks.
Dr. Joseph E. Gregory and daugh-
ter, Lotto, of Louisville, are visiting
the former's sister, Mrs. Dr. Jas. E.
Oldham, on South Clay St.
Mr. James D. Hill, of the Hill
house, returned Sunday, after a sev
eral weeks visit to relatives at Dal-
las, Tex.. and Los Angeles, Cal.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Bromberg. and
Miss Lillie bier returned to Nash-
ville this morning after A visit to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Frankel.
Misses Harriott Johnson and Ar-
ne Hathaway, of Owenisboro, arriv-
ed in the city Saturday to visit Mrs.
James M. Green and will remain for
the social functions during the Jubi-
lee week.
From Saturday's chilly.
Mrs. Bettie H. Wilkinsof Bowling
Green, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. McPherson on 16th St.
Miss Anna Davis McComb, of
Louisville. will arrive in the city to-
night to visit Mr. J. E. McPherson's
family on South Main.
J. R. Barr, of Lexington, is iii the
city the guest of Mr. Hunter Wood's
family.
Mrs. Catherine A. lawhern has re-
turned to her home at Sitlphur
Springs, Ky., after a visit to her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. Zimmer.
Miss Bettie Burke has returned
from a visit to the family ef Mr. M.
S. Thompson at Cadiz.
Col. E. 11, Lindsay is in town to-
day.
Mise Euvenitt Jackson. of Muir-
freeshorte Tenn., is visiting the fam-
ily of Dr. J. B. Jaekson on South
‘'irginia street.
Mrs. L. Nftfal has gone to Madison-
ville to attend the finierel of Mrs.
John Larkin.
Mr. John Harvey was called to
Madisonville yesterday by the death
of his sister, Mrs. John Larkin.
Mrs. Rote. Bellamy and child, will
go to Evansville tomorrow to visit
Mrs. Bellatny's parents.
Miss Barbata Adcock of Church
Hill is in the city shopping today.
Mrs. mo. P. Pmwse will return to-
morrowm  fro  an extenalVe southern
trip.
Miss Mary Parks and Mrs. J. D.
Russell hae v returned front a trip to
Nashville.
THE NEW YORK WORLD
Thrice-a-Week Edition.
The Most Widely Read
New-paper in America.
Time has demonstrated that the
Thrice-a-Week World stands alone
in its class. Other papers have Ind
tated its form but not its success.
This is because it tells all the news
all the time and tells it impartially,
whether the news be political or
otherwise. it is in fact almost a
daily at the price of a weekly and
you cannot afford to be without it
Republican and Democrat alike
can read the Thrice-a-Week .World
with absolute confidence in its truth.
In addition to news, it publishes
first-class serial storied and Other
features suited to the home and fire-
side.
The Thrice-a-Week World's regu-
lar subscription price is only $1.00
per year and this pays for 168 pa-
pers. We offer this unequalled
newspaper and the New Era together
one year for $1.50.
The regular subscription price of
the two papers is $2
MULES POR SALE.
26 head of good mule* for sale.
wt f ',AMNIA'S STASIS.
-
Louisville Races.
ieke
FERGUSON* of *toesone-third fare. 
Limited to close
T
r 
tson sale daily at one and
. R. M. Water, Agt.
•
HORRIBLE CRIME.
MURDERER MUTILATES
BODY OF VICTIM.
Danced On Corpse, Yelling
At the Top of His
Voice.
(Special to New Era.)
BRIDGEPORT, Conn., May 12. -
Lawrence Bressaue. a fireman in the
Atlantic Hotel, crept into the meat-
room and split the skull of Michael
Tortiiih, the chef, with a meat cleaN -
er. He then took a large butcher-
knife and slashed the body, miffing
off the nose and ears, gouging out
the eyes and cutting strip after strip
of flesh off the face of time vietine
When the upper part of the body
was unrecognizable, Bressane jump-
ed on it and danced from the head to
the feet until the arrival of the police
who were attracted by the frantic
yells of the frenzied murderer.
Bressane then turned his attention
to his would-be captors and was not
subdued until a policeman broke
club over his head and another
knocked him senseless to the ground
with the brass buckle of a belt.
Bressane, at police headquarters,
acknowledged the murder and said
he telt better for having committed
it. It is believed that trouble over a
women led him to kill his fellow-
workman.
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In every town
and village
may be had,
the
Mica
Axle
Grease
that makes your
horses glad.
In the Stud-Season of 1902 the high-
ly-bred Saddle and Harness
Stallimm.
King Alcyone, No. 32912
For the season of 1902. may be found
at the home of the undersigned on
the Princeton road within time city
limits of Hopkinsville. Ky.
King Alcyone 32912 is a highly
bred combined *addle and harness
horse, time 2:17; jet black with left
hind foot white, five years old, full
18,1-, hands high. Was sold at the
sale Of J. A. Radford, Christian
county, Ky.; got by Black Alcyone.
Reg. 10123, time 2:1711, owned by J.
J. Vancleve, Christian comity. Ky.:
Ring Alcvone's dam Lathe Gordon;
she by oia Gordon No. 31117, bred by
Capt. M. M, Clay, Paris, Ky.; the by
Onward. 2:261-sown of George Wilkes
2:22) her dam Annie Dictator; she
by Tennessee Dictator. Can give
pedigree further. King Alcyone will
be permitted to serve mares at the
low price of $10.00 cash by the sea-
son, payable when service is render-
ed; $15.00 to insure foal. payable
when fact is ascertained or mare
transferred, No doubtful mares tak-
Pa. Not responsible for accidents
-theta(' any occur.
Mammoth
A Spanish Jack, 9 years old. near
16 hands high, weight 875 lbs., of fine
length, heavy built, good form,heary
bone, quick and active, has proven
himself a fine breeder. Was sired
by S. H. Myers' Jack, Granger, 16
hands high; he by Blythe's Black
Prince; he by Rein's Black Prince.
His dam an imported Spanish Jen-
net. Mammoth's dam was sired by
Reuben Curry's Mammoth Jack, of
Caldwell county, Ky.. and he by W.
H. West's old Thoroughbred Jack,
Gray Mammoth. He was otie of the
best breeders in the state.
Mammoth will be permitted to
serve mares at the low price of $8.00
to insure foal, money due when the
fact is ascertained or mare transferr-
ed. No doubtful mares taken. Not
responsible for accidents should any
occur.
Season has romnienced, ends July
1st, 1902.
W. H. WZST
Professional Cards.
EDWARD S. LONG,
Attorney-at-Law.
Patents, ( opysights and Trade
Marks. Office in Bush building,
CourUmquare, Hopkiusvillef Ky.
Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
Hunter Wood (II Son.
Attys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block. upstairs
over Planters' RNA.
HOPKINSVILLE : KENTUCKY.
Banf Special attention towhees inriltireetcy.
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham,
Dr, Lula E. Oldhaml_
OSTEOPATHS.
Graduatee American School of os-
teopathy. Kirksville, Mo. We are
graduatee of the two-years' course
(required by all reputable wheels of
osteopathy) consisting of four terms
of five months each, actual class at-
tendance.
Office first house south of Methodist
church. Consultation and exatnin a
non free. Phone 264.
A. C. Layne,
Osteopathy and
Electro-Magnetic
Treatment
All cuisble diseases successfully
treated, both acute and chronic.
Consultation and examination free.
Fetnale diseases a speciolty. •
Office Gish Block corner Ninthand
Main streets.
Sommer Law School
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PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Carew and brautifur Or halt
Promote' a luxuriant srmith.
Iihrirer Palls to Restore01.1
Mate to at. Youthful Color.
Cunt amp dimmer & ham wing.
and LOC DrValal
SENT FREE
to housekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
Cook Book
telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
Address Liebig Ce., P.O. Del. 1718,
New Verb.
CASTOR IA
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has bees
in use for over 30 years, has bone the signature at
AlloW so ass to deceive you la this.
and had holm made leader his pees.
sons' stroarvielan sines Its haflusey.
All Counterfeits, Imitations sattuisstmssa.good" are We
Experimenti that trifle with and eadaager the health at
Infants and Children-Experience against Experiential*
What is CASTORIA
Onstoriu is a harmless substitute for Caster 01I, Pare.
gorie. Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
cleat:tine neither Opium, Morphine nor other Mimed.
omb•mtsumee. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrheas) and Wiled
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, enres Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The ('hildren's Panacea-The Mother's Friend.
GENUINE CASTOR IA ALWAYS
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
T.r 01MTAVOI 00111161•11% 11.1 1$111411611 OMER. 0111111 NOS OM
No other
package cof-
fee noes so
far or gives
such entire
satisfaction as
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LOCK-LEVER SELF DUN
This Can Be Seen at
•
JNO. YOUNG'S
Hardware and
Implement House.
6th Street, HopKinsville, Ky. 
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PARISIAN
Millinery Parlor. "c
NewShapes
Designed
every week
One hundred orig-
inal photographs re-
rived monthly or
Parisau hats te see
lect from. All hate
made to order to
SUIT
FIGURE
AND FACE
THE ONLY
WAY TO
(4ET A STY-
OLD HATS RESHAPED AND
USN HAT
TRIMMED IN THE LATEST STYLE.
Satisfaction Guarateed.
MRS. ROUSSEY,
Expert Trimmer and Designer. At Mrs. Oeo
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FARMERS' INSTITUTE
HELD AT
URCH HILL, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KY.
APRIL 24-28, 1902,
Under the Auspices of State Bureau of 
Agricul-
ture and Church Hill. Grange.
MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.
Called to order at 10 o'clock
, a. m..
April 24th. by Dr. J. D. Cla
rdy. W. M..
of Church Hill Grange, and 
who was
elected chairman of the Ins
titute. J.
A. Browning was elected 
secretary.
There was a large attendance
, some-
times overtaxing the capac
ity of the
halL Music was rendered at 
intervals
by the Grange choir. lea by
 Miss Mat
tie Browning, Col. Henry an
d others.
Prayer by Chaaplin Pierce. 
of the
Grang
The visitors were welcomed 
by Mr.
W. G. Fox. He said:
Mr. Chairman: The com
mittee, in
assigning to me the pleastna 
duty o
welcoming to Church Hill the 
Farmers'
Institute, have conferred upon 
me an
honor that I very highly 
appreciate.
Those who have won reno
wn on the
lield of battle, in the pul
pit, in the
arena of debate, by the be
dside of the
sick, in the workshop of the 
scientist,
• or in any other sphere o
f professional
life. are wont to have the
ir achieve-
ments exploited in silver-t
ongued ora-
tory and to receive the homa
ge of their
admiring countrymen throug
hout the
land.
Since the day when God 
pronounced
upon Adam the edict of 
banishment
and bade him go forth to 
earn his
bread by the sweat of his br
ow, agri-
culture has been the basic ro
ck of all
industry, the very foundation
 upon
which rests the superstructure
 of all
anaisercial and professional 
success.
Eves a casual glance at the
 relations
existing between the various
 pursuits
of life reveals the fact tha
t upon the
fruits of the soil, depend, 
in large
measure. man's hopes of ul
timate suc-
cess in any vocation.
The history of the industrial
 world
clearly proves the importanc
e of the
farm as a training school 
for the de-
velopment of human character
 and the
business of farming, if rightly
 followed,
tends to promote a moral. 
physical and
intellectual advancement wort
hy of any
man's ambition.
In a study of the elements 
compos-
ing our lands, the best 
means of in-
creasing their productivene
ss, the re-
quirements of our various c
rops and
the conditions under which
 they may
be expected to make the 
most satis-
factory growth, our mental 
faculties are
enlarged. our perceptive pow
ers ren-
dered more acute, and we ar
e taught a
higher appreciation of the 
Wonders of
Nature and the goodness of
 Nature's
God. This is an age of 
progress; "Go
forward," is the slogan that 
stirs the
blood and thrills the heart o
f the pres-
ent generation, and be who
 would not
fall behind in life's grand 
procession
must be ever on the alert;
 be must
study his business and b
e ready to
take advantage of the la
test discovery
or invention connected 
therewith.
It gives me pleasure to 
state, just
bore, that in .this march of 
progression
the up-to-date farmer is 
not one whit
behind his fellow worker of 
other vo-
cations in the matter of 
mental equip-
ment for his particular line 
of labor,
and to-day the man who 
would win
the greatest success in the 
field of ag-
riculture must not only pos
sess a high
- 
of Intelligence, but have 
until--
beg perseverance and the
 determination
ID master the most 
minute details of
Ids work. That these re
quirements are
posseased by a majority of the m
em-
bers of Church Hill Grange 
is evidenced
by the fertile lands and beau
tiful homes
for which this section has 
long been
slated, and the prosperity of 
these peo-
pis Is but the measure of 
their hos-
: pitality which. I ens sure, 
you will find
instinted and to which I cord
ially bid
you welcome.
STATUS OF FARMING 
COMPARED
WITH OTHER OCCUPATIO
NS.
By A. H. Wallace:
Mr. Chairman: It ought to be 
with
pride and pleasure that every 
farmer
discusses this question, namely,
 the
status or relative position and 
rank of
farming as compared with other 
occu-
pations.
Now, I lay down the proposition 
with-
out fear of contradiction that it 
is the
a of any and the foundation of 
all.
1 want to call your attention t
o three
tans: Its ancientness, its fou
ndation
and its rank.
According to the Mosaic account
 of
creation. In the beginning. God 
created
tbe heavens and the earth, an
d upon
-this earth God planted the 
garden of
Eden, from whose soil sprang 
spontane-
ously all that was pleasing to 
the eye
or pleasant to the taste. Within
 this
garden God placed the man h
e had
to dress it and to keep it
But God, to add the crowning 
glory
to his handiwork, and that man
 might
reach the climax of happiness, 
created
Eve and gave her to Adam as a
 help-
mate. And there in that 
beautiful
garden with that lovely and 
sinless
companion, with no work more
 labor-
ious than the binding up of some 
wind-
toned tendril, or raising the 
slender
form of some drooping flower
, borne
down by the too ardent emb
race of
some wandering zephyr, be 
disobeyed
the law of the God who made 
him.
For this violation of law God 
cursed
the earth and said to him
: "Hence-
forth thou shalt eat thy bre
ad by the
sweat of thy brow."
And Adam began that neve
r-to-end
are between the growing grai
n on
e one band, and the thor
n, thistle,
nd briar on the other.
Thus Adam became the first 
farmer,
first tiller of the sin-cursed 
earth.
. as to its being the f
oundation
all. It is hard for the mind
 to com-
erehend the vastness and greatness of
his world in which we live; of its
iches and beauty; of the wonderful
aogress made in all departments of
lumen action.
And yet, did you ever pause and re-
ect that it coud not exist except upon
he foundation of successful agricul-
ure?
Again, let a farmer go to the great
enters of trade, let him spend his days
u viewing the magnificence of her
euildings. Buildings devoted to science,
earning and art; buildings in which
the trade of the world is carried on.
and then, in the evening, when the
hum of business and toil is hushed
and the shades of evening deepen. let
'rim go, awl under the soft electric light
view the splendid suburban homes of
her bankers, manufacturers, and mer-
chant princes: hear the bewitching
strains of sweet music; the peals of
merry laughter, and in his admiration
and wonder does he stop to consider Of
not, be ought to), that upon him and
his success is builded the foundation
upon which all that is great and beau-
tiful rests? That the "bare-legged,"
sunburnt boy who whistles as he
plows. woo sows and reaps, is the
power and the power alone which
makes Wall street tremble or rejoice
—the power which creates the products
whose distribution over the world
makes the stocks and bonds of every
railroad and manufactory of whatever
kind, valuable or worthless.
In corroboration of this, let me tell
you what M. E. Ingalls, President of the
Big Four, said in a speech the other
day:
"Should the Western crops fall or
shrink this year, railroad earnings will
fall off, economies will be practiced,
purchases such as steel will be post-
poned, manufacturers will feel it and
so will everybody else."
injuries, one easy of application.
cheap, and unfailing. This c
an not be
done. Probably it never' will 
be done.
But I believe wheat 
can be
raised that will not suffer 
in the
slightest degree from the fly 
during
the fall and winter. I kn
ow it is
often claimed that to get a heav
y yield
it is essential to give the wh
eat an
early start in the fall. But 
good
yields can be secured by planting 
quite
late, better at any rate than 
can be
secured by very early planting 
after
the fly has become very ab
undant in
a locality. When the fly is not
 com-
mon, early planting may be the b
etter
practice.
At the Experiment farm at Lexi
ng-
ton it has been the custom to 
plant
wheat about October 5th, and until 
the
season of 1900-1901 for wheat, no 
fly
of consequence appeared on the pl
ace,
and some exceptionally good har
vests
were secured. In the fall of 1900 
the
weather favored the fly, so that it con
-
tinued active much later than usual
,
and an acre of wheat, and the fol
low-
ing spring another of barley, became
badly infested. But this is an excep
-
tion to what has proved the 
rule
through a long period of wheat grow
-
ing in this country. It may be said
that late planting is in general a saf
e
and easy way to avoid Hessian fly 
in-
jury in the fall. All these things have
been said repeatedly before, and still
one meets people who say they are
doubtful about It.
To satisfy such doubters, and to get
definite data with reference to the po-
riod during which the fly is engaged
In placing its eggs during the fall, I
had a number of plats of wheat plant-
ed in 1901, beginning on September
26th, and continuing until the weath-
er became so cold as to render it ex-
ceedingly unlikely that a stand would
be secured. The result was most
striking, and is a complete justifica-
tion of moderately late planting. A
preliminary report on the condition of
these plats. with reference to fly in-
jury, was printed in our Bulletin 96.
issued in November, 1901, where it
was stated that of the wheat planted
September 26th, 33 per cent was in-
fested with fly; that the planting of
October 3d, showed only 1 per cent.
of the plants infested; and that no
subsequent planting was infested.
Ls was stated at the time, this re-
port was not considered final, and I
have now to state as the result of a
very thorough examination of plants
from each of the plate, that the per-
centages of injury then obtained are
substantially correct. Indeed, was
surprieed to find the result of the sec-
ond examination coinciding so closely
with that of the first The examina-
tion was made March 10, 1902.
Thirty per cent of the plants from
the plat planted September lath was
found infested.
Nine-tenths of one per cent of the
plants from the plat planted October
1d was infested, and one of the insects
It is 
found was Immature. 
like a cob house—pull out one No infested plants were found in
and the whole house tumbles, and, Mr. any of the later plantings.
Chairman, it is always the agricultural i But it may be asked, what is the rel-
It is the same bare-foot boy who 
cob that tumbles all the rest alive condition of the wheat in these
plants the grain, who slope the pigs
and feeds the calves, that produces the
bread ana meat upon which the exist-
ence of every human being upon this
earth depends.
The same power that keeps a full
national treasury. The same power
that supports standing armies and
navies; toe same power that enables
"Imperaliam" to send her armies
*croon the seas to subjugate a free
people by force and torture, the equal
of which the Dark Ages has no record,
and in which that most diabolical of
all body racking institutions, the In-
quisition of Spain, had no parallel.
The same power that!in the discov-
ery and settlement of any country,
must go before and prepare the way
that all other professions may live.
Now, Mr. Chairman, as to the rank,
I will not bring Adam into this com-
parison, for other professions can truth-
fully say (and I grant it), that they
had not at that time established them-
selves.
But from the time Cincinnatus was
called from his plow to rescue the Ro-
man people from their enemies until
this day, in peace or war, in prosperity
or adversity, from the farming classe
s
have come the men who have stood
high In the councils of all nations.
Now, In conclusion, Mr. Chairman,
pardon me for a personal allusion.
When I left my home to enter George-
town College, my mother (as all
mothers do). packed my trunk and
when I reached there and opened my
trunk, there on the top of everything
else, lay my slate, and upon the open
face of it, in her well-known hand-
writing, were these lines:
"Honor and shame from no conditio
n
rise,
Act well thy part, there all the ho
nor
lit s."
And so, whatever I may have said,
was said in disparagement of no p
ro-
fession, and to every man and ev
ery
woman in this audience, and to eve
ry
young man and woman who has 
de-
cided on other professions, I bid th
em
God speed, and can assure them 
strict
adherence to honor and duty will br
ing
them the success they seek .
INSECTS INJURIOUS TO CROP
S.
By Prof. H. Garman, of the A. &
 M.
College.
The word "crops" in my topic is, 
I
take it. equivalent to what we 
some-
times call "field crops," otherwi
se I
am left to deal with fruit insect
s and
garden pests, the enemies of c
elery,
cabbage, spinach, and raspberries,
 as
well as those of wheat and corn, 
which
is much more than can profit
ably be
handad at one time and present
ed in
a single paper.
I have asked myself, therefore, 
what
are the field crops most impor
tant in
Christian county, and what 
insects
known to attack these crops ar
e most
worth treating? For even field 
crop
insects treated fully would supply 
ma-
terial for a volume or two.
,Wheat and corn, I know, are 
im-
pOrtart crops here. Tobacco is 
an-
other important crop. Then you 
grow
the common forage plants for 
bay and
pasture, such as clover, timothy,
 red-
top, and the like.
Now of wheat insects there is 
noth-
ing more important than the 
Hessian
fly. In no part of the United
 States
is it more destructive than 
here in
Kentucky. I wish it were poss
ible to
give you a complete remedy 
for its
plats now? For it is conceivable that
the plat of September 26th, might be
badly infested and yet give a better
yield than aa later planting that was
not infested at all.
It was one of the' worst looking lots
of wheat planted. The lots planted
October 3d and October 10th are very
much finer, are in fact the best of all.
Very late plantings were, some of
them just showing occasional tips of
blades when cold weather closed
down on us. and, of course, remained
stationary during the winter. They
are now doing pretty well, and we
shall get more from wheat planted
November 1st than seemed to me pos-
sible at the outset
Now, in considering this experiment
it is necessary to keep in mind our lo-
cation in the State. Exactly the same
results would probably not have been
secured here. Without having tested
wheats in this region, I should expect
the best plantings to be secured later
in October, say October 17th and 24th,
for the reason that you are several
hundred feet nearer sea level than we
are, and more than a degree of lati-
tude farther South. I should like to
see saccessive plantings such as ours
made next fall in this county on bad-
ly infested wheat land. Useful infor-
mation could also be secured from
plantings made in the extreme west-
ern end of the State, say in Hickman
county.
Thl question arises, what is the ef-
fect of late planting on the spring in-
jury from the fly? Our plats are not
yet ready to give us information on
this bead. Yet it is well known that
the adult fly is not an active traveler,
and is likely to place its eggs In the
wheat nearest at hand when it
emerges. Infested wheat and wheat
near it, are thus most likely to re-
ceive the greater portion of the eggs,
and the farther wheat is located from
infested fields the more likely it Is,
therefore, to escape the spring visita-
tion. I am expecting my planting of
October 3d to be overrun by adult flies
from the planting of September 26th
this spring, for they lie side by side.
Possialy, even the latest plantings will
become infested, since the plats are
small, not occupying altogether an
acre of ground. But I shall be great-
ly surprised if a small experimental
planting of wheat on the farm a quar-
ter of a mile away becomes infested.
The above statements contain sug-
gestions which I hope will not be
missed. The gist of them may be put
in a single sentence:
Plant moderately late, avoiding in-
fested wheat land.
A word or two may be added con-
cerning resistant varieties of wheat.
Wheats claimed to be but little injured
by the fly are advertised in seedsmen'
s
catalogues, but you will make no mis-
take by clinging to the varieties you
and your neighbors have found profit-
able for your chief planting; then
if you have the time, a small test
-
planting ef the new things. is wel
l
worth while. I have observed very
little difference in the injury sustained
by the different varieties. But I mus
t
add that I have not made a spe
cial
study of this feature of Hessian fly in
-
jury, and am free to admit the possibil-
ity that a close study of the quest
ion
might reveal varieties that are nea
rly
or quite exempt from injury, just as
certain grapes are exempt from att
ack
by the phylloxera.
I have seen the statement somew
here
In print that the fly gets each year in
this couritry 10 per cent. of the crop.
which strents to me a reasonably low
estimate, and that farmers thus lose
from its, depredations annually some-
thing like 40.000,000 bushels of wheat
Is not this a reasonable estimate, look-
ing at the matter from the standpoint
of your awn experience and observa-
tion?
THE eltiNcli-SUO IN IIINTUCIT.
The Hessian fly attacks only wheat,
barley and rye. The chinch-bug at-
tacks al( of the small grains, and also
grasses pnd corn. Its distribution in
the cou is not so general as that of
the fly, its excessive abundance in
the t wheat and corn growing
States f the Northwest makes it
rather roo e destructive than the Hes-
sian fly. In Kentucky it is not a very
common insect, but, as some of you
remember, in 1897 it did a good deal
of miscllitf in the State an
d was re-
ported I me as injurious in thirty-
one KenUcky counties. It then occur-
red on bcth sides of Christian county.
in Calcite II and Butler counties. Very
probabla it was here in small num-
bers, WIT but I received no complaints
of inju from Christian county farm-
ers at t t time.
It genatally proves most troublesome
in counties along the Ohio river, but
the remade show that no part of Ken-
tucky, except possibly the extreme
Eastern mountain counties, can be con-
sidered ' Safe from outbreaks of this
pest ,
Why Itb. State as a whole is com-
parative' free from the insect we do
no knoW positively, but I suspect that
our °pan; winters and early spring
months, by the encouragement which
they afford to its parasitic fungus en-
emy keeps its numbers reduced. It
thrives in dry periods. The Hessian
fly, on the contrary, suffers from
drought. and may be almost complete-
ly exterminated in a locality by ex-
cessive dry weather.
I with every farmer in the State
knew the insect, so that he would recog-
nize it unerringly. Such a knowledge
would do more than anything else to
keep it in subjection. Entomologists
who have lived in the upper Mississippi
Valley can predict some time ahead
when it will prove seriously trouble-
some, and could, I have no doubt, at
times point out particular localities
where, the injury would prove most
severe. Farmers should be able to 
do
this for themselves. The insect gathers
head On neglected pieces of grass land.
in odd corners on farms, and whil
e
there is Sot difficult to destroy by the
ns, an they become cen
-
ters 
fl; 
at length 
e. Let alone in these situa-
tio
oni which an army emerges that
may destroy most of the grain on a
farm. The farmer should know th
is
little insect so that he will never mis-
take It for anything else. And right
here is where many of the State Col
-
leges are doing useful work. They are
spreading abroad among the people in-
formation concerning these things.
The chinch-bug is not difficult of
recognition. It has first of all a very
decided buggy odor, and any one w
ho
has pulled away the husks of roastin
g
ears and found these little fellows be-
neat*. will not forget this peculiarity.
They are small, only about
 three-six-
teenths of an inch long, blac
k in gen-
eral , when adult, with white wi
ngs
touched with black at the outer m
ar-
gin, and laid fiat on the bac—
Esary year we get at the Station
some applications for the chinch-bu
g
fungus, with which to rid Kentuck
y
fields of the pest, and I wish to sa
y
that we do not keep the living fungu
s
on band at all times, since it is diff
i-
cult to keep alive unless it is give
n
Hose attention. Vv -en .e insects be-
come abundant enough in the State 
to
warrant us doing it, we shalt en
-
ueavor to have enough to supply thos
e
who wish to try it.
Vs e have supplied farmers with many
packages of it, and have had some 
en-
thusiastic reports of its value as 
a
means of exterminating the bugs, an
d
also some reports of its failure
It is a very uncertain agent, and I
do not want any one to get the 
idea
because we sometimes grow it and sen
d
it to those who apply, that we vo
uch
for Its effectiveness under any and
 all
circumstanced. If any of you have en-
deavored to grow mushrooms, you 
will
have a very mild conception of th
e
uncertatities attending the growing o
f
the chlach-bug fungus and its diss
em-
ination among the bugs on a farm
.
When frverytbing happens just right
it may take hold and spread rapid
ly.
If the weather is very dry it is lik
ely
to do n good immediately, since it doe
s
not spread without the aid of moistu
re,
and right here we have the explanat
ion
of the abundance of the chinch-bug d
ur-
ing very dry periods.
These two, the Hessian fly and the
chinch-bug, are the important insec
t
enemies of small grains, but other
s
art to be found in our fields every su
m-
mer, and now and then one or anoth
er
of them attracts attention because o
f
injury it is doing.
Examples of these are the grain lous
e,
which becomes conspicuous on th
e
heads of wheat at times; the whea
t
balls-Worm, a small fly that works 
in
the stems as a slender greenish worm
.
Attention is most often drawn to th
e
latter by the dead heads of wheat s
cat-
tered among the others shortly befo
re
harvest
The wheat midge. which works as a
smelt orange yellow maggot on 
the
intmature kernels of grain, and is 
de-
stiructive in some parts of the Unite
d
State.. has not been much complai
ned
of by fanners living in Kentuc
ky.
lion. it Occur in Christian county?
ITh joint worms of wheat I have oh-
serf in the State in small numbers
,
t ese insects seem not to be as de
-
s vs to wheat in Kentucky as the
y
States north of the Ohio river.
ill be noted that all of the Insects
e mentioned are very small. It
be stated as a rule that most of
common destructive insects are
t esome not so much because of
 the
ity of individuals for mischief, as
use of their powers of rapid multi-
II tion and the large number
s in
high they appear. The Kansas gr
ass-
°peer, the seventeen-year locust, 
and
ne locust of the Bible, are exce
ptions,
ing all moderately large insects.
A other large insect teat somet
imes
ea trouble in wheat fields, is 
the
y worm. The adult is a bro
wn
Ono , very common every yea
r at Lox-
In , where it is attracted at nig
ht to
Sweet mixtures, and is sometimes d
rawn
to lights. Yet the worm has o
nly once,
in My experience, proved 
troublesome
1
there. You doubtless have it here. The
worms behave very much like cut-
worms, diving many years in succes-
sion, and while they are everywhere
present, in meadows and fence corners,
farmers generally overlook them alto-
gether. The fever for travel appears
to come on them when they become
very abundant in such places, and thee
they move off, all in the same general
direction, as if impelled by some com-
mon purpose. It is curious to witness
so sudden a change in the character of
an insect. Ordinarily it is very shy
and ietiring. Low It travels in the
bright sunshint • avoiding nothing,'
crowing the dusty pikes, where it Is
crushed by the passing wheels awl
where.it is completely at the mercy of
the h:rds and -ther enemies, climbing
over obstructions, tumbling into
ditches and clambering as best it can
up the opposite sid—if this is not an
insect gone mad, it is something ex-
ttemely like it.
Probably not a third of these trav-
eling worms ever complete their growth
and produce moths, even when man
does not take a hand in their destruc-
tion. The birds, if left undisturbed, de-
stroy many of them; wasps captur
e
them for their young, and a small fly
places its eggs on their bodies from
which grubs hatch and bqre into the
interior to destroy them. At one tim
e
I had large numbers of the w
orms
gathered so as to secure the oth
er
stages. Three-fourths of them 
proved
to be Infested with the fly parasite, 
ana
I found it rather difficult to get 
any
other stage than the worm.
The army worm has been know
n to
farmers in this country for more t
han
two centuries. It was one of 
the
first to be recorded in the beginni
ngs
of our agricultural literature. 
The
worms are said to have made ext
en-
sive ravages in corn in 1632, and ag
ain
in 1666. In 1743. we read, peopl
e
were greatly alarmed and kept d
ays
of fasting, because of "million
s of
worms, in armies, appearing a
nd
threatening to cut off every gr
een
a:Ina." From that day to this the
y
have attracted attention and exci
ted
alarm periodically by their outbreaks
.
Their destructive habit of travelin
g
in a body, eating everything in 
their
path seems to be the result of a 
dis-
position on the part of the moths t
o
place their eggs in grass land that
 is
lac undisturbed and thus furnishes a
quiet retreat and food for their v
ery
Young. After these become so abu
nd-
ant Iv such places that they can 
no
longer secure enough food, they beg
in
to move outward to fresh pasture
s.
Corn. wheat, oats, millet, almost any-
thing of the grass kind, is under these
circumstances stripped of blades, and
if not too tough the tope themselves
may be eaten off. I have seen a field
of millet utterly ruined in a couple of
days, nothing being left over much o
f
the field after the worms had passed
on. except the gnawed stems.
The outbreaks are sometimes so sud-
den that they find farmers utterly
unprepared to do anything to save
crops, and more than one man has
stood by, feeling completely at a loss
what to do, while the results of his
labor were being swept away by a
horde of hungry worms.
It is possible to check the advance
of such armies by promptly making a
trent* before them, and dragging in
it after a horse or mule a beery post,
so as to crush the worms as they ac-
cumulate A barrel of coal oil can be
made to help greatly in this work of
destroying the worms. Post holes
dug at intervals of a rodor so in the
trench lessen the labor by trapping
the worms in quantities where they
can be conveniently drenched with the
oil. Poisoning the plants before the
advancing army is to be recommend-
ed, when a suitable spraying outfit is
at bend. Ordinarily, there is no time
to get such apparatus, and the trench
and coal oil will be found by most
farmers their most effective means
of deetroying the worms.
As in the case of the chinch bug, the
army worm should be dealt with be-
fore it begins to make trouble. The
use of fire on infested *rips of PIM
land should keep this pest in subjec-
tion on a farm.
The important corn insect in this
part of the United States is the corn
worm. It is a near relative of the
army worm, the adult insect being a
brown moth, while the worm is not
very different in color and structure
from the young army worm. It is al-
ways with us. I have never known a
season when its injuries were not
somewhere severe. From its manner
of attack and the protection which the
husks of corn ears give it it is the
most difficult insect to deal with of all
the Important crop pests known to
me. !nsecticides are useless against
it. Birds can not. at any rate do
rot, secure it. The only periods when
it is in any degree at our mercy is
when it hale gone into the soil to pass
the winter, which it does toward fall,
and. again, In mid-summer when it
appears as an adult moth. Winter
plowing will destroy the dormant pu-
011a in the soil of fields, and lesse
n the
numbers for the succeeding summer;
but to have any very decided effect
this practice must be general, for the
moths fly actively and soon And their
way into fields not already occupied.
The adult moth is one of the few
Injurious species that are attracted to
lights to such an extent as to make
this a practicable means of lessening
their numbers. By placing a lantern
over a tub of water and putting a lit-
tle coal oil on the surface a good many
of the moths can it times be destroyed.
The corn worm is identical with the
!boll worm of Southern cotton fields.
! Tobacco growing would be a much
less disagreeable business if there
were no worms. The insect is a moth
when adult, though belonging to a dif-
ferent family from that of the corn
and army worms. It is a notable ex
-
ample of a very big injurious insect.
We have but two ways of dealing
with it in Kentucky at present, though
we sometimes hear of others. They
are hand picking and spray
-
ing or dusting with Paris green.
As to which is best I 
am
willing to abide by the decision o
f
practical growers. Hand picking i
s a
very laborious and at times costl
y
practice, but it is effective, and leave
s
the tobacco unobjectionable to the
most finical. Spraying or dusting
with Paris green has always been ob
-
jected to more or lees, because of the
supposed unwholesomeness of spray
ed
tobacco, or at least on the
score of the possible dang
er
of applying so much poison as
to iniure the user. I have never
knowr a case of injury resulting from
the use of sprayed tobacco. I know it
can be sprayed so as to destroy the
worms and yet leave so small a quan-
tity of arsenic in the leaves that it can
scarcely be detected by chemical
means.
Yet is Is always possible that some=
Careless man will use more poison
than be ought, and I have always re-
trained from recommending the prac-
tice on this account. No one but se
careful, intelligent man has any busi-
ness to handle ,poisons.
I suppose it was the possibility of
mischief being done in this way, and
not actual knowledge of harm having
been done, that led to the introduction
of a bill at the last session of the Gen-
eral Assembly making it unlawful to
use poisons on tobacco. The' bill fail- .
ed to pass; just why, I do not know.
It was opposed by growers of some of
the counties of bluegrass Kentucky.
Possibly your own people took the
same view of it
But while it is still lawful to use
poisons in tobacco, it must be kept in
mind that harm can be done with it.
I have myself observed at times a dis-
position to use entirely Ws much Paris
green. Even when the proportion of
poison to water is right, lack of care in
keepieg the powder stirred up some-
times leads to excessive quantities
being discharged at the last on iiingle
plants. It is beat to adopt the rule
of using the least quantity that will
kill the worries.
As with all other work with injuri-
ous insects, to be successful It must
be done promptly, before the worms
are large and before they have become-
excessively abundant. A stitch to
time will save nine timed nine.
With us. and I suppose with you
also. cutworms are sometimes trouble-
some about the young tobacco plants
shortly after they are set out in the
fields. The worms come in, generally,
from adjacent grass land, and do their
worst mischief at the edges of fields.
A few can easily be taken out by hand.
If the situation is particularly bad, It
is well to spray the plants with Paris
green and lime. The young leaves
can be sprayed very freely with this
mixture, since they are small, and
most of them will never be taken from
the field.
Generally speaking of field crop. In-
sects, it may be said that they are
more difficult to deal with than fruit
and garden truck pests, because of the
extensiveness of the crops, and the
closeness with which most of these
are grown. Close, rank growth of
herbage shelter them from applica-
tions of insecticides. Treatment must
in consequence be precautionary, In
the main, and I am satisfied that when
every farmer is as well trained in his
art as he should be the great insect
question will be largely solved. He
will not have to fight insect outbreaks.
He will avoid them.
Yet while spraying wheat and corn
may not be practicable in all cases,
farmers can well afford to provide
themselves with such apparatus to be
used In small areas In stamping out
pests gathering bead, and for the
many uses for which sprayers are
serviceable about the orchard and gar-
den. A good workman will accom-
plish much with poor tools, but these
days tools are much more essential to
the best results than ever before, and
the man who would not be left behind
in the race will map himself with
the best
Educate your young men and wo-
men for farmers, so that they may
have an intelligent interest in these
things. Too many of them are look-
ing forward to a life in the city. We
have more lawyers and merchants
than is good for us now. The petty
round of whist parties and banquets
characteristic of the city and which
look so alluring when viewed from
a distance are for the most part but
the outcome of lack of earnest pur-
pose and high ideals of living. They
are not good for your girls. For do-
yeloping sweetness of character in boy
or girl there is no place like the farm.
Keep them there, for their good and
yours.
Mr. W. H. Adams said he had fol-
lowed the reeornmenestion to (tow
wheat late and now he has no erope
end asked Prat Garman to explaia
why.
Prof. Garman Said be does not recom-
mend extreme dates for sowing, but
moderately late.
Asked by Mr. James Adams, the
professor said the Station would this
year give particular attention to clover
with a view to ascertain the cause of
Its failure in Kentucky.
Dr. Clardy said he had once as good
a stand of clover (seventy acres) as he
ever saw at wheat harvest, but it began
to die at once, and it was gone in a few
weeks. It was the only time he had
known such a thing to happen. It
died that season, root and branch, all
over the country.
Mr. Adams said his clover land now
(allowed for corn and tobacco, is full
of cut worms. He wanted to know
Low to apply Paris green to protect the
corn crop.
Prof. Garman said cut worms nail-
ally winter in adjoining fields and
work into the crops, and can be poi-
soned around the edge. The tobacco
plants can be protected by dipping in
the poison before setting in the field.
Mr. Howard Stowe had two pieces
a clover and lost one, but on the other,
from which he had burned the stubble.
he had a perfect stand and got a good
crop. It was, he thought, an insect
that destroyed the clover, as the roots_
were all perforated in the field when.
his clover died.
CULTURE OF FLOWERS.
Response by Mrs. J. R. Caudle:
My Infirmities for a number of years
have debarred me the pleasure of at-
tending, hearing and keeping the con-
nection of the lectures and workings,
not only of the grange, but of the so-
cial world.
Flowers have been one of the fruit-
ful sources from which I have drawn
much pleasure since I have been so
afflicted.
To rightly undertake the cultiva-
tion of flowers one should begin six
months before the time for planting
and seeding. By this I mean the lo-
cation should be selected, beds ar-
ranged, manured and thoroughly
spaded up. Amateur gardeners start
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out, with more enthusiasm than they
are able to keep up during the season.
If they oouid plant seeds one week and
have flowers the next, they might not
lose interest in the garden; but they
find there is a good deal of waiting
to be done, and during this period of
waiting it is necessary to do a good
deal of prosy work.
While flowers are growing weeds are
growing also, and generally mud,
faster than flowers..
Plants have their peculiarities as
sell as persons, and if we would be
successful with their cultivation we
must discover and respect them. If
your plant makes a large stem and no
flowers, or dwarfs and half dies, some-
thing is wrong with its food or treat-
ment and the quicker you find the
fault and apply a remedy the better.
When a pupil at school I have had
the copy set me: "Patience and dili-
gence,- like faith, removes mountains,"
and I am sure it is nowhere more
applicable than in the cultivation of
flowers.
I have not been very successful with
seedlings, with few exceptions. But
I can grow most anything from a cut-
ting or slip, as we amateurs call them.
The most satisfactory way with me
to root rose slips is to take the half
ripened wood when the bud is show-
ing well in the exit of the leaf, plant
firmly in the ground and place a glass
jar over it. In this way roses can be
grown just witere they are wanted.
After they are rooted they must be
cultivated. Winter protection is a very
Important part of the cultivation. They
should be well mulched any time after
a good freeze in November or Decem-
ber, and be sure the frost is well out
of the ground in the spring before re-
moving the mulch. Prune in Febru-
ary.
I cut my perpetual roses to within
six inches of the ground. Hardy roses
—half of the previous season's growth
is cut off.
If bugs or insects trouble my rose
bushes I put dry tobacco in a corn
popper. spread something over the
bush, set fire to the tobacco and smoke
them. I have never seen an insect on
a flower that tobacco smoke would not
rout. except scale bugs, and for them
I use strong camphor and an old tooth-
!mush to rub them off. If one appli-
cation of camphor does not get them off
I make the second a few days later. For
!Widow I use sulphur. Sprinkle it
on when the dew is on the leaves.
The mission of flowers is to ennoble,
to uplift, whether It is in the crowd-
ed window of a poverty-stricken tene-
ment or in the conservatory of a man-
sion. Of the many touching tributes
paid flowers, there is one associated
with the closing hours of Henry
Heine. the poet, which appears to me
very beautiful:
He was dying in Paris. The doctor
was paying his usual visit when Heine
pressed his hand and said: "Doctor,
you are my friend. I aitk a favor:
tell me the truth. The end is ap-
proaching. is it not" The doctor was
Idlest 'Thank you. said Heine
calmly. "Have you any request to
maker asked the doctor, moved to
tears. "Yen" replied the poet. "my
wife sleeps; do not disturb her. Take
Porn the table the fragrant flowers
she brought me this morning. I love
rowers so dearly. Thanks. Place
them upon my breast." He paused
as he inhaled their perfume. His eyes
closed, and he murmured: "Flowers.
flowers, how beautiful Is Nature."
These were his last words as his spirit ;
took its flight into eternity.
The constant increase of interest in
floriculture is the strongest possible:
argument in support of the belief thatl
the world le growing better.
"Not useless are ye flowers, though
made for pleasure.
Blooming in field and wood by day
and night;
From every source your presence bids
me treasure
Harmless delight.
"Your voiceless lips, oh flowers, are
living preachers;
Each cup a pulpit; every leaf a book.
Supplying to my fancy numerous
teachers
From loneliest nooks.
"When I, oh God, in churchless lands
remaining,
For from all voices of teachers or
divines,
My soul would find in flowers of thy
ordaining
Peace, sermons, shrines."
would be were they not there. The last
look we take at the casket is to linger
o'er the lovely flowers placed there. We
turn back to the living and the cares
of life and the fragrance and beauty of
flowers still greet us by the way; and
as we turn and again take up the thread
of life there comes stealing over us the
need of flowers to be laid on the hearts
of the living.
In conclusion, let me say, to be suc-
cessful in floriculture do not have more
plant i than you have time to attend to
for inctead of the result you desire they
will become mere apologies for some-
thing beautiful.
SOH. FERTILITY—HOW TO SECURE
AND MAINTAIN.
Reeponse by W. H. Adams:
If the farmer is not king, it is the
farmer's fault. The Lord of Creation
so constructed things that without the
products of the soil human existence
would be impossible. It is said, "He
that causes two blades of grass to grow
where only one grew," is greater than
he that conquers an empire.
Theee who sow and reap from Mo-
ther Earth form a mighty factor on
whose shoulder rests the destiny of na-
tions. The farmer is the money power
of the earth; he I. an indispensable
factor in the great complex machinery
of the world's every-day work.
When I say farm life le the most in-
dependent of all other occupations, of
course I mean, it is to the up-to-date
farmer. Now, friends, there is no
book that can give us exact directions
as how to maintain fertility of soil, for
condltions are so varied; but by read-
ing all farm literature we can, and
being close observers, also by experi-
menting in a small way every year,
and letting the experience of our
neighbor farmers, we will learn what
our s al needs. Hence the importance
of the grange and the institute, ex-
changing each other's views and ideas
or weys of working soil.
The young farmer who is trying and
is anxious to be a successful farmer,
certalnly has advantages that we older
ones did not have; still we can learn
a great deal.
Now, in keeping up fertility of soil, I
think by sowing red clover, cow peas.
and making all barnyard manure we
can, we can also carry as much stock
as we can keep in good condition. Con-
vert all straw, corn stalks and leaves
into manure, and put- on thinnest
piano. and keep gullies from forming.
Ploy deep but not when wet; do not
tramp land while wet. Practice rota-
tion of crops. I agree with Mr. Terry
in that we ought to turn under as
much vegetation as possible, to protect
land from cold winds, also to keep rye.
clover or other green crops to keep soil
from leaohing and to have land well
drained.
Mr J. M. Adams said this was a eery
important subject. Are we keeping up
fertility? Feels like he was not doing
it though be tries. He wanted light on
the subject of clover, peas, etc.
Mr. J. B. Walker thought farmers
here were not so selfish as to keep back
information on this subject. He
thought Mr. Adams was not doing all
he might; his farm was on the hill and
a pond was at the bottom of it and
caught all the fertility that leaked
through from the rains. Too many
farmers suffered this waste to go on. It
is better to feed roughness and catch
this manure and put it back on the
ground. Then clover will grow. He
had Improved his farm. It was so
worn out when he went on it that
neighbors felt sorry for him. Humus
must be restored or seeds can not
grow.
Mr W. H. Adams explained about
his brother's pond. It was producing
enough fish to pay for the manure.
Mr. C. S. Coleman's eyperience was
similar • He had eight
years ago bought poor sassafras land,
almost worthless, and now grows large
crops of wheat and tobacco, and had
been offered fifteen dollars advance on
his land. He used fertilizers.
Mr Adams said Mr. Coleman had
best wheat be had seen and his land
had doubled its cost price.
CORN CULTURE.
Response by J. B. Walker:
The subject assigned me, is "Corn
Culture." I am not willing to write on
that subject alone, as It is not culture
alone that makes a corn crop. I grant
that it is essential to the beet crop.
;under certain conditions; but the seed
1 and preparation have a great share In
1 in the making of a good corn crop.
On same subject Mrs. Henry Boyd re-1 The proper way to make a good corn
sponded. 'crop, is to begin with the selecting of
1the wed corn; first make up your
CULTURE OF FLOWERS. !mind what variety suits you best, then
As this subject is so broad I will get the best seed of that variety that
merely mention some items that have you can, and plant a small patch—one
been successfully used by an amateur. I large enough to make seed enough to
It is true there are some amateurs that plant your crop; put it off to itself, and
are more expert in gardening than on good land, cultivate it thoroughly,
many a florist, yet there are compare- and as soon as it begins to shoot and
tively few who can tell you the proper tassel, go through it, and cut the tas-
treatment for your house and garden eels out of all the barren stalks; if you
plants. It is further true that not even do not, those barren stalks will fertil- 
off the second way, do not go quite so which we frequently have in March
deep that you may have loose dirt to and April..
some expert florists can tell you every- lze the other stalks, and It is very lia-
thing that some plants need. Perhaps ble to make more barren stalks next 
drop your seed on. Drop from three I generally sow about one gallon
on that account a few hints of mine year When it ripens go through your 
to live grains in the check. When you cf seed per acre. I prefer sowing
may Lot come amiss. For annuals I field, and select the best stalks, and 
commence dropping start your one- both ways, allowing from two to three
purchase the seed from some reliable pick your seed from them, and if it is 
torse plows behind the dropper, throw- weeks between sowings. I have sown
florist and sow them in shallow boxes a variety that produces more than one 
tug two furrows on the corn. Then 180 acres this spring and have a fine
of rich soil in March and April, leaving ear to the stalk, take the lower ear, as 
sou will have your land well stirred. stand. I generally have no trouble
them in the house or pit until the it will have a tendency to make the 
with your corn about six inches be- in getting a good stand of clover. If
ground is warm enough to receive next crop produce a crop with the ears 
. low the surface. bet it lie about six I lose any it is always after cutting
days and then start your smoothing my wheat. In August and September
them. For pot plants the soil should be set lower, and to have one above, harrow across the list. Your land will tlo re is an insect or worm that gets
composed of one-third each of leaf whereas, if you take the upper ear. it then be level and your corn about into the roots of the clover and bores
loam. sand and garden soil. When will tave a tendency to make a taller three inches under ground, with loose them full of little holes. I have them
transplanting the *oil should be pressed corn. and fail to get another ear below,
firmly, but gently about the roots and 
dirt underneath and above it. Let it in my clover more or leas every year.
the plants put in the shade for a few
days. As for culture I think that varies
with flowers as with any crop in the
field. I study the individual need of a
plant and try to give it the attention it your part. There is quite a diversity of
requires. Some require more moisture opinion as to fall or spring plowing.
than others, whilst direct exposure to each reason having strong advocates.
the sties rays is needed for some; tie It is not necessary to break very deep
others it would prove fatal. There is for corn, five to seven inches being
almost an irresistible fascination for deep enough, as corn roots do not go
me in raising flowers. At first I was, very deep, but travel laterally. After
not very successful, but now I delight I your ground is well broken, prepare it
in watching them grow and anxiously 'thoroughly. I prepare mine by double
await the enfolding of each bud. Flow- , disking, then drag it, and plant with a
en are almost a necessity. They !check rower, three feet eight inches
brighten the sick room, beautify the ; each way; as soon as I get it planted,
church, adorn the blushing bride, make: I start the weeder and never let it stop
home cozy and attractive for our boys ; as long as I can use it: I regard it one
and girls and surely that is every me- of the most valuable tools to make a
ther'r aim. Their mission is almost !corn crop with. With a twelve foot ma-
numberless for when we rand beside I chine, a boy can get over twenty-five
istantly, and killing the weeds before
they get up; if they get up then the
weeder is useless; but the amount of
work it does makes it a most economi-
cal tool for the cultivation of corm
When you use the weeder constantly,
YOu preserve the moisture, and in a
very dry season you can make a very
good yield of corn. When the corn gets
too large for the weeder, then use any
good cultivator that does not go deeper
than two inches, and keep it going as
long as you can, and you will make a
pretty fair crop of corn, even if it is a
bad season. You must bear in mind
that shallow, and constant cultivation
is the way to make corn, after you have
selected your seed and prepared. the
land and planted the crop. Corn roots
do not penetrat deep, but spread out all
over the land, and deep cultivation in-
jares them; instead of making corn,
the plant has to heal the wounds teat
ignorant culture has made.
It is possible with the tools we now
have to make a crop in spite of an un-
favorable season, but it takes study and
intelligent management of our tools
and land.
1 I do not wish to leave the impression
! that corn roots do not go deep; when
circumstances are favorable for the
roots to penetrate the earth, they will
do so to the depth of several feet; the
inneaota Station made some experi-
ments, and found that in the spring.
when the surface soil is comparatively
warm, motet, and rich in plant food the
roots start out nearly horizontally,
from the lowest joints of the stem, and
spread to from two to five feet from the
stalk, but as the upper soil grows dry
they turn downward, attaining a
length of from three to eight feet or
even more. The later roots from joints
higher up are at first much larger In
diameter than the earlier ones, but
grow vertically downward and diminish
in size. The larger diameter of the
brace roots enables them to aid more
effectually in keeping the stalk erect.
Many of the earlier roots often die be-
fore the stalk ripens, primary roots
branch into numerous secondary roots,
which have their greatest development
near the surface of the soil, so that
the pi incipal part of the root system Is
ground.
The 
few inches of the top of the
farmers of Minnesota have a
deeper soil than we have, and it Is pas-
sible for the corn roots to penetrate
deeper there than it is with us, so we
.must be careful in cultivating not to go
too deep, and thereby destroy the roots,
for when we do we injure the plant.
and it has to recover from the injury,
I before it can make corn, and if it turns
I off dry we are almost certain to lose
our crop. But most of our farmers
know better, and the most of them
make good corn crops, and I am sure
that Church Hill Grange is entitled to
a large share of the credit for this, as
we really have a Farmers' Institute
twice each week at this hall, and I hope
that our visitors will see that we are
getting benefits from these meetings,
and when they go home, they will or-
ganize, and go to work for their better-
ment. If they do they will never regret
it, and will remember with pleasure
their visit to us, as I am sure we will
remember it We extend to them aa
invitation to come to see us whenever
it suits their convenience or pleasure.
Second Paper, by M. V. Owen.
success depends on its being used con- ground level. Plow once • week until the second crop for seed, which yielded
it gets waist high; then stop culti-
lauon, unless there is a baking rain
beiore it commences to tassel. In
, that case take your garden cultivator
and run twice between the rows.
With this cultivation, if it is season-
able, you will make a good crop of corn.
Mr. Owen said: He was not much of
an advocate of replanting, unless the
nil! was entirely missing. If one stalk
remaleed it would do.
His corn had and eighty furrows to
the row last year and made tine crop—
some of it ten barrels to acre—and his
whole crop averaged seven barrels, due
to good and perfect cultivation all
through the season.
Mr. Adams commended this plan of
Mr. Owen, but warned against too deep
covering in cool weather, as it might
not came up.
Mr Fox said he had seen statement
that corn ought to be replaated wheth-
er missing or not to keep up the pol-
len longer.
Professor Garman thought the pur-
pose of pollen was 
toefee seed and
lize the flow-
er (silk) that produ
should be provided.
Mr. G. N. McGrew, of Livingston
county, sail he had seen notice that
the Illinois Legislature had appropriat-
ed $10,000 to be used in improvement
of seed corn and wished to know if such
' improvement can be accomplished;
some claimed that the properties can
be improved and yield of such in-
crease. The protein and starch can
' be increased in the variety to suit the
purpose for which grown.
He likes shallow culture and does not
like to cultivate with disc harrow.
Likes the weeder.
Mr. Garman said he believed seed
corn may be improved in any direction
by selection. Cob can be enlarged if
need be for pipes. He thought any
qualtly may be encouraged.
Mr R. S. Gary raised more corn last;
year than any of his neighbors and he
plowed with turning plow and double
shovl.
Mr. King said he had not made a
good crop since he used the check row
planter. It may be due to bad seasons.
I Don't know why, for it looks like good
I work when it is done.
Mr Owen said his way may surprise
some, but he would guarantee a crop
If this plan is followed. His corn is
already planted and harrowed and cul-
ture nearly half done. He would not
1 be without the Gail harrow. He kept I
!mound well pulverized.
! Mr. F. M. Pierce thought Mr. Owens'
1gromtd was clover and the harrow
would do, but in weedy land it will not
i dp. Circumstances should govern in
cbrn ulture.
COMMERCIAL FERTILIZER.
Professor &oven was not able to an-
swer on this subject the roll call, as he
was detained at the college.
commenced a few years ago to sell fer-
tilizers when but 5,000 tons were sold
per annum in the State. Now, the
sales amount to 50,000 tone. That
speaks for the business.
Mr. Steger said unless cultivation Is
good fertilizers will fail; clods and fer-
tilizer do not go together and fertiliser
will not make poorest points produce
good crops like on best land. Commer-
cial fertilizer is not equal to stable ma-
nure, but is an aid when properly used.
GRASSES AND CLOVER.
a bier and take the last look at the
departed from this life, there are flow-
ers there to direct our thoughts to the
new opening of the life beyond. How
beautiful they are. What a void it
acres each day, and kill more weeds,
and kill them faster and cheaper than
it can be done in any other way that
I am acquainted with. In the use of
the weeder, bear this in mind, that its
for selecting your seed.
Next is the breaking of your land.
and good, land in this section cm n be
made to yield a paying crop. If you do.
Corn is king. Three-fourths of the
corn crop of the world is raised in
the United States. ,It is one of our
great money crops. We turn it into
looney by feeding it to stock, such all
cattle and hogs. It is said that we
make the finest bacon and beef that
is made in the world. All our corn
should be fed on our farms in order to
increase the fertility of our land.
But this is not the question. It Is
hew to cultivate corn.
First, I would say plow your lead
from six to eight inches deep in the
fall with a chain attached to plow so
to pull all the weedsInto the furs
row, and use three heavy mules. Thee
let it lie until the Ant of April. Do
rot rebreak or disk the land. Leave
the weeds to rot at the roots of the
cern. The weed and grass seeds will
ot come up until the young corn gets
a start. The first of April start your
smoothing harrow and run diagonally
&Erase the land.
Now you are ready for Deed cora,
which is a very important part. In
selecting seed you want it to be as
near perfect as possible. Well, what
Is perfect seed corn? First, the ears
should be from eight to ten inches In
length, with small cob and deep grains
well set in the cob. The rows should
be perfectly straight. The ears should
be as near the same else at each end
as passible, with the small end well
covered with grains.
Now let ds go back to the field where
the land is well harrowed and ready
to check off. The rows should be three
fret, nine inches apart, and laid off
deeper the first way; but in laying
stand until you. see the Snit blades
°ming through the ground. Then
start your harrow again, and after har-
rowing over it, let it stand until it
is three inches high. Then start your
one-horse plows. Bar ft off close and
deep with rolling coulter attached to
the plow beam that you may get close
to it and not cover any of the young
corn. Replant and thin so soon as
you can. After it is barred of there
will be a ridge in the middle. If you
will run your shovel plow. once through
the ridge your land will be nearly
level. Now comes the nice work.
Hitch a pair of good, quick-stepping
mules to your Gall cultivator, and get
on the nice spring seat with a light
buggy whip, and plow ten acres a
(lay. If you have a disk cultivator
leave it in the barn, because we think
it will cut the roots of the corn, and;
, nature has provided these roots to
, sustain the geowing plant, and they
1should not be disturbed. Run your
!Gail cultivator shallow and keep your
; (from firing tobacco) and a ton of to-
lbacco stems cut to one inch in length
1peretre.seed
The (one-third of a bushel)
I were town wheelbarrow seeder,
and lightly harrowed in before the
'stems were scattered, which were left
on the surface. I expect some people are
ready to say that I went to considerable
, expense to get a stand of grass.
! Well, I confess that I did, but I did
not set out to do the thing as cheaply
or quickly as I could, but wanted to do
enough to make a profit on my effort,
and the results fully justified my doing
so much, because the first crop of hay
sold for $356 from the seven and one-
half acres. Owing to the cool dry win-
ter of 1900 and 1901, together with a
!lack of rain in April and May of 1901
Paper by G. H. Stowe:
To my mind, grasses and clover are
1 the most profitable products of the,
farm. Both are easy of cultivation,'
and are alike beneficial to land.
As to the preparation of the soil for
grasses, my method is as follows: ;
, For red-top and orchard grass I
fallow land in fall or winter. In early
spring, as soon as soil is in condition
to be worked, I harrow down level!
; and sow seed both ways. A pulverizer;
,
1 or roller is then used for compacting I
;the soil.
I have just sown twenty acres of
;grass, putting on thirty bushels of
' orchard grass and seven bushels of
fancy cleaned red-top. This is for per-.
' manent pasture. The grass should;
not be grazed until the second year.I
I have had grass thus sown to fur-
nish pasturage from eight to twelve!
pars, or until choked out by bluegrass.!
I mow my pastures in summer in
order to keep down weeds and briars.
' For timothy I prepare ground in
summer and sow in early fall.
I have, for a number of years, culti-
vated clover extensively and have;
found it one of the most profitable!
products of the farm, commanding at I
all times a good price, and there is!
nothing more beneficial to the soil.
I generally sow clover in wheat field
.n winter or spring. February is my
time for sowing if weather permits.
I find that In early sowing a better
stand is secured, as the seed works
into the ground and is not so easily!
killed by the late freezes and winds
I think the insect can be destroyed by
burning the stubble the year before.
In fields where I have burned the stub-
ble I have never had any trouble with
the insect.
I believe where a good stand has
been secured the clover should be al-
lowed to remain for two years, as it
Is of more benefit to the land.
WI ere clover follows wheat I always
mow the stubble the last of July or
first of August. This furnishes a
mulch for the young clover and stops
the growth of weeds. If this method
Is adopted you avoid the weeds so
frequently found in clover hay.
I usually cut clover when in full
bloom. I follow mower with tedder
v.hen clover is heavy, so that it may
cure uniformly. I let it lay on ground
until thoroughly wilted or cured, and
tLen start my rake. The hay is then
raked and hauled to hay-barn. After
ray goes through sweat I bale. I
saved last year. from one field consist-
ing of 120 acres, 200 tons of hay. Cut
152 bushels. I saved this field of
c;over and it is very nearly as good as
it was at this time last year. I have
one field of clover of about thirty acres
which I sowed in the spring of 1900.
In cutting the stubble in the fall there
was so much clover on ground I saved
and baled • ton of hay per acre. This
hay sold for $14 per ton. In 1901 I
turned my hogs into the field, and
after saving my other clover I cut
this field and the yield was about a
ton per acre. I think there is the beet
stand of clover in this field now I
ever saw. Every acre of clover I had
last year was worth $25 to me.
If any of you good farmers want to
use something pretty in clover, just
ccme over.
Second paper by Jeff. J. Garrott, of
Pembroke:
GRASSES AND CLOVER.
Mr Chairman:—I take it for granted
that you want my experience,
limit,d as it is, and not a repetition of
ideas gathered from the writings of
other,. The first requisite for the suc-
cessful cultivation of any farm crop, is
a suitable soil; second, favorable aver-
age, climatic conditions, and with theme
must be combined intelligent cultiva-
tion end an unceasing attention to the
details incidental to the same.
I have never been so fortunate as
to have any land truly well suited to
timothy, but for the past three years I
have harvested two and one-half to
three and one-half tons of hay per acre
from about seven and one-half acres.
Thie land was in tobacco in 1896. In
stock peas in 1897. After the peas were
"hogged" down, I fallowed the ground
about seven inches deep, gavselt several
thorough harrowing., with both disc
and emoothing harrow, and roiled be-
tween harrowing. until I had com-
pact the surface almost like a dry
, summer road. I fertilized as follows:
Two hundred pounds of steamed bone
Imeal; four hundred pounds of ashes
;the last crop was considerably shorten-
ed, and at this time I am sure that the
meadow is injured beyond recovery,
and will have to be plowed up in a
year or two.
I am eonvinced that this is not tim-
othy land, beoeuse the life of a meadow
Is too short.
With me, orchard grass has proven
good grazing, but rather poor hay, and
very uncertain about getting a good
thick stand, which is very"-eaaential.
My main dependence for winter graz-
ing is a lot on which a former owner
had tried to get a stand of orchard
erase that now has a good stand of
bluegrass.
heve had hogs or cattle. and most
of th. time both on this lot every single
day for the past seven years, and the
bluegrass is improving all the time. Of
course. yod will understand this growth
otebleelers.se is spontaneous.
The bluegrass and I have had a battle
with the sedge grass (broom sedge),
but I am sire the farmer will win.
Now, we seine down or maybe more
truthfully "up" to clover.
The medium or red clover is with me,
as with the majority of our farmers,
preferable to the mammoth or sapling.
My method of seeding is the same as
Is generally followed, that is, sowing
in Februally or early March on frozen
ground, and have never failed to get a
stand in the spring, but the summer of
pietety anoc
younr plants out.
I hear various theories advanced as
to why the clover died, but to my mind
it was in teeth instances a clear case
of lack of moisture to sustain the grow-
ing plaqL I have found tobacco refuse
stalks, stems or tobacco trash of any
kind, scattered on land where young
clover is growing, to be very injurious
Can not explain it but such is my ex-
perience. I have applied land plaster
(100 pounds per acre), broadcast on
clover, generally about three weeks be-
fore expected blooming, and it was a,
profitable venture. I have discontinued
the nractice. because I can not get a
practical machine for distributing the
plastee and, as you know, it must be
applied when the plant is wet with dew
or rain, and doing the work by hand
IS still green after the top is cured, wait
until it is all softened by a dew. and
then get in your work with an early
start and a constant hustle.
While I am tedding, this and each
succeeding morning. until I finish cut-
ting, my mowers are run until the hay
cut two or three days before, is in con-
dition to go into the barn. The tedder
team is then changed to the sulky hay
rake end I try to put the hay Into wind-
rows only as fast as the pitchers need
it, newer leaving any raked hay out
over night. I find that I can handle
hay rapidly and economically with this
outfit: 1 man, 2 mules, raking; 5 men,
10 mules, hauling; 4 men, pitching on
to wsgons; 1 man, 2 mules; mules used
alternately to horse fork: 2 men in
barn, spreading and tramping, making
in all 14 mules and 13 men; but to
avoid any bad luck on account of the
fatal "13" men, I am generally arqund
somewhere which brings their number
up nearly to 14.
If rain interferes with your plans, be
patient and remember that an unceas-
ing rain has never been experienced
here, and when the sun does come out
just go ahead the same as if contending
with a dew.
"Make hay while the sun shines," is
all right for the fellow that can save
twice as much hay as he has, but for
the fellow who has twice as much as
some fellows would save, it must be
"Make hay when the sun does not
shine and save hay when it does."
It makes no difference, *whether
early or later, if the clover is dry when
it is put Into the barn, it will come
out all right, but moisture in any quint-
tity is more or less injurious.
While speaking of this storage, allow
! me to urge upon every one the import-
ance of putting all hay under a adod
root' The facility of handling and greater
safety, combined with the fact that you
have none of it weather beaten and
ruined, very quickly repays the cost Of
the building.inghal
can be done at any time,
If the hay is dry. I have baled clover.
'timothy and pea hay for several y.
'right out of the snath. and find it a
cided success, the only drawback being
1 that I can put a much larger quantity
into a barn (in a given time) than I
can put through a baler.
; But I want to repeat that dry hay
I can be safely baled at any time, if the
latenoephere is dry also.
1 I once lost a lot of hay that I baled
I in a foggy atmosphere; the hay was so
I very dry that I thought it needed some
; moistnre. but I learned my lesson and
; learned it well. If any of you have
lost hay by its moulding after initial
don't look on the calendar for the trou-
ble, but to the conditions prevailing
when it was baled.
If we could bale our hay fast enough,
It would be the ideal method to bale it
1 all from the snath, because then you
"finish up" as you go.
There is a double baler made at
Richmond, Indiana, which is recom-
mended to bale five tons per hour, and
which would be fast enougk if such re-
: sults could be obtained.
1 Three years ago I went to see the
I manufacturers of this machine; I met
I the inventor and patentee; he took
greatpains to show me the machine,
I both theoretically and in practical op-
eration, with a full crew of men. I
, thought then that he had a good thing,
but t needed developing.
! For those of you who would like to
have the information, I will state that
; the machine is • hqge affair, Dome
twenty-five or thirty ft long with the
power mechanism in the center, which
chives a plunger in either end, thus
putting bales out at both ends at the
some Urn..
1 These plungers are each fed auto-
. matimlly by a self-feeding and block
!dropping device, and both of these Nad-
ler. are put on the same side of the ma-
chine and could not be changed to the
; other side. You will readily see that
1 as it was then arranged, it was not
1 practical, for you could get only on.
wagon up beside the machine at a
time and could pitch hay into only one
! of the feeders then. I called the invent-
or's attention to this point, and he im-
mediately lost interest in me, and I
;wished I hadn't spoken.
I am still hoping the inventors of
such machines will furnish us with
la machine that will put up thirty-five
Ito fifty, tons a day, but when some fel-
low tells you he can do it just keep still
;and let him show you how it is dome
Dr. Clardy differed as to orchard
grass not making good hay. He said
I he had been making good hay out of
' this r b he cuts it early.
grazes nearly all the year, and that
left in spring • few weeks, it make'
excellent hay. Cut while in the ble.-
KM before seeds ripen. He did Oat
think sowing land plaster would •
tribute to bringing on rheumatism
Orchard grass will stand five or six
years, but don't make as heavy crop
ca timothy; it makes about a ton to
the acre, while timothy will make
about two tons on his land
Mr. Adams said he gets crop a
clover where he spreads tobacco stalk*
oser it, but don't put on too thick.
Don't think the stalks themselves will
kill clover unless put on heavy enough
to smother it. 
-
Mr. G. R. Pierce said some one said
that Mr. Walker claimed that hay may
be blacked by rain, and put up, would
get bright. He would like for Me.
Walker to explain.
Mr. Walker said rain would
deter him in making hay, but it
delay. He had known crops cut
caught in very hard rains, but saved
ev proper after
-handling.
Dr. Clardy: Rain will discolor, 
butalltot injure its value as stock food. H
raked clover up after rain and ricked
it. and it made splendid feed—keeps
stock In perfect condition without
main. He thought we give work stock
too much corn, thinking it is neces-
sary, but this past winter had con-
is very laborious as well as likely to lanced him it was not necessary,
produce rheumatism. Mr. McGrew thought hay caught in
But assuming that I have a field of rein after it is cured could not be
clover ready for harvest. I will pro- made bright by after-management.
ceed as follows: I have already ex- Mr. John Foard said his crop of
ranged my other work so that I can run clover was caught in rain. He though
my mowers, rain or shine, all day Sat- it worthless. Mr. Walker had ,
urday. I take the chance of having him how to manage it and he followed
sunshine Sunday. I start the tedder his advice and never saw brighter
Monday morning as early as the drfeer hay in his life. It had been rained on
can see where to drive and keep the three or four times.
tedder kicking right merrily (don't for- Mr. Stowe said he had never known
get to put a double team to your tedder his to get bright after rain, but it
and deire) until the hay begins to get I makes good feed. Had some he
dry enough to break: be sure you never; thought worthless, but took it up to
tedder dry hay. If your snath lies solsuve seed in field and ricked it. Found
thick that the part next to the ground it good enough to bale, and it fed all
his stock.
Mr. Adams about three y
ago had some cut for seed. It
on it, but he failed to get a thresh
and it was saved for cow feed, and
oats of a fair, red color.
Mr. Walker said when hay gets wet,
as soon as it dries on top he turns it
to dry land and it cures much brighter
than if left where it was when cut
GARDENING.
Mr. F. M. Pierce responded; said he
had not undertaken to write a paper
as he might fail. He was not a spec-
ial gardener; only a farm gardener as
we all are. Every family has a gar-
den. It should be on a specially fer-
tile spot near the house for conven
lence, with a good fence to keep o
chickens. It won't do to plant
lave the hens to scratch it up. M
of us don't make a good enough fen
Next, good seed should be procu
better generally to buy than to
P.
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or depend upon Washington City.
Don't get enough from that source
for any purpose. Don't get things we
don't like, or need, or can't consume.
Can't give thee to such things. Some
things take culture all the year. The
garden becomes interesting as we get
oIder. It makes the time pass pleas-
antly. Don't know how long Adam
and Eve occupied the Garden of Eden,
but it was as long as they were obed-
ient; and so long we may enjoy the
gardens. Many of the most solemn
events of Christian belief, as related
In Scripture, transpired in the garden—
the agony, the resurrection, etc. .
Mr. Adams was not much of a gar-
dener, but believed it was intended
we should be active gardeners.
COW PEAS AND SOJA BEANS
Response by J. C. Gary:
Mr. Chairman:—Cow peas, or the
Southern stock peas, have had a great
deal of the attention of the farmers of
this section for the last ten or twelve
years. Since clover has become sun an
eigeartain crop, farmers in the Middle
States and as far north as the pea can
be grown, are now using it as a sub
sti-
tute in a number of ways. They are
groin. extensively both for feed and
for renovating land. They seem to be
a better substitute as a renovator than
when used as feed. I have a field of
forty acres that was faliowed and sown
in wheat In the fall of 1897. The yield
in 1898 was nine bUshels. As soon as
the wheat was threshed that field was
plowed and peas sown and were turned
under the 20th of September, the land
harrowed and rolled with a heavy roller
and wheat sown about 20th of October.
The veld in 1899 was twelve bushels.
I followed the same plan in 1899: the
yield was sixteen bushels: the same
again in 1900; and the yield was twen-
ty-one bushels. The yield on this field
was increased twelve bushels per acre
In three years.
I think by fallowing early and sow-
ing peas to shade the land and retain
the elements of plant food: then plow-
ing the vines under, just before frost.
gets so much vegetable mould in the
volt that the fertility is not only main-
tained but increased and the yield is
better. Peas sown as late as the 25th of
July will grow vines from ten to twen-
ty inches long. if there is enough mois-
ture in the soil to make the peas come
up. The better the land the greater
will be the growth of the vines and
greater the quantity of vegetable mat-
ter to be turned under to make humus
.
The land is more friable; does not get
so cloOdy and retains the moisture 
bet-
ter after a crop of peas. When 
sown
broil/list or with wheat drill, sow one
and one-half bushels to the acre; 
if
sown in rows, to be cultivated, one
bushel will sow two acres, or, perhaps
two acres and • half.
Pea hay is eaten with relish 
by
terms, cattle, and sheep, when it has
been properly cured. Mae are 
sown
for grazing or feeding down by 
hogs in
the fall and as they are a great 
fat pro-
ducer, they make a valuable food 
for
young hogs to be finished off on 
corn.
The price of seed is a problem t
o be
met as they are high on the 
market
but with the facility we now 
have for
threshing every farmer should 
save
IM. Gwn seed. The clay or 
black
peas produce more vine but 
do
sot tear as many pods as the 
whippoor-
will. I sr that machinery has 
been
made for making meal of peas and 
it Is
said to be wholesome and very 
nutri-
tious. Cow peas are closely allied 
to
the bean family; they are not
 so rich
in protein as the bean, but their 
vines
make a better article of hay than 
vines
of the bean.
Mr. C. E. Barker said his 
experience
was only with peas and that in 
the
main he agreed with the paper 
read,
but Liought the hay was not g
ood feed
In het weather. He thou
ght the peas
orntributed to the increase of Heg-
elian Ly in the wheat sown aft
er them.
Had eat his peas for seed. Hi
s neigh-
bor hid grown peas on poor s
pots and
turned under the growth and 
wheat
sifter was very fine and equal to 
that
on tte best parts of the field,
Mr. Adams asked as to the time 
to
plant sole beans and Professor
 Gar-
man thought for this county any 
time
Mean this on. The bean produces
 more
seed than the peas when grown in 
rows.
It Is need for all the purposes 
that cow
peas are.
Mr. King said where he sowed 
clover
after peas it failed; don't know 
why
SECOND DAY.
Called to order at 10 o'clock a. m.
After music and prayer the first sub-
ject on the program was called.
COMMERCIAL ORCHARDS.
Response by Geo. N. McGrew. of Liv-
ingston county:
There is no farm complete without
an cechard, whether it be to 
supply
the family with its luscious fruits 
or
for commercial purposes. What a 
plea-
sure it. is to have plenty of nice 
fruit
for family use; the wife would 
have
a much harder time to prepare a 
nice
meal if she had no fruit_
And I believe that every farmer
should have an orchard, at least e
nough
for the family. Because the farmer 
is
entitled to the beat of everything. Why!
Reese*" we feed the world, and all peo-
ple are depending on us for a li
ving
and fruit is very healthy, and a great
deal more pleasant to take than the doc-
tor's physic.
When a farmer has a suitable piece
of land he should have a c
ommercial
orchard, for there is nothing that we
can plant that will yield so much as a
good orchard when properly cared fo
r.
Like everything on the farm an orchard
needs proper care and attention, and
without this an orchard will do no
good.
Christan county tobacco farms yield
good money per acre, and the bluegrass
region of Kentucky that is selling from
$100 to $200 per acre yields big money
for the farmer, but a good orchard on
the right kind of land In Livingston
county where land is worth from $20 to
$40 per acre will yield more than any
tobacco land, and not the amount of
work required that there I. for a tobac-
co crop. It takes 49 trees to the acre,
set 30130 feet and twelve bushels to ,
the tree is a medium crop; so we have 1
588 bushels of apples per acre at forty ,
cents per bushel, making $235.20 per
acre, and sometimes trees yield twenty
bushels per tree which they did last
year and the price was forty cents for orchard described by Mr. McGrew and
• astond and sixty cents for number one confirmed his description of it, as did
apples, which makes more than the also Commissioner Nall.
' above figures. Sometimes, however, Next subject called was
! the price is less than forty cents per
bushel so I figure as near as I could to THE ROAD QUESTION.
, what I think is N'a average price, and
we have the above results. Response by J. R. Candle.
) And there is always a demand for
! The subject for discussion to-day is good apples from earliest to latest But
we will consider the winter apples— good roads and boy to make them. To
the subject justice it requires more
fluency of language than most men
possess, even though they may have
more than ordinary knowledge upon
branch of horticulture. These can be this very important subject. I will try
raised in large quantities and gathered and give you my ideas in regard to It
by wholesale and sent to any market in In the first place it requires a man
this country or Europe that promisee with a 
good 
dirtawgeil-tr inedroezto. soproaspeito drainlygzau
best returns. even 
It has been told to orchard planters all the water from the road and the
for the last one hundred years, and ditches also. There should not be
perhaps longer, that they would have an uneven place either In the grade
no market for their apples: that fruit or the ditch that will hold water as it
growing was being greatly overdone, will surely give trouble sooner or
and many similar statements. These
tinkers can not fully realize the vast
extent of our country, and the further
all important facts that but a small
portion of its area, comparatively speak-
; tag, can successfully produce in large
;quantities and of fine quality the most
; valuable fruits for commercial purposes.
; Others have not planted, because they
' lay they can not afford to invest money
and labor so long before they get re-
turns, forgetting that the increase in
value of land devoted to well selected
and well cared for orchard is greater
than the increase of money at com-
pound interest. ,
The apple sometimes fail, but should
liocasOnal failure discourage the man
who contemplates planting a small or-
'chard for family use, or he who con-
template. planting a commercial or-
chard! Certainly not. No crop is al-
ways sure to yield, and the failure of
nal e ao„)rpc ihea rcdr spts isasntohte sofaidluisaare torof uagris to_
the time used in its construction. In
I culture crops to the farmer, because the order to make a good turnpike road
befit grower bestows very little labor it is especially essential to have a
on Ws orchard in the season of failure• good foundation or road bed to build
New York and Michigan have led In upon. The first essential thing to do
the production of apples for several
years. but Missouri is coming to the
Ifront In this line very rapidly.
I There is no crop that will pay the
;Kentucky farmer better than a crop of
I apples. An orchard costs from $20 to
$85 rer acre: this includes cost of trees
"'planting and care, but not cost of land;
that Is until trees come to bearing.
Spraying for fungi or codling moth is
very Important; spray with Bordeaux
; mixture for fungus growth before the
leaves appear, and for codling moth at.
ter the blossom fall; when apples are
as large as peas spray with Paris green.
In the year 1858 Prof. W. B. Alwood
at thz Virginia Experiment Station said
a great good had been accomplished by
the use of insecticides and fungicides,
in spraying a thirty-acre orchard of
Wine Saps that had not borne a profit-
able crop for ten years. This season
he induced the owner to spray and let
him oversee the work; the result was a
good crop of choice fruit with few blem-
ishes and another orchard in this
; State the owner was offered $14.000 foe'.
Unsprayed orchards in the vicinity et
;both those mentioned produce but little
fruit and that of inferior quality.
The American Agriculturist puts the
apple crop of 1900 down at 47,960,000
barrels and the crop of 1901 at 23,075,-
000 barrels.
No reliable estimates are available as
to the total value of the apple crop of
this county. We may get an indication
lot its value however from export prices.
!The export value according to figures
given by the Bureau of Statistics of the
Treaarry Department for the eight
months from June 30, 1901, to February
28, 1902, are $3.50 per barrel, making
8115,375,000, which I think, considering
the inland price, are very low figures.
Mr McGrew was asked to give a
statement of his own orchard last year.
In answer he said he has eleven acres
of land in Ben Davis, Wine Bap and
Rome Beauty. They rate as named.
Has some of the other varieties, but
they failed. Sold last year 1.063 bar-
rels. His neighbors were taking great
I Intel-art in apple growing. His eleven
acres pay him more net money than,
; the iert of his 250 acre farm.
Mr Foard said here they can't re-
!Bet an old orchard with apples and Mr.
McGrew said he did it, but not the same
year when tree dies. Lets it lie awhile
and then puts in the hole. lye or lime
or some kind of potash if tree is set in
same place of old one. Asked what
caused trees to turn black about the
trunt and die, he said he thought it
due to heading too high and letting the
sun in. He remedies by heading low.
Mr Foard said he had had trees to
die when the lower limbs hung to the
grourd. Trees from five to twenty
pears old had been affected alike.
Mr Adams suggested that pears are
that is such as Ben Davis and Wine
, Saps; these may be raised in connec-
tion with general farming conflictions
with that pursuit less than any other
later. To build a good dirt road I
would first use a plow and two-hone
wheel-scraper to go over the road and
fill the holes or uneven places then
I would use the grader like those now
In use by the county to throw the bed
of the road up with; then a heavy
steam roller should be used to com-
pact and firm down the loose spongy
mass of dirt that would otherwise cut
up into dust and almost smother the
traveler, a.. ha.. frequently been the
cese here in our county. This done
pioperly will cost from $50 to $75 per
mile. When there are no rocks or
other hinderances to come in contact
with a road graded and rolled this
way In April, May or June it will get
very firm and solid by the time winter
comes on and will not be affected by
the freezes so seriously as is-usually
the -ease.
But a good turnpike road is the
only road that will last and pay for
is to set stakes an equal distance ffom
the lines along the road so as to make
it as straight-as possible. The dis-
tance between the stake* should be at
haat 21 feet, this to be graded so as
to leave the road bed in the center at
least eight inches higher than at the
side. I think that it is a serious mis-
take to grade the road up too high as
the stone will be constantly rolling
cif and the Dorms washing down. My
elan would be to raise the bottoms and
lower the hills, so as to get the road
as near the level point as possible
without too much expense. To do this
uork with plow and scraper properly
will cost from 9190 to $200 per mile.
Now, after rolling and making the
grade very firm and solid, you are
ready for the stone. I would advise
that the first stone broken should be
a fraction coarse so as to stay up out
of the mud, and finer towards the top,
so as to give a smooth surface. Then
give a strong burm at least two feet
wide and cover with about two inched(
of soil, and you have a road that will
last and be a source of both pleasure
and profit for years to come. The
proper depth to make the road I think
is twelve inches in the center and six
holies on the side, or an average of
nine inches. This will require 2,346 2-3
yards of stone to the mile, and is
usually estimated to cost fifty cents
per yard for quarrying and breaking;
then the hauling will cost from 29
to 30 cents per yard, owing to
the distance you may have to
haul. The total cost will be
horn $2,000 to $2,200 per mile. Now
if the road beds are, properly graded
ond nine inches of good limestone
rock well broken placed thereon full
strongly burmed, there is no good
reason for any great expenditure of
money for a long time to keep them up
Of course they will need some at-
tention In the way of raking In the
ruts and also keeping the ditches
open, but the expense will be almost
as nothing compared to keeping dirt
toads.
Mr. McReynolds, county road super-
aleor, followed on this subject. As
supervisor of roads in this county,
he had come to hear discussions. This
county was behind in roads, though
well up in most everything else. He
ieferred to the better roads and road
system of European countries.
This is a large county with many
miles of earth roads to be kept up.
It would take $100,000 right now to
get them in good shape. He recom-
mended that every citizen and every
one of the 700 overseers of roads would
take the lead In this matter; it would
t are good result. Many of the fences
were too close to the road. The road
should be 30 feet wide, and many were
also a paying crop. not over 20 feet
. If farmers will give I
Mr. McGrew thought cheapest way the room to w
iden the grade, it may;
I to propagate apple trees was by root , be done. A 
system recently adopted
I graft. Cultivate in row in garden one here is same as
 in Warren county, and
or two years and then transplant to
oreba”d. The grafts should be what
known as "whole root" grafts.
He had passed an orchard as he came
here The trees were on a ridge a foot
or two high. It is better that they be
in a depression than on a ridge. He
thoutht best to cultivate orchard, espe-
cially before it begins bearing, but not
too close to the trees and he did not
think it best to heap manure around
them as it makes a harbor for mice
and they kill the tree.
On same subject Mr. J. W. Foard re-
sponded. Has an orchard and garden,
but knows nothing about a commercial
orchard. Did not think there was much
left to say.
He thought apples had failed here,
not from fault of the climate or soil.
Tobacco was once raised without much
trouble from worms, but now we have
it has worked well there.
In that county pikes are built by co-I
operation. The road supervisors;
crushes the rock and farmers haul and
spread it. In this way many miles are
built. Nothing so adds to the value .
of a county as good roads.
Mr. J. B. Walker was overseer of
I road for years; his road was well
worked as he could prove, but now
supervisors had said to farmers, "Don't I
use your teams as we can't pay for.
them." They pay taxes and are ready I
to work roads, but can't be expected
to work their teams without compen-
sation.
He urged that road work be well
done and permanent He had voted
for free turnpikes with doubt as to
Its effect. Didn't think it had helix:1',
the quality of pikes. Hoped a better j
system may be adopted. It takes I
the insecte or blight causes the decay 
money, and overseers should employto fight these pests. So with apples;
teams and be allowed to pay for their
of trees. We may find out what is the use.
,
trouble and overcome IL Had stopped County Judge Fowler said his first
this blight with lime and bluestone, ap_ knowledge of roads was down on
trade. Thegrow fruit rough that it hampers 
i Tradewater river where it was so
the growing season. We can 
,
r ;
plied two or three times a'week during
If we take time and trouble. Always road question Is a very broad on, in 
,
has fruit all the year. Has apples now 1 its bearing. All agree that good Swat I
and they will keep until strawberries are the life of a country. Dirt roads
ripen are worthless; clay won't stand the
Asked as to San Jose scale Professor , t-avel. The road built by the Good
Garman said it was in Kentucky, but he Roads Train last year was a failure
had not found It in any Kentucky nur- I because not metalled sufficiently. The
sery. It was introduced In trees from grading was good. Money has been
the East. As to the blight described by N. asted in scraping dust into holes
Mr. Foard it was not scale. It was a, one year to be done again the next.
well-known disease and believed to be ! The (•ounty is now well bridged, and
pear blight, but not so bad on apple as ' there will be more money for roads.
on pear trees. It can be checked by 1,. The trouble about road working is
cutting It away where this can be done, that the hands won't work. Perhaps
Mr. Rogers said he had been in this the women would do better. Under
the "warning" system he had been
called out, and always took the dullest
hoe on his father's place, and would
not hit a lick after the six days ran
out whether the road was in order or
not. It costs $45,000 yearly to keep
up roads now. It would be better to
eo the work well—pike it so it will
stand like the old /Roman reeds.
He thought farmers should invite
the supervisor to crush the rock and
then they haul it on the road under
the direction of the officer. He would
like to see this county take a lead in
such work. "As county judge, I will
vote for anything that will promote
good roads, but we must take care
of our various bonds. We have gone
to the constitutional left
over shall go to the improvement of
roads."
He would recommend to take the
crusher to quarries along the roads
and crush the rock, and some plan de-
vised to put it on the road.
Mr. Adams: The supervisor had
done well, and he wanted to indorse
his statement as to width of roads—
they should be at least 30 feet wide.
We all want roads, but there's little
money. He says let improvements be
permanent. He thought It unfair for
taxpayers to pay taxes and also fur-
rush teams, but he would do that If
the others would.
Dr. Clardy: As to farmers helping,
It is a neighborhood question. If it
will pay to do It, then do it; if not,
let it alone. He would haul on his
road if the county will crush it and
furnish the rock. Some years ago be
and others had gotten a law passed
troviding a tax of fifty cents for
turnpikes, but people were so opposed
that the law was repealed. It takes
public spirit to build pikes. It must
he done by concert of action, not by
grumbling.
It is very necessary to keep up
existing pikes, but little has been ex-
pended on them. They must be kept
in order. Perhaps it Is best to do this
by contract, under direction of the
supervisor. This has worked success-
fully in Union county, and they keep
earth roads in better condition than we
do the pikes here.
Mr. Pierce asked if bands, resident
on pikes, were required to work roads
and Judge Fowler said they were.
Mr. Owen: Farmers are now taxed
for road purpose twenty-five cents on
the 2100; also on $100,000 bonds to
buy the present pikes. It is not fair
to expect them also to furnish the
teams to haul rock free.
Mr. McReynolds expressed gratifi-
cation at the interest manifested; it
would do good. If farmers on this
road will get together and haul the
rock he will have the crusher moved
over &al graded, and prepare the
road bed and crush the rock. If not.
they would go to the first neighborhood
that offered to do this. He hoped the
farmers would take the matter up at
once. He would give stone to go as
fur as the people would haul it.
Mr. Geo. Pierce: Not very favorably
inclined to toll roads, but was in favor
of this and would do his part.
Mr. Walker said a lady said she
would haul the rock on a wheel-barrow
if the men would not do it.
Mr. Adams said he would do his
part. Mr. Coleman and Mr. Candle also
agreed to do likewise.
(Before the close of the meeting ac-
tive preparation was made for Raking
several miles of pike.)
TOBACCO CULTURE.
' Mr. J. M. Adams responded. The
tubject is a dry one to the ladies, be-
cause the plant is so detested by them,
but they enjoy handling the proceeds
in the shape of • rubber-tired buggy.
1 he tobacco crop furnishes the pro-
ceeds.
, A neighbor of his, by tobacco culture,
had progressed from a cabin to a two-
story dwelling. He had no notoriety;
I he had only one sold as high as $33
I per hundred in a 65 years' ex-
perience.
Beginning at the seed, take Blue andt 
Yellow Pryor, Clardy, Little Frederick,
etc., etc. Perhaps there is something
; important in selection. In November
I selects his plant bed, removes trash
and breaks with double shovel. Makes
bed to suit width of canvas. Lay poles
across and pile brush for burning..
After burning pulverize it and get
ready for sowing. Sow in January.
Tablespoonful of seed to 100 square
yards. Canvas about 10th to 15th of
March, and sow a few more seed. If
dune sooner snow may fall and weight
; it down. Never failed but once, and
then seed had hung out in a hall ex-
posed. Not much change in method
I of cultivating in many years. Likes
early sowing as plants are stronger.
If beds are sown in late winter, re-
move ashes before sowing. The land
for tobacco should be best to be had;
broken late in fall and left; rebroken
in spring, shallow and netted. In last
cf April or May pulverize the land;
lay or in rows 3 feet, 9 inches apart
Set plants in a few days; furrow with
turning plow, throwing earth from it.
Circumstances should dictate after cul-
tivation.
Next cultivate shallow with shovels,
and not after it gets ready to top,
unless there is a baking rain. Don't
prime until it is topped. Worm all
the time. Don't risk a late crop. It
used to do, but not now. Top 10 to
12 leaves (small plants, 8 leaves), and
all at once if possible so all will be
t.niform in ripening. Cut In cool of
evening and house in morning. Put
8 to 9 plants to the stick, and don't
crowd, as it will house-burn. When
yellow you can fire it. Slow at first;
when the tips are curled, increase the'
beat. It may be best to stop a while
after the tips are cured. Bulk down
in November if possible, and stri
p at
will.
Mr. R. C. Gary on same subject:
The end most desired In the cul-
ture of tobacco is to produce the lug
-
eat yield and best quality at the least
 I
expense. To obtain these results it is '
r.ecessary to have good land in a high
state of cultivation. The land should
be broken OA deeply as practicable 
in
the fall or winter, and allowed to re-
main in the rough condition until the
last of April or the first of May. Then
it should be harrowed and r
ebroken
very shallow. Some of our bes
t
growers rebreak with the disc harrow.
Now is the time to put on well-rotted!
manure. Coarse manure should have!
broken. Just before the plants are
been put on before the land was re- 1
ready to set the land should be her-
; rowed, rolled, dragged or in some
I other way put in good condition. For
the better the land is pulverized the
! better it will pack around the plant
end the quicker the plant will start
off after it has been set. After the
land has been put in the best possible
condition, the rows should be laid off
31/2 feet each way. Fertilizer shouli
be dropped in check at the rate of 50
or 60 pounds to the acre. The same
amount should be dropped In each
hill, so as to make every plant start
to grow off at the same time. This is
very important, for if the plants start
uneven they will mature uneven and
be more trouble to handle.
The fertilizer should be of some
standard brand, and should contain a
high per cent. of potash. A hill should
now be made f 
tobacco 
the o checwkerovewr 
sown to
fertiliser, which, when settled, will
be on a level with the surface of the
Land. After • good season the land
is ready for the plants. Good plants
are very necessary to make a good
crop. In order to have these the
plant land should be well burned in
fall or winter, gotten up nicely and
fifty pounds
every hundred square yards and raked
In. Then one tablespoonful of tobac-
co seed sown to every hundred square
yards. About the 20th of March, or
as soon as the first plants can be seen
coming up, the beds should be can-
vassed and the canvas allowed to re-
main on until a few days before the
plants are ready to set. As soon as
the plants are set they should be
dusted with Paris green. The mix-
ture I use is 35 pounds of land plaster.
I5 pounds of low grade flour and 1
pound of Paris green. This is enough
tor 10 acres of tobacco. Begin to cul-
tivate soon after planting. The best
implement for this Is a one-horse har-
row, run in the middle of the balk.
Do not run close enough to the plant
to loosen the soil around the roots
The crop should be well cultivated
after every rain if possible. In dry
weather keep the soil well stirred and
pulverized. It will hold the moliffure
a great deal better than if you were to
cease the cultivation.
The cultivation should continue as
long as it can be done without break-
tog the tooacco, or until a good part of
it is ready to be topped. It is bad
policy to top a few scattering plants
before the other is ready to top. If
you have a few plants needing topping
just pull the buttons out and let it
wait and be primed and topped with
the other. Tobacco ought not to be
primed and topped too high.
It weighs heavier and has a better
spread of leaf. The next thing in order
Is to keep the worms and the suck-
ers off of it. You can be very mater-
ially aided in the former by the aid
of cobalt used in Jamestown weed
blossoms, provided all In a neighbor-
hood will see it
Cutting and housing are very impor-
tant factors in the raising of a to-
bacco crop. Many a fine field of to-
bacco has been ruined in the cutting,
housing and curing provide. Tobac-
co should be allowed to stand on the
hill until most of it can be cut. Some-
times it is better to let a few 
plant..get a little too ripe in order to give
the others time to get ready for the
knife.
In cutting you should be very care-
ful and not get any of it sunburned
or handled while it is too hot. It
should be put in the barn with as
little water on it as possible, with
sticks six or seven inches apart on the
tiers. If the weather is not very warm
fires should not be started until the to-
bacco has been cut five or six days.
It should be bred very slow for 24
hours, or until all danger of fire-kil-
ling or blueing U. is over, and then
rake the fires to a good heat and keep
so until all of the leaf and about one-
third of the stem is cured. The trees
should then be stopped and the taboo
co be allowed to come in order and
run the desired color. Now start the
fres again and fire until all of the
stem is well cured.
The trade now calls for tobacco that
smells strong of fire. The more fire
the better, provided it is not lire-killed
or blued.
By request Mr. J. B. Walker read the
following paper, contributed by Hr.
McCurdy, of Montgomery county.
Tenn., on same subject:
To Church Hill Grange No. —:
Knowing the aims and objects of your
order as I do, and being aware of the
fact that any uplift to the farmer is a
benefit to all other trades, vocations and
business, emboldens me to offer you
this unsolicited, gratuitous contribu-
tion, on the cultivation, curing and
classIng tobacco.
I will not go into the minute details
of growing tobacco, but will devote my
space more particularly to the process
of curing with an eye single to the pro-
duction of some of the better grades or
types with regard to color, etc.
I deem it useless to give you my plan
of c•Ativating tobacco, other than to 1
say: First, select some fertile land
adapted to tobacco; secondly, put in a I
high state of cultivation; third, lay off:
your land three and one-half feet east
and 7-est. four feet north and south;
then scatter some good commercial fete ;
Unser in the check at about forty or I
fifty pounds per acre. (Notice said,
scatter, not drop.) After which make
good hills, broad and low, free from
trash etc. Plant as usual. If from the
indications you apprehend trouble
from either the grasshopper or cut-
worm I would suggest an application
of Paris green with flour or lime in the
Proportion of one of Paris green
to forty of flour or lime.
I prefer Hour on account of its more
regular and satisfactory .application.
The application should immediately ;
follow the planters. A suitable device
can be had for twenty-five cents, safe I
in the application and satisfactory In !
work. Cultivate thoroughly, beginning
as soon after the transplanting as the
land is dry enough to work. Plow and
hoe regularly until you have plowed five
times and hoed at least twice. Prime
and top as usual. Be sure your tobac-
co Is thoroughly ripe before you apply
the knife. Cut as usual being careful
not to let it sunburn. You can skips-
dite business by hanging from the row
without piling, putting about foil' or
five sticks in a pile after it is hung.
/111 your barn as quickly as poktible
without bruising or breaking the
leaves.
•
Year barns in the main are too large,
I malorg the process of curing too haz-
ardous, as well as expensive, should a
are occur; also it requires too much
; time to fill your barn as the first cut is
; ready for the fire by the time you can
; finish filling, thereby obviating the pos-
Miley of securing a oneness of color.
; Most Kentuckians and not a few Ten-
nesseans start their fires from two to
three days too soon, to obtain a solid
j color with pliancy, suppleness and
elastleity, so requisite in the desirable
I types and finer grades.
, Don't hang your tobacco too close, et-
ther cn the stick or in the barn. After
' your tobacco is thoroughly yellow (pre-
pare plenty of wood) start merely
smoke at many places and continue
, thus until your tobacco is moist from
condensation, that is in what is called
a sweat. It may be in six hours and it
, may be twenty-four. Secure a ladder,
climb up and thrust your arm up in
, several places and when you find your
tobacco good moist you may gradually
• raise the temperature to about ninety
degrees; hold it at about that until the
; leaf is cured, draw your fires and let
your tobacco get perfectly soft and re-
main in that condition for about twen-
ty-tour hours. Then gradually raise
your fire as before (not waiting
, to sweat) until a temperature
I of about 120 degrees is reached; hold
I your fires at about this temperature
;night and day, until it is thoroughly
i Cured, both stem and stalk. This pro-
cess will give you a beautiful solid
brown color, very desirable.
; I could give the modus operandi for
; making a dark brown, black fat or pie-
I bald color, but my paper is ;low some-
what like the Western country, exten-
sively laid out. but thinly settled.
Keep a thermometer in your barn and
examine from time to time. Remem-
ber the humidity of the atmosphere is
a very potent factor in securing just
the color desired. Before I close. I will
say in regard to the selection of color.
Let your mind run over the entire dark
; tobacco area at cutting time. and &seer-
. Min whether the crop is full of sap or
, whether it is lacking in moisture. If
• full of sap the prevailing color will be
. dark and if lacking moisture the uni-
versal color will be light. You cap
manipulate the process of curing so as
• to ontain any desired color. If full of
sap, a light color will be in demand,
vice versa.
WHEAT AND ITS ENEMIES.
; Mr Chairman:—It is with consider-
able diffidence that I attempt to dis-
cuss the subject of wheat and its ene-
mies. The field is too large for me,
nor would I undertake it if it did not
look like shirking a duty.
It is true I have given wheat as a
I crop e great deal of thought and con-
sideration, but I feel that there is
I much about it I have not learned.
I It is a crop of greater importance
. to the human family, I suppose, than
any other, besides its value for feed-
ing stock.
Wa do and should feel a pride in
every bushel we produce, for we know
when we raise it we have done some-
thing to benefit mankind, which I
hold we should all strive to do. When
I was a lad a very old and venerable
man of this county stopped and staid
;all n'ght at my father's house, and in
the curse of conversation he remark-
ed that every one ought to do some-
thins' W. benefit his country and neigh-
The thought struck me
forcibly. It has staid with me ever
since. Every once and awhile some
circumstances will brag it up, and it
loam none of its force as it grows
older
Well, I am rambling along on what
• may be termed the side issues, but
these issues have their bearings with
me and I will have to claim some lati-
tude in the discussion.
Now, as the beet plan to follow in
raising a crop of wheat, I must con-
fess my inability to state.
You have so much to contend with
in time to sow, seasons and conditions
that there can be no set rule or iron-
clad plan that can be followed, and
be jutt the right thing to do all the
time. I have often thought that I had
fixed everything exactly right and
would be sure to have satisfactory re-
sults and then after awaiting develop-
ments to find I had made a wide mis-
take by not doing some other way. I
think it is very essential for our wel-
fare not only financially, but physi-
cally and mentally for us to study,
plan and carry out the best ideas we
can command in this matter. I be-
lieve it to be a wise arrangement for
us be our Creator to help as in our
daily life.
We all know that to be successful
in raising a good crop of wheat we
have to prepare the land at the right
time and in the right way. Have the
seed good, properly cleaned and sow
it the beet time to avoid its enemies
and get a good start to stand the win-
ter. In my experience the time to
sow, to take it one year with another,
Is from the 5th to the 26th of October
fbr this section. Some years It would do
better sown earlier and some it would do
better sown later, but in not being able
to know what is to follow we can not
tell which year to sow early and which
to sow late. If we had sown our
wheat In September this last fall it is
likely we would have a much better
proseect now for the present coming
crop. And the fall before the last the
medium late sown did best. As to the
preparation to make a seed bed It is
very necessary to do that intelligently.
Some fields need a great deal, more
preparation than others. I have seen
some fields that I thought had receiv-
ed a little too much preparation, but
they have been the exception rather
than the rule. Our (allowed lands
should be broken early, say the latter
half of July and first half of August.
Alone through September we should
run our disc and smoothing harrows
over it and sometimes the use of the
roller would be very beneficial. The
tobacco and corn lands have to wait
until we can remove the crops before
we can put them in proper condition
for receiving the seed. There is some
diversity of opinion about the proper
way to prepare both the tobacco and
corn land for sowing. Some contend
that loth should be broken up deeply
and everything turned under and the
land well harrowed down before sow-
ing. Others think differently. My
expe-ience is that the lands either of
tobacco or corn are in fair condition
when the crops are removed, not too
(missy or too much baked by hard
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rains. The disc harrow will
 cut them
up mfficiently followed by 
the smooth-
ing harrow to make a fa
irly good seed
bed. The trouble with us 
here is that
the time is so short aft
er taking the
crops off we can not 
work the land
down to its proper cond
ition before we
have to commence 
sowing. If we
could get it thoroughly
 stirred and
rolled down and compa
cted, we would
get better crops, but in 
that case we
would have to discard o
ur disc drills
and use our hoe drills. 
The surface
would be left so smoot
h behind the
disc trill that the fre
ezes and thaws
through the winter wo
uld be very
damaging to the plant
I have noticed in my 
present grow-
ing crop that the wheat 
sown with the
hoe stood the w
inter much bet-
ter than that sown w
ith the disc drill.
I wiil say, however, 
that I like the
single disc drill f
rom the fact
that I can sow rough 
or trashy land
easier and more regular
ly with it As
to thc enemies of whe
at I can say very
little. The Hessian fly is
 the most dis-
astrcus with which we 
have to con-
tend. It is an annual 
dread with us.
They are more nume
rous in the fall
than the spring. Why 
that is so
can not tell. It m
ay be that they
have a better opport
unity to propa-
gate themselves In 
the volunteer
wheat that usually 
puts up in our
fields after harvest. 
We can dodge
them some in the fal
l by sowing at
the proper time, but 
they have their
own way in the spring
.
I have tried to find 
out something
about them from our 
department of
agricelture. but gained 
very little
help from that source. 
I learned that
the mother fly is simila
r to the mos-
quito and lays its eggs 
on the top of
the wheat blade and 
the young after
hatching out crawl down 
the blade on
the inside until rea
ching the roots.
they then go into a chr
ysalis state and
remain there for an i
ndefinite period,
probably all winter.
The chinch bug and the ap
is are en-
emies with which we are 
not familiar.
We have not heard of 
them in this
section of the country. L
et us seek
and apply all seemingly 
good Informs-
coltioinegfreo.m agricultural pap
ers. govern-
meat reports, and other 
sources and
patrorize our industrial 
schools and
Second paper on same sub
ject.
By J. W. McGaughey:
There is no more important 
question
to come before this body th
an that of
the bread supply of the wor
ld. Corn.
wheat rye, and barley con
stitute the
essential products that go to 
make
up the food supply. Wheat is 
indigen-
ous, in other words adapted to 
almost
every part pf the habitable glob
e, and
really the most important of 
all the
cereals. It is largely produced i
n Asia,
Africa, Europe, Australia, Nort
h and
Bout!". America. not excepting
 New
Zealand and Alaska. Its adaptab
ility
to almost every climate, and div
ersity
of soil, indicates the value t
hat it
bears in supplying the wants or m
an-
kind. It is interesting to note in
 the
year book of the agricultural dep
art-
ment the statistical reports of the yield
of wl.eat, rye, and barley in the c
oun-
tries of the world. European produc
-
Von is largely in the ascendancy. Ru
s-
sia, France. and Germany stand in t
he
order named. Russia and Germany
together produce a billion bushels rye
.
Win, a large additional supply of
breadstuffs to the wheat produced.
United States produces one-third as
much wheat as combined Europe
.
British India in Asia produces over
two hundred million. Hence, it fol
-
lows that a failure in foreign crops o
f
grain greatly enhances the prices in
this country. The vast amount of
wheat produced In the United States
in the last quarter of a century. has
been a leading factor in bringing to
our shores millions of emigrants, to
be naturalized as American citizens.
Christian county is noted for Its
large production of wheat. In no field
of industry has there been greater
progress made than in the production
of this cereal. From crude beginnings,
to supply home demand, using the
sickle and cradle for garnering the
crop we are now in actual possession
of harvesting machinery, to supply to
an unlimited extent the markets of the
world.
As a profitable crop wheat comes
In lire and rotation, with corn. tobac-
co. hay, and stock-raising. A diversity
of crops, and industries, is plainly to
the best interests of the up-to-date
farmer. As to methods of culture al-
most every farmer has a practical ex-
perience of his own. Some of our best
crop' are raised on clover fallow, and
folio's log tobacco and peas. Fine re-
sults are realized from fallowing in
June July. and August The effects
of heat moisture and air, effects a ben-
eficia` influence on the soil, rendering
it betier adapted to the growth of the
wheat plant. Thorough preparation
by the use of plow, disc, and harrow, is
indisrenaably necessary.
The selection of good seed is an im-
portant item in the successful growth
or wae.at
As agriculturists. we seed too much
of our land In grain to the neglect of
other industries.
La' re areas of land are sown in
wheat that lack in fertility, that are
too poor to pay for the labor bestowed
upon them. I regard it a very com-
mon mistake to persistently sow
wheat after wheat, thereby impover-
Ishina the land. The sowing of clover
seed end peas is good practice in re-
storing the fertility of the soil, giving
fine .-esults in producing good crops.
'flu. judicious use of fertilizers to
incresre the yield of wheat is general-
ly acepted as a fact. The present out-
look 'or a crop is bad. I have never
seen wheat make as unpromising an
POULTRY.
Response by Mrs. J. W. Lander.
The production of poultry is entitled
to rank among the most important
industries in the United States. Here suhrect and say to
 every one who thus often saving a doctor's fee
o ever, w turn to my Children are properly clothed and fed larg
er proportion of the food consum-
 time. and I believe the key to health
 tensive distribution of the minutes and
In Kentucky where we devote attention makes an effort to
 raise poultry, take , She has her husband's meals in 
beduildiTnhgeapnrndtreeipnws
irmmayatentlasalsidantdothne Hopes. thriAftlouil
ey nhoagraisianienvgerta  thrifty -
papers read over the State,
The institute was then closed.
!
ni'y advice; look through some good time and ca
refully prepared, thereby carboh
ydrates and fats fuel and en- one. I
 allow my hogs the run of the
poultry journal, find the address of pi eventing loss of 
both his time and pa- ergy materia
ls. The proper propor- farm through the winte
r and feed corn
some good breeder who is workin
g for tlence and rendering him tractable; 
tion between the two makes up what a
nd sorghum. While they are on the
utility, paw him for his trouble and you ; for 
it is an old saying that "The way we c
all the balanced ration. This wheat th
e corn does not hurt them if
will find 1 it will pay you. After de- I to a ma
n's heart is through his sto- ! best 
ratio varies with different ani- you ha
ve not the sorghum; but if
cyi(dwirng on what breed you prefer, keep! mach." She 
sees that the cream does mals and du
ring the various stages of you have it
 the sorghum is a splendid
up to that high standard by I not spoil for want
 of churning, and 1 growth. Younger 
animals require a hog feed as well as a che
ap one.
renewingl your stock and cul
ling out I that her garden seeds are carefully l
arger proportion of protein or build-
 How to fatten them. I do not want my
the on that are off in color and garnered.
 She puts a neat darn In the I ing m
aterials than fattening animals-. anhogsdeotoy 
get eheuntogrytureafteornthhyeythgeo 
time
While I do not raise poultry on a
fcrm.
very extensive scale, I like to ke
ep
I 
table linen and a large one in the he
el I The question of a balanced ration i
s the wheat field. I try to have peas
of her husband's sock, with several 
strongly urged upon all feeders, be
small ones in the opposite corner. To 
cause it represents the greatest gain 
theyyy 
will have 
have gleaned
her is usually committed the tas
k or with the least amount of food c
on- if possible have the beans so they
w
forty or fifty hens and five or si
x g to n eat 
the the heat peas test. fields. as
roosters. ' pleasure as t
he case may be. of mak- 'tuned,
thfeemr. 
the
 I usualnley mixif  
allowed
 som e sot -
that 
Every one who pretends to raise Ing household purc
hases; and she will In the practice of
 feeding the first
houses as neat during the winter sea - I
 which If properly cared for can be age is the m
ost economical way of 
begin to feed corn. a load of sorghum
they
llhtopre
poultry of any kind must remember
 realize more profit from fifty cent
s consideration is forage crops. The
r
cleanliness is more essential than than a man will fro
m a dollar. There health of the animal i
s best preserved : gbum 'with
 my pew when I sow them.
I
any other point. I try to keep my are numerous fowl
s to be looked after, by life in the open
 air. The pastur- Whe
n they have finished the peas and
son as through the summer. I f
ind made both food and raiment Tho
ugh treding also as the feed is secured by I oc
enalenallY is relished by them.
there is nothing better to keep down
 there are many ways in which t
o the animal without any labor on the 
As to kinds, there are several good
ndtes than a free use of ashes. Jus
t economize the "mater families," with
 part of the owners (while the result- 
breeds of hogs and a man should se-
scatter all over the walls and on the' a numerous proge
ny is often sorely ing manure is 
'
I
scattered at the same 
but one to suit his fancy. The Duroc,
floor. They do not add to the looks.trIed for ways and 
means ith which
of your hen house; still I prefer th
e I —
, 
to provide for her little ones: but 
lov-
ashes to mites. 1 lug hands and patie
nce will accotn-
I find that it is very necessary to be '
 i much
tie red pepper. Now and then ther
e
Is nothing better than oats as an egg 
and jacket II if they were really a
tailor-made suit. The soiled b
est
producer. I also feed part of my crack
- gown can be cleansed, turned, and 
re-
!Inge left from hog-killing, and y
ou
made, and may prove very satisf
actory
may be sure they enjoy them. I will to the wearer, provided she can turn a
systematic In your treatment of fow
ls. , The father's cast-off clothing, it not
 it will grow, alfalfa should find a
they are more susceptible to skin dis-
feed in winter with a warm mixtu
reI use wheat
 and corn as a principal too much worn, can be cut down
 for place on every farm. It yields 
eases. I think the pure bred is bet.
the small boy, and the little man 
will enormous crops and also adds fertil-
ter than a cram. I have for year' bred
of corn meal once a day, with a lit
- be just as proud of his first trousers ItY, being
 a legume. Hairy vetch an-
Poland Chinas and have several timer'
generally go to the hen house two 
or , could not be present.
three times a day for fear the he
ns I Commissioner Na
ll made a brief re-
sin get off the nest and the eggs
 be- I sponse, saying it 
was very desirable
come chilled. When my chicks 
begin " that such immigrants 
as he had met
to hatch I leave them in the nest 
un- in certain counties s
hould be encour-
til I think they are strong enough t
o aged to locate In 
this State. He had
take out, removing the shells as n
eces- known some old, al
most deserted fields
sant. 
to be brought up to a yiel
d of 20
Now comes the care of the little 
bushels of wheat per acre by I
ntelligent
meat at ten cents per pound. 
Be- chicks. Every one should have •
 run rotation unde
r the hands of immi-
cause we may eat her eggs 
and the for little chickens so as
 not to allow grants fr
om some of the States to the
young she reara, we are apt 
to lose them free range 
over the yard until north 
of us. There was room fo
r
sight of their market value: but 
the about a week old. T do
 not consider many mo
re such people and they
Profit is there neverthelem, con
tribu-
ting to the expenses of living.
to large crops of half a dozen st
aples,
such as wheat, corn, hay, hemp, 
oats
and tobacco, we hardly realize 
the
source of wealth we-are neglect
ing in
our poorly cared-for poultry.
The breeding of fowls for eggs a
nd
meat is perhaps the only indust
ry
that is common to every State 
and
every county of our great 
country,
as well as of nearly every land o
n the
globe.
From the remotest ages the 
do-
mestic fowl has been a friend of
 the
human race. History tells us
 that
the cackling of a flock of geese
 saved
Rome, and it was a chicken cock 
that
mew a rebuke when the apostle, P
eter,
clenied his master.
Under the head of poultry we ma
y In-
clude six different species: The 
lordly
pea-fowl, our native turkey, th
e gut-
rel. the goose, the duck, and 
lastly
and more important than a
ll, the
chicken. Each of these fowls 
repre-
sents a value other than flesh.
 The
peacock's gaudy feathers are an 
arti-
cle of commerce. The goose 
and duck
hsve a triple value—eggs. fl
esh and
feathers. The same, in a leaser 
degree,
may be said of all the others, 
though
the feathers of the guinea, turk
ey and
the chicken are not generally r
egard-
ed as a source of revenue.
Accustomed as we are to overlo
ok-
ing small things, we value o
ur fowls
principally for their food products. 
As
an article of food the turkey is
 with-
out rival. From the native wild 
tur-
Vey of America we now have a 
large"
number of distinct varieties, 
develop-
td in size until birds weighin
g fifty
pounds are not uncommon amo
ng the
Ihrger breed.
The flesh or the turkey st
ands at
the head of meats. So universa
lly is
this acknowledged that the s
upply of
turkeys has never been kno
wn to
equal the demand. If I am 
not mis-
taken. saw it stated in a 
newspaper
last Christmas that from a 
single
county in Central Kentucky 37,0
00 tur-
keys were shipped at one ti
me to
Eastern markets. These turk
eys rep-
resented a cash value of from 
$25.000
to $30.000, and there is not a county 
in
Kentucky where a like amount 
could
not be realized by a little in
telligent
attention to the raising of tu
rkeys.
But it is to the chicken we 
must
turn to find the universal fowl
 with
air three sources of revenue—t
he broil-
er in the spring, the mature
 fowl in
the winter and the eggs the yea
r round.
make the statement without f
ear
of being challenged that there is
 noth-
ing on the farm that pays for 
itself them about once a 
week: in fart. I Lut at the last moment he fou
nd he
as well as the hen. Poorly 
kept as have very little troubl
e with mites.
he is in most cases. roosting In 
trees,
and scratching for her living, t
he hen
seldom falls to net her owner a pr
ofit
of 600 per cent a year.
The average hen will lay tw
elve
dozen wren a year. worth ten to t
wenty-
five cents per dozen. She will 
also
roar a brood of chickens, a
nd by
December is ready to be turned 
Into
tried a cross on the other breeds, but
other legume, furnishes excellent late
satisfactory as the full bred. Nor have
have never found them as uniform or
also makes an excellent early and late i
fall and early spring pasturage. Rye
I I ever found any that suit me as well
pasture crop. Splendid returns have
an investment, the hog is an
I as the Poland Chin&
been obtained at the Station farm this
animated exemplification of the ni
rigorstare ble six pence his rapid
chickes. and had more eggs than 
Ivere cold we
ather I did not lose a
As 
examples of a like nature could be 
add- from early rye pasture. Cow peas an
ddeaf ear to lynx-eyed gossips. O
ther spring with dairy cattle and hog
s an as-
ed. but these are sufficient for the
 dil- soy beans make good forage durin
g : 
:evidence of quick returns
needed for my own use most of th
e igent. The most difficult, but mo
st the latter part or summer and are to
the ' birth of 
growth
pig,
winter. I feed my hens very littl
e
and ' 
large profits.
after date Sytaourtwiingll have
after the comes out, as they 
have important 
thing of all is to economise be highl
y recommended. Green corn aatetfhpoI
nds of pig, and if he is atime and labor, which often 
seems im- fodder preserved in the silo is 
too
onne,laegivand the feeder not a m one.
of grit
such a f range. I do not find it nee-
e.isa 
good
ry to break up old dishes and such 
possible. The farmer realizes t
he ad- well known to need discussion. I
t
vantages of such labor-saving
 ma- provides succulent food during the cu  a
have ten pounds more. His
thingsfor them; they pick up plent
y
meat usually sells for as muchchines as the grain drill. the har
vester. drouth of summer and throughout the
 idrasied
al vaotr of, the 
and the matter theofetat is
I have a long table on which I 
place over the old 
wife 
time hand h temhpeltemwtenthtt haRgasoot ac
reropsapaspetsizuighagr btzdts. and 
but are 
I tw ftn
Now comes the time for setting hens. 
the mower, the rake and 
many, others winter.
; pig Will have grand children going fatmy neat boxes. I prefer the
 boxes , but the good
difficulty 
not sokeepwien1g1
and
'topigmarket along with the steer. Themade without bottoms so tha
t as the kitchen and sh
e finds no such alterna- eiheespeurths
eiveof
, sterre will help eat three crops of corn;hen hatches I can Just slip t
he whole Byes. She mu
st boil and bake and adapte
d to our conditions as silage,
tnthgroe w
the 'bog is matured with each crop.
even start in life and the
clean. I have my grass gathered i
n Now, if some one woul
d invent an them in our climate.nest off and brush the table nice and
 fry and stew.
Let the pig be born when the corn is
the fall after the frost. I find thi
s automatic cooking m
achine that Of the grain feeds, cor
n and oath are
so much softer than hay or straw.
 In would turn out a dish of 
salad on one so well known as to ne
ed no further I
selecting my eggs to set I am 
careful side, a baked ham on the o
ther, a nip comment. On the st
ation farm we find 'planted and he will be ready for mar-
to use only well-shaped ones. I have
 here and a cake there it would
 he the the soy bean, a highly succes
sful grain I ket :before the cribbing is done. Ile
two boxes to keep my eggs in. As,
 acme of perfection, and the 
house mo- feed, especially when mixed wit
h corn. : is the emblem of American push and
I pick them I put the ones not suitable ; the
r could smile and let the 
world It is very rich in protein and In fat.
 : pluctla and may he increase and multi-
Many commercial feeds are now on ; ply. ,
to set in a box for table use. I gener-;
 move on. the market made up mostly from the i
I *,
ally set from fifteen to seventeen egg
s ,
under a hen, and I never set lees than
 HOW TO BEST INDUCE IM
MIGRA- bee-products of starch 
and cereal I 2000nd paper on same subject:
two hens at one time. 1 prefer set- 
mills. They vary so much in compost- I Bi
 
M. m B. King:
ting four. I use a great deal of insect 1
 
TION.
them in any considerable quantity. ex- I Is th
e first place decide which of thetion and value
 that it is unwise to buy I
powder on my setting hens, dusting 
This subject was assigned to Hoe.
your experiment station.
cept on a guarantee or the advice of' Improv
ed breeds are best suited to
your wants, or best conform to your
Cottonseed meal is an excellent cat- Mop.
 They are all good, far in ad-
tie food, but should not be fed to Van
ce of the "acorn splitters" of our
It a good plan to feed young chicks t
oo would be welcomed. 
He said he had
much. I have frequently lost a su
m- recently issued a lar
ge edition of a
her of chickens from indigestion, whi
ch
;
 
; 'Hand Book of Kentu
cky" for dim-
' think is caused from feeding 
too ' tribution outside the 
State. In it was
much corn bread. I prefer millet see
d gathered a arrest por
tion of the mat-
as the principal feed, giving bre
ad ter contained in the 
Biennial Report
now and then. When my chicken
s of the Bureau of Aeri
cultere, all that
are two weeks old I pat a little greas
e ;particularly descripti
ve of our State
on their heads; repeat every two weeks 
end county resources with 
other sta.-
and you will not be bothered with 
lice, tit:ilea) matter pertinent t
o the sub-
Now here comes that dreaded dis
- ject This hand book is now
 being
sem. gapes. Who knows what to 
do sent freely to every 
immigration mo-
tor that? I suggest putting just a lit- r
iety or place where prospe
ctive im-
migrants can be reached. He 
hoped
our citizens would join In the effor
t
to induce our own people to
 remain and
(them to come here.
I feel that I can not properly handle
is subject even after an experience
nearly thirty years. Economy is
e management of domestic affairs,
rticularly regarding expenditures,
d, doubtless, there are few families
ho have not had to retrench in some
y, at some time. The ordinary
(emboli! will not thrive without the
dlcions use of economy, for thrift
nd economy are twin sisters. The an important fact
or in our feeding op- and each other after t
hey get the oil
STOCK FEEDING.
By Prof. D. W. May, o
f the A. and
M. College:
The feeding of animals is a 
question
requiring the most careful 
study. It
covers a wide range of kn
owledge, all
demanding the attention of
 the suc-
cessful feeder. In a measure
 we may
understand the needs of our 
animals
by the desires of our own 
appetites
and the necessities of our own
 bodies,
for we are all made of the sa
me com-
mon clay. For example„ 
we relish
those foods that we have be
come ac-
customed to for many generat
ions and
we want them in a eufficient 
variety.
The animal body must have c
ertain
elements and these elements are 
found
in the animal foods or vegetable
 foods
consumed. In our own case we 
have
a choice but we must remember 
that
our animals can not exercise s
uch a
the Berkshire and Poland Chinas are
time). In Kentucky, we have the
make a mistake to take either of the three
all good ones, and a man will not
buintegImado not ibeta
liegvreatweset paluyxuerwiziougneeh,
breeds. I don't like the white hog, as
attention to other forage crops. Where
calves and pigs. It is especially valu- boyhood
. The nearer you approach ter-sioa
able in about five pounds per day in , the p
ure English Berkshire, from the
the ration for finishing beef cattle. It , writer
's standpoint, the nearer yogi
Is one of the foods that can often be ' are t
o a perfect hog. In the selectkm
used in the place of a more expensive of
 a brood sow get all the length you
food, thereby lowering the coat of pro- c
an, with good bone and muscle, With
duction. pro
per natural markings. The male
cor-
recting any defects that may exist in
should be selected with a view of 
the sows, as we can by judicious
mating breed out or breed in most
any characteristic. Now, when this
It has been said that the name hog has been done, taking it
 for granted
for our swine was the most appropriate that proper care has been
 taken is re-
one that could have been given because gard to the sanita
ry conditions of the 1
they eat so much. Except, perhaps, herd, mate your
 sow, so that she will
the tramp, or a boy, the hog will eat, farrow her firs
t litter when .about
digest and assimilate more food than fourteen or fi
fteen months old. As
any other animal, and while his food the time for far
rowing approaches,
is more concentrated and therefore city, ten days
 before, separate the 'ow.
more expensive than that used for have a shelter
 prepared, bat in a mat-
flesh production in the steer or sheep. ficient amount
 of bedding, but not too
yet the hog will pay for any extra much. Whe
n the little pigs have made
cost his rations represent, and beat the their appear
ance don't be too anxious
others in cheap production of meat. to see h
ow many: leave them alone
For each two pounds of dry food con- for a da
y and night, then go with a
sumed the well-bred and proper-en- bucket
 of milk or kitchen slop with a
%ironed hog will make of live weight little b
ran mixed in it Continue this
twice as many pounds as a sheep, and slop di
et, with corn added, until the
two and two-thirds as many as a pigs ar
e six or eight weeks old, ae-
steer. 
. cording to the weather and what
amount and kind of feed you have.
The hog is a specialist. It Is his 1
,
aim in life to eat and sleep. grow fat 
At that age the pigs should have
and die, and raise ;the mortgage or 
learned to eat, when they should be
educate the boys and girls or to 
per-
closely confined where the dam au
form any other post mortem financial ' be near, 
but not be able to get to thaw
operation that the farmer selects.
' hinasfrndrimedfoonffr. tnliyeigthist damreLansTylleou 
sow
a:
necessary to successful hog-raising
-How to raise them. The first thingI control your business so that your
have my pigs hry to
senis7telal:twI 
am ready
lwilorrakiingee t:rtnf othle itittarab7 
such 
Persow,eacherh yean"la :proper time. I t
to have your pigs farrowed at the
come the last of February or the first of usefulness is cut short, yet you adrli
cf March. I do not think November raise more pigs in a given length of
and December pigs pay. It requires time than by any other course of
a good deal of attention to be success- treatment I keep my sows as long
ful with pigs at this time of year. To as they produce good litters, generally
succeed you should have good warm
sheds for your sows to bed in and 
six to eight years.
should see that the bedding is kept
In regard to feed much has been
dry and clean. The tied should be 
written condemning the too generous
cleaned out and new bedding put is 
use of corn, which to some
shout every ten dean: if the beds are 
extent is correct; but there
damp you will be pretty apt to have a 
are lots of us now would have
free will, but must depend upon us
 to lot of bob-tailed pigs. Do not let 
much better herds if we had more corn.
select the proper food for their 
use.
teover two sows stay In 
one bed. My own experienc
e is that with skim-
The animal body requires water, a
sh, ed milk and corn. I
 can produce a
H t feed them. Th
without milk. A good clover field
should pound of hog much more cheaply than
protein and carbohydrates or fats for
its maintenance. The amount of vra
-
aril shorts; with some corn. The pigs
be fed a laxative slop made of bran
with corn, shade and pure water is
ter consumed is four or five time
s in
amount that of the other foods. Th
e will begin to
 crack corn at three weeks an ideal hog run.
use of good, pure water to the stoc
k old. They 
should have a pen where the One of the most fruitful causes of
sews can not get in, and be fed just disease am
ong bogs is lice.
 
With lots
man can not be too strongly urged
.
A fattening steer will drink over one 
what they will eat up clean of a slop of guinea chickens to pick them off,
of shorts and bran with some corn
hundred pounds in a day and the im- or ground wheat. While you sho
uld
"wall of six odr greeigahatewaeeptlsi.edanadt chsuagInter-
portance of good water is very 
elision- feed your pigs what they will eat. hit and burning the old beds, much can
tial. It is highly important to have you have to be very careful not to 
over- be done,
pure water for hogs, although it is feed which will give them 
scours,
something seldom found. I be-
. 
which is a sure sign that your pigs . 1,28CII6SION.
I,eve that good clear running are over-fed and that you had b
etter ;
eater for our hogs will do more I reduce feed. The feed should 
be in- : Mr. Adams don't like the idea eng-
towards solving the cholera question
 
creased as the pigs grow older, adding ge
sted by Mr. Coleman that hogs should
than any other factor concerned in more corn, and at eight or t
en weeks 'never be allowed to get hungry. He
hog raising. old they will wean thems
elves and 'liked to have them come up to the
The ash elements are found in all are ready for the clover 
fields the trough with good appetites.
the organs of the animal body and are first of May, on which the
y will thrive Mr. Coleman explained that It w
as
especially necessary in the formation with very little feed, b
ut if you have only in fall. when fattening
, that he
of bone. We know how essential min
- it, a little corn until harvest will pay. 
wanted them fed all they will eat all
eral matter other than that contained I try to have my nex
t litter to come the time.
In the water and food is to quick grow- 
These
frig animals like pigs. We, therefore, 
in August or first of September. e li
I. B. Nall responded briefly to the
do not require so much care as ther
e ;subject. "Farmers' Organizations." He
feed ashes, coal slack and salt to pigs Is usually plenty o
f wheat In the fields, .commended and urged or
ganization of
with the highest results. This is so , but they should b
e looked after and !clubs for Improvemen
t and dlesemina-
important a point that no successful I kept clear of lic
e. I do this by boring !than of informati
on. He thought the
hog raiser would neglect to have a .
 a two-inch hole as deep as I can get 
order known as the Grange the beat
bountiful supply of mineral matter be- !. at the end of 
a four- or six-inch post ever devised fo
r farmers, but it had
fore his animals at all times. : with corners 
trimmed off, wrapping It been diverted fr
om its real purpose
Among the constituents of both ani- I well with old sa
cks or a cotton rope by politicians and 
greedy seekers after
mal and vegetable feeds the protein is . after borin
g four gimlet holes at the "gain from tr
ade, etc.. rather than that
very essential to growth and as a rule bottom of a
ugur hole to let the oil which follow
s better methods of ferm-
is the one deficient in our rations. , out. I p
lant it well in the ground or ing an
d better social relations. He
This compound is found especially 
in the hogs will rub It up. I then put hog 
pointed with pride to the Grange. with
peas, beans, clover, soy beans, and cil or cr
ude oil In the hole in the which
 this institute is held, as an m-
other leguminous crops and in lean
 pest. which runs out at the gimlet hole, 
ample so much to be desired, where
meat, cheese and white of egg. The and sat
urates the sacks. You would hom
es are beautified, where fields are
element nitrogen is required in pro- he s
urprised to . see how anxious mad
e more productive, where people
tein and thus we see that nitrogen
 is they are to rub up against the post, 
are more cheerful. intelligent and happy
and where prosperity, as a natural con-
HOG RAISING AND FEEDING.
Response by C. S. Coleman.
Few people realize the value of
 the
poultry products of the United 
States.
In 1890 the aggregate was pl
aced at
r90.000.000. In the census 
of 1900
these figures were raised to 
$300,000,-
and it is by no means a corre
ct
estimate. It is impossible to rep
resent
in figures with any degree of 
accuracy
the money value of the poul
try pro-
ducts consumed by the produce
rs. If
the sales of poultry amount t
o $300.- tle turpentine in their food about
000,000, the magnitude of the
 total
once a week and a small piece of alum
crop used by man would, if e
xpressed in their drinking water.
in figures. be almost beyond 
belief. '
I have so far been discussing p
oultry Now, in regard to the 
different
from the standpoint of food value 
only, breeds of chickens. I su
ppose every
now approach a branch of the 
bust- one has a preference. and I 
admit there
are a number of good breeds: but as an
ress that is scarcely less impo
rtant.
Since the Shanghai ancestors 
of the all round-chicken I p
refer the Wyan-
Brahma fowls were brought 
from dottes. They are fine layer
s; the beet
China in 1857, there has grown u
p In mothers I ever saw, 
and I am sure
this country a new industry t
hat is no fowl adorns a table 
to compare
crowding the lave stock business in 
Its with the Wyandotte. I hav
e raised
importance. The breeding of t
horough- several kinds of chickens, bu
t think
bred poultry is now the sole 
business you will agree with me i
n giving the
of thousands of people, and no 
fewer yandotte preference when
 I tell you
than sixty trade journals are devoted
 that I have received 112 chickens fr
om
to this business alone. Some of t
hem 122 eggs this spring, and st
ill six or
are monthly magazines of more 
than seven hens setting.
I know I have kept you too long on
one hundred pages each, and se
veral
of them claim to have a circulation 
of the subject of chickens. so I will now
; tell you my experience with turkeys.
from 30.000 to 70.000. I have never raised any kind but the
There have been admitted to the Bronze. Sometimes I am successful.
official 'Standard of Perfection" 
more
and then again I become discouraged
than one hundred different vari
eties
with trying to raise a fowl that has no
of thoroughbred fowls, and hu
ndreds little sense as the turkey. However.
of shows are held every winter 
to
last year set one hen on twenty-one
bring them into competition for pri
zes
offered, with 100 points 
perfection. eggs and she hatched twent
y turkeys,
end raised ethhteen. So you see I now
Many of these fowls have been b
red
feel encouraged to the extent that 1
to score from 95 to 98 points, and t
he
have five hens and a tom to begi
n
standard bred hen has been bred t
o
with this year. As I always try 
to
lay more than 200 eggs in a year
.
have the best, purchased a .pair
The prices realized for some of t
hese
mire bred fowls stagger belief. A N
ew fiom John B.
 Ferguson.
York breeder of Barred Plymout
h Young turkeys require a great
 deal
Rocks, who raises 1,500 fowls a ye
ar ot attention. I generally keep 
the
and does an annual business in fowl
s m er and little turkeys in an incl
os-
and ewes of $20 000, recently sold one n 
about ten days. then I think they
male bird for $300. In the same lot P 
strong enough to follow the hen.
was included 75 fowls that averaged 
If have plenty of eggs I give them a
840 each, the purchaser being a N
ew f of that at first Biscuit cr
umbs
York millionaire. Just think of 7
5 I a little sweet milk is excellent 
for
chickens selling for $3.000. While sm.
 To mix a little sand in their
this sale may be an exceptional one 
by t is very essential. do not a
dvise
reason of its magnitude, it is not s
o t use of grease on young tur
keys:
in rerard to the prices realized. it i
s d y sulphur or insect powder is g
ood
no unusual thing for $25. $50 or $100 
put on their heads.
to be paid for line specimens fr
om Now, In conclusion. I say long
 live
hrindreds of leading breeders, and
 the pure breeds. May the crow of 
the
nitrify fanciers do not sell eggs for less 
cockerel peal forth in stentorian tones.
than $5 to $10 a sitting. the 
glad cry of prosperity in the poultry
These fatal are mentioned here to 
vards and the musical cackle of the
show the Possibilities of this new In- 
improved biddy never grow less. May
divert? still in Its Infancy. I will not
, her comb grow redder and redder wit
h
In this article, enter upon a disette
- every wave of prosperity: and If 
we
'Ion of the advantages of raising 
will only do our part by her, she will
thorourhbred poultry. The benefit to 
do her Dart by us.
be derived from raising fowls. I as-
sume, is, admitted by all. As a rood HOUSE
HOLD ECONOMIES.
one will eat no more than a mongrel. It
appearance. The very cold weather the
eould tairegesno aortgumraenistintgo shin:- 
By Mrs. T. G. Gaines:
and long continued sleets, together r,royed fowls upon the sa
me principle
advantages
with !ate seeding may have cut short that imnroved live stock
 is reenenizal
the crop. As to the insect enemies of everywhere as being mor
e profitable,
wheat and how to prevent their ray- Reason should also tell
 us that corn-
ages, but little is known. In concha- fartahle (wafters should he prov
ided
sIon I would urge upon our farmers for the fowls as well 
as the cows and
the benefits to be derived, both social- binges in order to obtain
 the beet re-
ly and financially, from meeting to- sults,
gether and freely discussing all sub-
jects that pertain to their honorable Second paper 
on same subject:
By Mrs. C. S. Coleman. ore ousekeeper is nearly akin erations as well a
s in the fertilization on them. 
siquence, finds a home.
I think my being selected to speak thefwise man'
s "virtuous woman:" of our soils. 
I give my hogs salt and ashes once 
He thanked the Grange and all who
cn this subject to-day must be from tbr "she looketh well to the ways of
 The carbohydrates and fats are nee- o
r twice a week with a little sulphur 
had contributed to the success of the
the fact of my being a Methodist. I her househo
ld, and eateth not the esaary in producing heat 
and energy and lime occasionally and try 
to keep institute, and assured all pr
otest that
Just love to get up and "speak in bread of idleness.
" She sees that her in the animal body and 
make up the them in a thrifty conditio
n all the much good would result
 from the ex-
' "
•
h V •
S.,. '4  
BIG ROBBER! IIOUSE  IS  HAUNTED eutiCilIA
At PEMBROKE, enicHT ucHT8 wgiginy ‘11) *solvent
MANN AND JOHN S 0 N'S
STORE BROKEN INTO.
Several Hundred Dollars
Loss. -Safe Door
Blown Off.
tree& saturoara daily.
The store of Mann & Johnson, at
Pembroke, was again broken into
last night and several hundred
dollars in money beside several
watches were stolen.
The thieves forced a back window,
but after getting inside unlocked the
front door so as to have both ave-
nues of asleep. open in case they were
discovered. They then blew open
the safe, the door being blown en-
tirely off.
The postoffice is in the same build-
ing, Mr. C. E. Mann of the firm
being postmaster. In the safe there
was one hundred and thirty-one
dollars of postothce money, fifty
dollars belonging to Mr. Mann per-
sonally, an envelope colleting two
hundred dollars in bilis and seven
watches belonging to jeweler J. C.
Cosby, valued at one hundred dol-
lars. The burglars secured every-
thing except the envelope contain-
ing the two hundred dollars. This
was blown out into the middle of the
floor in plain view when the safe
was blown open, but they failed to
settee it, or if they did they did not
maw the value of it.
It is supposted the deed was com-
mitted about two o'clock this morn-
ing. The burglars escaped without
leaving any clue whatever.
This same store was broken into
last Monday night and several dol-
lars worth of goods, principally cut-
lery, was stolen. These robbers have
never been apprehended, and it is
thought that the same parties are
guilty ot last nights deed.
SHOT AT THE DOOR
ATTEMPT AT BURGLARY
IN CROFTON.
From Friday's daily
At Crofton last night an attempt
was made to burglarize the grocery
store of M. B. Brown & Son in which
the postoffice is kept.
About 12 o'clock, Mr. M.A. Brown,
the amaistant postmaster, who sleeps
in the rear of the store, was awaken-
ed by hearing the would-be-thief
trying to force the front door.
Mr. Brown fired his revolver at
the door and the intruder escaped.
Burglars tools were found near the
door this morning.
IT INSTITUTED
TO RECOVER BALANCE
DUE COUNTY.
- In the county court at Cadiz this
week in the matter of N. B. Pollard,
late sheriff and collector of Trigg
county revenue, the settlement, with
slight corrections, was approved and
ordered to record.
On the stay following County, At-
Wilsey Smith filed suit in the Trigg
err:alit court against the United
Slates Fidelity and Guarantee Com-
pany, sureties on the bond of the late
elwrift, to recover balance shown to
be due on settlement. with interest
sad cost. The amount due tlie comi-
ty is about 0,726.
Sheriff Pollard, it will be remem-
bered, committed suicide- several
months ago.
ISO CRUSH THE POWERS
-"Ole ill written in in al-te toner. The long,
speasmiv• summer is quite gone. Fading
kat, withering tree and the rustling cora in
ths fields are signs of the ..eason. Fog,
*est, rain, movie-they Lre cowing. You
semember last winter.; of 1W/0 and 1901.
?be weather was cruel. the thous-
mob it killed, and the hnn,:reds of thous-
ands it maimed and enppled. Oh, the
Neagh grasp it laid on men at work, women
at home, and children in cribs and erelles.
Clougle that began before Thaniuegiving
Day ars racking and t heal Kell; yea,
soil growing worse es they -hg deeper into
She pour, tired throat and lungs. Many
wass cured by using lierwon's Porous Pias-
ters. nor the saethine and Leiding power
et these Plasters is wonderful. l'hey con-
ime the eons plaints
TIIAT ARE ICI.L:RO THE PEOPLE.
lie other plaster, no °Leer medic.n• or sp.
plestioa, can compere wit h them, Gough,.
aside backache, rheumatiam, lumbago,
kidney and liver t.::,lliAes, at,thma, influ-
anme, -they ail go -'swn le.fer• nenson's
Plasters like a as w image in the suu.
can't throw n:out7 Ss 3y on a Becw,L's
limiter. Everybody is g.ing to pee them
thin season. Bet mate eert a you get the
spleadas. All druggoes, or vi• will prepay
tillter &etas on receipt of each.eis any nointeer ordered in the
ileabsre A Sorel...ea. Mee Cbeuents, N If.
- ---see.sossles-
Fell In Cistern.
While playing around the yard
yesterday the five year
Henry Phillips, living two and a
half miles froni Cadiz. accidentally
fen into the cistern are! wit. os ne41
The child's inetio•r awl .,rrand-
mother were in the house, mei hear-
ing him scream rare to the vietern
het eould not reseue him in time To
save his life.
Goes To Honolulu.
Mien Mabel Dryer. in a letter to
her parenta, states that she has ac-
°opted a position with the normal
!school at Honolulu. She is at pres-
ent taking a counter in the university
of Chicago. She will come home
about. the middle of June, and will
leave for Honolulu about the middle
of August. Mimi Dryer is a daugh-
ter of Mr. F. R. Dryer and is emi-
nently fitted for the duties of her
new position.
FLICKER 
ABOUT. PILLS
Interesting Bunch of Nash-
ville Pike Notes From Old
Hennessey.
People arty the old Otis Routes
homestead is really haunted, and
numbers of
"queer noises" in the oldtbZuseheantr
people say
airy time night or day. It is really a
fact that a bright light is often seen
at night, passing to and fro about
the house to AD old dilapidated been
in the field. A party is talked of to
hold a "watch meeting" in the house
for a night or two. and try to discov-
er the ghost.
Winston Henry was among the
county visitors to Hopkinsvills Mon-
day.
F. B. Hancock spent Monday fore-
noon with Managef Murphy at the
Enterprise Greenhouses.
Messrs John Prows°, Jr.. and  
Bullard, from Hopkinsville, were at
Little River last week on a tishino
trip.
A soaking rain Sunday night anti
Monday morning cheered t lie farm-
ers' hearts and did lots of good to
the growing crops.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hancock were
Hopkinsv ills Saturday on a shop-
ping tour.
Dr. Boyd, from Pemboke, was in
the city on professional business
Wednesday.
Miss Annie Dickinson, of Pee Dee,
spent Sunday with Mrs. Robt. Bro-
naugh.
Mr. Claud Hancoc of Franklin,
spent Sunday with h ler, Mr; F.
D. Hancock.
Dr.;Williams, of Tennessee, is 'in
this section prospecting and will
probably locate here in the near fu-
ture.
The turnpike is being repaired and,
while travelling is difficult, it is a
doee that has to be taken some time.
Messrs. R. B. Movies, R. F. Bur-
chett and I). M. Whittaker \Vero
among the county visitors to Hop-
kinsville this week.
Mrs. Winston H. Vaughn, of Lub-
bock, Texas, is visiting the family of
H. C. Hester and other relative( this
week.
The Crowswood Nursery have bad
a telephone put in this week and
have their old number, 146-2.
Old Henneereey.
Working 24 Hours A Dac.
There's no rest for those tireless
little workers, Dr. King's New Life
Pills. Millions are always busy,
curing torpid liver, jaundice, bilious]
netts, fever and ague. They banish
sick headache, drive out malaria.
Never gripe or weaken. Small.
taste nice, work wonders. Try them.
26c at Anderson Fowler, J. 0.
Cook, L. L- Elgin, C. K. Wyly's.
Mrs. Larkin Dead.
Mrs. John stastkin, who recently
moved from this city to Madison-
ville, died in that city this morning.
Consumption was the cause of death.
While living here she made host of
friends by her consecrated Christian
character, who deeply sympathize
with her husband in leis bereave-
ment.
Covernor Acccepts.
Goy. and Mrs. J. C. W. Beckham
have accepted an invitation to at-
tend the Knights Templar Conclave
in Versailles May 21 and t2 and will
he the guests of the Hon. Lewis A.
Nuckole at his suburban home. •
Leases Quarry.
Mr. James H. Holmaa,of this city,
has leased land near Columbia,
Tenn.. where he will operate a stone
quarry in connection with the L. ec
N. railroad. The plant and cresher
wil 1 cost about 112,000 and Mr. Hol-
man says he already has contracts
to furnish thirty cars of stone per
day for an indefinite time, to the
railroad and furnaces for ballast and
fluxing.
- -
Setting Out Tobacco.
The first tobacoo to be set out this
year is reported from E. R. Tandy's
farm near Kennedy, Ky.
Says He Was Tortured.
"I suffered such pain from corns I
could hardly walk." writes H: 'Rob-
inson, of Hillsborough, Ill., ••but
Buckleres Antics Salve completely
cured them." Acts like magic on
sprains, bruilies. cuts, sores, scalds,
burns, boils, ulcers. Perfect healer
of skin diseasoes and , piles. Cure
guaranteed by Anderson dr Fowler,
J. 0. t' ook. Eloin. C. K. Wyly,
HELMBOLD S
EXTRACT
BU C H
Cures all Kidney Diseases.
Diseased Kidneys are the cause of
Gravel, Stone In the bladder, I aflame:pa-
tion of the Bladder and Urinary organ.,
Dropsy, ftheuinatIsm, Catarrh of the
Bliter., Uric Acid Poisoning. Irritation
of the rinary Organs, Frequent desire
to Urinate, and many other ailments
which are often attributed to whit than
the real eau....
NELMBOLD'S EXTRACT BUCI1U
has limn the eltandard Remedy for ali
Kidney and Bladder Trouble' for over so
years; it is tee only known remedy 'or
Bright's Disense. It is the beet remedy
in tee world for -Female Weakness,"
Leueorrhoea, Inflammation of the
Womb, Ovarim, etc Price $1 00 p«r
bottle.
HELMBOLD'S
EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.
A splendid tonic. Purities the Blood .
cures Eruptions, Scrofula. Nage,.
Blotches. and all Disposes arising from
aa impure condition of the Blood. Priem
73c per bottle.
HELMBOLD'S ROSE-WATER
An elegant preparation for use as an
externai application In diseases of • pri-
vate Da/0re. Stops discharges and Deals
all inflammatIon. Soothing and healing
in ita action It is especially agreeable to
ladles for all discharges and irregulari-
ties. price 30c per bottle.
Helobteld's Extract Dodos. Extract
Sarsaparilla and bee Water
are for sale by all druggists, if you can t
seen re them, don't take substitutes', bUt
order direct fr..un laboratory. Goods will
be sent prepaid upon receipt of above
pricee.
HELMBOLD rwa. CO.
IN7 *lag Garde, St., Philadelphia
minon
DEMAND INCREASES MEETING ADJOURNS
DULL SEASON IN TOBACCO NEXT SESSION CONVENES
BROKEN. AT OWENSBORO.
Quality Cood and Large'Hopkinsville Ladies Honor-
Sales Made Last
Week.
The tobacco market awoke last
week from its long quiet indiffer-
euce °and dullness, wit 'large
sampling and largo sales both pri-
vate and on breaks. The better
styles of t ibaceo that have not afe
peeved heretofore in quantity catne
out freely and in large sales of Brem-
en styles of.leaf 7 to 9. The quality
was never better and packing a 'ex-
celled has brought large orders on
market and are buying without 11 n-
it in quantity, anti for the next 60
clays expect to see bulk of crop sold.
Planting will be two to five weeks
later than usual as plants are small
and not overplentiful in some locali-
ties. The French Contract for 7600
birds. light style and SOO hhds. heavy
Kentucky tobacco to be let on 14th
inst.
QUOTATIONS LUGS.
Low  4 to 4g
c,,n,   .44, to 4%
Nled 44 to 5S,I
(tote! 6X ko
Fine fie4 to 61
ILeS
Low 5 tO 6
Coin  6 to 7
Med  1 to 8
Good  8 to 10
Fine  10 to 19X
M ARK ET RE PORT.
Receipts for week
Receipts for year
Sales for week
Sales for year
Offerings
Rejections
400 Idols
6960
660
1901
456
I lb
YOUTS duly,
N. D. ROAM'S.
TALMAGE
SERMON
By Rev.
FRANK DE WITT TALMAGE. D.D..
Pastor of Jefferson Park Presby-
terian Church, Chicago
• 
 •
•
Chicago. May 11.-In this sermon the
Itev. Frank lie Witt Talmage paints a
'allure which will be recognized as fa-
miliar in many homes throughout the
land. His text was Luke :v. 13, "The
younger eon gathered all together and
took his journey Into a far country."
The old homestead is turned upside
down. One of the two boys. the youn-
ger. is about to leave the parental roof.
The eaglet is tired of being warmed by
the protecting breasts of the old birds.
With ruffled feathers he stands upon
the edge of the eyrie ready to fly off.
Sad Is the disruption of a home. When
the children say "Goodby." the fami-
lies talk and laugh and joke. But they
are (wily laughing to sustain their cour-
age. The wedding bells weep as well as
sing. At the marriage the guests may
congratulate the parents of the bride
upon having gained a son. But the
daughter is never the same after the
wedding. On that day the bride goes
forth to make her own home, build her
own nest, rear her Own young and live
her own life. Instead of belonging to
the parent she becomes another's. In-
stead of the mother being first uow she
is second.
Some years ago I attended the wed-
ding of a very dear friend. The slipper
had been thrown, the rice tossed, the
farewells shouted. I followed the old
gray haired father down to the garden
gate. Vi'hile we stood there in the
moonlight he turned to me and said:
"Prank, I know she has married a good
man. I do hope she will be happy. But
it is hard, •wfully hard, to give her up.
She was my baby girl. She is my
youngest. It breaks the heart. It
breaks the heart." Children are horn.
They pass boyhood and girlhood days
under the parental roof. Tbey grow up
into manhood and womanhood. They
begin to scatter. Death kpocks at the
front door and summons some. Lore
hovers among the spring flowers and
breathes through the orange blossoms
and wooes others. Business and profes-
sional duties beckon to others. At last
the old nursery is vacant. Father and
mother sit again alone at the dining
table as they once did when they them-
selves were bride and groom. The old
homestead is deserted save ley the old
folks. The text is a tragedy.
The mother did not sleep nnich lust
night. Though she tries to loek cheer-
ful, her eyes are red from weeping.
Every little while she disappears into
the pantry or goes stairs. She
makes an excuse as though she was
looking for something. We know she
leaves the room for one purpose. She
wants to have a good ery.
late a Far Cesistry.
The father is giving his last instruc-
tions. He is handing the young trav-
eler some lettere of introduction to a
prominent merchaut with whom the
son will lodge in the next town. A
noise is at the gate: Servants are
bringing out the horses •nd strapping
the baggage upon the pack mules.
They talk In subdued whispers. Even
tbey feel sorry. The young "master"
was a happy, jolly go lucky boy. Ile
always had ft kind word for the hus-
tlers!. The only happy creature this
morning is the dog. He frisks anti
barks about, expecting to follow the
sportsmen for • week's hunt. His hi-
larity is stopped. Some one shies a
stone at the brute and shouts, -Go
back to the barn." Slowly the dog
turns. Ills lowered head and tall are
the canine signs of abject woe. Ile
stops now and then, expecting to hear
the familiar buntsman's halloo. Per-
haps be realizes for the first time he
is taking • last look of farewell. I al-
ways did think that a bright dog was
smarter than a stupid man.
The farewell words are now being
said. The father gives his benedic-
tion. We must turn our heads away.
The mother is having ber last convul-
sive clasp. These are the snapping of
the heartstrings. A mother rarely re-
alizes that the baby she once rocked
In a cradle can grow into I man. He
is always her boy. Suddenly the young
man breaks away. He leaps into the
saddle. Tbe spurs cut deep. Parents
and friends shout their farewell to the
cavalcade. Then they wave and throw
kisses. The old father wipes his face
vigorously with a handkerchief. He
scolds the servants, He bids them to
be off. He does not want them to see
Lim cry. The mother has no such
pride. As tbe horses disappear over
the last bill tbe aged wife buries her
bead upon her husband's breast. She
sobs as though her heart would break.
The husband tenderly puts his arm
about the sad heart. lie draws her
toward the house.
Slowly they walk up the tree arched
path. They stop a moment on the porch
to glance down the road. Slowly the
sighing father opens the front door.
The men go back to the fields, the
female servants to the kitchen. The
5-5 wkit domestic machinery is started. The
neighbors, returning to their homes,
say, "Is it not too bad that the younger
son should gather all together and
take his journey into a far country "I'
Tke Laud of Sta.
The far country of my text is the
land of sin. Where it is we do not
geographically know. Tbe far country
may be in tbe rural regions, among the
farmhouses. People make great
mistake in supposing that the only
place in which sin thrives is a large
city. Sin loves to smell the wild flow-
Planters Bank I Trust Co., pee and lie down in the haymow as
Trusteed11110101Phe
CUTICURA RESOLV-
ENT PILLS (Chocolate
Coated, 60 doses, 25c.), are
a new, tasteless, odourless,
economical substitute for the
celebrated liquid CUTI-
CURA RESOLVENT, as
well as for all other blood
purifiers and humour cures.
Each pill is equivalent to one
teaspoonful of liquid RE-
SOLVENT. Put up in
screw-cap pocket vials, con-
taining 60 doses, price, 25c.
CUTICURA RESOLV-
ENT PILLS are alterative,
antiseptic, tonic, and digest-
ive, and beyond question the
purest, sweetest, most suc-
cessful and economical blood
and skin purifiers, humour
cures, and tonic-digcstives yet
compounded.
CO111P1C1C Treilliall $1
Complete external and internal treatment
for every humour, consisting of Cieric ILA
Soar, Mc., to cleanse the akin of Crusts
and scales, and softest the thickened cut-
icle. Ctn.-tem.& Orrneser, 50c., to in
stan'tly allay itching, inflammation, and
irritation, and soothe and heal ; and Cull-
coaa Resotvarr Pugs, 25c., to cool anti
reams the blood. A Smuts Syr is often
aufficient to cure the most torturing, dis-
figuring, itching, burning, and scaly skin,
scalp, and blood humours, eczemas,rashea,
and irritations, with loss of hair, from
Infancy to age, when all else fails.
Crricrea Isamu re mid the welt
BMA Dwelt V-11. Clierterbarit /mei
Defet, • two do hi Nix. Parts. Doile ese
Qom COW. 800 PIP*, 126080. A.
BUSIER THAN BEES.
ARE THE ELKS JUBILEE
COMMITTEES.
Outlook For Perfect Success
Of Carnival Is Very
Bright.
A meeting of the members of the
Elks lodge was held at the lodge
room last night, with Dr. A. E. Ben t-
•
ly, chairman of the board of mana-
gers. presiding. Reports, received
from all committees, show that in-
telligent and systematic work was
being done and that plans for the big
Jubilee, May 19 to 24, were in splen-
did shape.
Scores of letters are pouring in
from !people who are eeeking privil-
eges. Many of these are from per-
sons who want to operate games of
chance. Ail of these have been
promptly and pointedly refused.
The carnival will be free from any
gambling games this year. The Elks
do not propoese to advertise and get
thousands of people here a.nd then let
grafters and gambler') swindle many
strangers out of their money. They
will come here with money to spend
and:the Elks want it to be circulated
its the carnival and with the merch-
ants. Anyone caught setting up a
gambling game will he arrested and
prosecuted.
The Elks wish the Hopkinsville
people to have the best of the privi-
leges and all who desire any are re-
quested to apply at once to Chair-
man J. D. Russell, tnanager of the
telephone exchange.
The outlook for the Jubilee is very
bright, and everybody is urged to
work and talk for it. Street fairs
and carnivals have passed beyond
experiment; they are successes; they
create business, bringing thoueands
of people to the oity,who spend thous
ands of dollars; they provide enter-
tainment, instruction and benefit be-
yond expeetation. In short, there is
no way to correctly figure out the
good they do, so many and great are
their advantages. and this le univer-
sally conceded.
..•-•-•111■-_
FATE PROPHESIED
But Warning Not Heeded By
Achilles Phllion.
A 'somewhat sensational story in
connection with the accident to
Achilles Philion at Nashville Hes in
the fact that it had been previously
prophesied by a gypsy.
Philion heard so much about Prin-
cess tiowanda,the gypsy. who proph-
esied tile assassination of President
McKinley twii yeare before it oc-
curred, that he walked over to the
gypsy camp to consult het. 8he took
his right hand looked over its palm.
"The lines are so peculiar," ihe said.
-lieu are a genius, born to invent,
originate, manage and defy natural
laws. As I hold your hand feel
queer, death-like. It conveys to me
an accident. In less than a day's
time you will meta with this aeci-
dent. Many people will see it. Your
right side will be hurt. Hear the
voice of warning given and you will
avert the accident, hut you will not
heed."
Philion smiled, left the place and
was still unconvinced of the truth of
the prophecy. and the accuracy of
palmistry .
CHRIST/AN CIRCUIT C'T.
Louis Anaberg &Co. Pl'ffs
VS. Notice.
Thos. H. Enniske.
AU persons holding claims against
the assigned estate of Thos. H. En-
nhi will file them with me properly
verified on or before June 2, 1902.
FRANK RIVES,
Master Commiseioner.
FINE SOUTH CHRISTIAN FARM
FOR SALE.
As trustee for Mrs. ( audits,. M.
McKee, the undersigned offers for
sale her Newstead farm situated on
the Neerstead road between the
lands of A. M. Henry and Benj. B.
Nance, containing about 260 acres,
one half cleared and in fine state of
cultivation, balance in fine timber.
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ed With Offices. Dele-
gates Return.
1 The W'omatea Horne Ntis. • Soci-ety of the Louisville conference et
the Methodist elm ii, eolith, lins
concluded an interes lug meeting a t
Bowling Oreep. Ow nation) wee 41.-
belted as the next in ling place.
All the Hopkins ille delegates
have returned home iid are lavish
in their praise of th hospitality ex-
tended them.
The following ofil re) were elect-
ed: Mrs. T. R. Ken all, of Owen, -
hero, president; Burdett, of
Louisville, first vice president; Mrs.
Mary Mbrton. of pkInsville, sec-
ond vice president;
of Owensboro, third
Mrs. L. N. Clark.
corresponding secre
Lewis, recording se
Lyons, of Louiseill
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rs. N. B. Cook,
vice president;
f Hopkinsville,
ry; Miss -Ada
hat SSS Is Dol
in ICentucky• made by this famousSome of the recent cure
blood purifier and toni4N mong your neighbors.
All that we say of our remedy is substantiated by the testimony of thousands in every section and state of tha
S. S. S. has won its way to success by honest, straightforward methods. For fifty years it has steadfastly pnOrded
tulniiismciCiurse aud is today firmly established in the confidence of the people and recognized everywhere as the standud
for all blood and skin troubles and the greatest tonic on the market.
There is nothing mysterious or magical about S. S. S. It is a simple vegetable compound, possessing purifyin
tonic properties that no other medicine does. It cures all manner of blood and skin diseases and builds up your generia be
Read what the people of your own stite say of S. S. S. 4
THE BEST BLOOD TONIC.
Lexneorote, Ky., April 4th, '02.
The Swift Specific Co. Allasilo, Ga.
Gawri.swax : Aboiat twelve years ago my health
was very bad, caused by the poor condition of my
blood. I saw S. S. S. advertised. and after taking it six
months felt like an entirely sew man. I have not been
ock a day since and I attribute it to the thorough
work done by S. S. S. I believe S. S. S. to be the best
blood tonic on the market. Yours truly,
No. 54 Maryland Avenue. • C. J. Seassirc.
THE POISON AFFECTED HIS WHOLE
SYSTEM.
retary ; Mrs. A. • Suseavviese, lc_v., _pp. 20t., 1002,
Pre S:rifi Specific Co., Allesta, Ga.treasurer. ! IL,Keessuiner : I wish to inform you of a cure S. S. S.
made for me. .kbout four years ago I was sawing a
b off a tree and contracted Poison Oak. It affected
'lly whole body, breaking out in blotches continually.
I tried several medictnes; my physician gave We an
"tie tment to use, but I got no relief. I used S. S. S. for
About four months, taking in all about twelve bottles,
and sm entirely cured. S. S. S. in addition to curing
me of Poison Oak, gave me a ge'sod appetite and built
system up generally, until now I feel perfectly
well. I never tried a tonic that erase° pleasant to take
and that so promptly and thoroughly accomplished
good results. I will be thankful If this letter is the
means of helping others to decide on • sure cure for
blood trouble.
P. 0. Box 324. 
Yours truly,
6iss
t You Are
When you take Grove's Taeteless
Chill Tomic becau the formula is
plainly printed on e arry bottle show-
ing that, it is simply /roil and Quinine
in a tasteless form. No cure Nu pay
60c.
For ssie.
A line fartn of 310:acres, with good
dwellings rooms tee tenant houses
one tobacco barn gdod stable and all
other necessary out buildings. This
will make a line stock farm. It is
situated 12 miles Southwest of Hop-
k insville, and will be sold at a lew
price and on reasonable terms.
W IN & KNIGHT:
metropolis. I have preached ID tht
country and know. what I meek.
There is bettlisetue drunkenness In a
crosoiroad tavern as Well as in a corner
saloon. Mnily a yeung country girl
disgruced the family. Farmers'
buys and girls do not nil attend the
eountry revivals in order to hear the
preaching. The far country of sin ean
be twitted in the city. Sin is liot pro-
portionally more prevalent In the city
than in the village. hut It Is better
able to conceal its tracks in a wilder-
netis of rock than in a country town.
Many a letter have I received which
went thus: "I am a farmer's wife. I
have a boy In the great, wicked city
of Chicago. I fear he is not doing
right. You may be able to save him.
He has written me that he has attend-
ed your church. Will you pray for
him?' The far country of sin is some-
times found among the evils of politi-
cal life. hi the legislatice halls of the
state and the national capital. Some-
times sin Is Intrencbed In a pulpit of
the land where a minister has become
an apoetate and, Judasille, has sold
his Christ for thirty pieces of silver.
Wherever the far country of sin may
be there It is the place where the
nobler and purer and better parts of a
man's life are being strangled.
Once a sailing vensel was sighted
floating among the leeherge of the arc-
tics. The captain of the approaching
vessel put the trumpet to his lips and
shouted: "Ship ahoy: Whither boundl
Whither bound?" No answer. Again
the trumpet called. but the only sound
heard by the captain eras tbe ecbo of
his own voice. A small boat was low-
ered. When the dereUct was boarded,
it was found to be the ship of death.
That floating ship carried a dead crew.
The wheelman bad been frozen dead In
the pilothouse. the captain frozen to
death in his eabin, the sailors frozen to
death in their bunks. The derelict had
been drifting around for thirteen long
years, with its crew unable to raise a
hand, utter a sound or furl a sail.
The far country Is the land of sin,
where the inhabitants are dead to God.
They are dead in their desire to make
out of themsel4s what Christ wonid
have made them. They are dead to
spiritual love. They are so deed tbat
they will not bear the Divine Father's
voice calling them back tbe heavenly
homestead.
A Word to Tones nes.
Though the far country of sin may be
anywhere, yet it is always a great dis-
tance away from the fireside of a Cbris-
tian home. As soon as the younger son
determined to revel in sin be wanted to
get away fr ,m the presence of his aged
Chrietian father. He practically said:
"Father, give we the share of money
which will come to nle when you are
dead, and I will leave home and live In-
dependently. I do not want to see your
loving eye and feel the kiss ef holy af-
fection upon my lipe. I want to go
with evil eouipanione and not ansoriate
with you. even though you are my fa-
ther." The Christian home ought to be
the happiest place on earth to a child.
It Is a bappy place if the child wishes
and tries to do right. But the Christian
home is a repulsive place to live when
the boy wants to do those things which
should be left undone. %Viten a boy or
a girl does not wish to stay at bome at
night with the rest of the family or
finds other companionship more desira-
ble than that of mother or father. look
out-beware:
"Where are you going. Charlie?" said
a mother to lier eon, who was putting
on his coat and hat, preparing to leave
the house. "Oh," answered the young
man, "the firm wants me to collect a
few bills. 1 will be home early, moth-
er. Do not be anxious or sit up for me
if I am detained." The young man
passed clown the street. Fie sounded a
low whistle. A couple .of other young
men met him at the corner. "Boys." be
said, "mother is becoming suspicious.
She did not want me to leave home. I
must be more careful. Come. let's have
some funi#" That night in a place of
evil resort this group of young men
gambled and smelted and sang their
lewd bongs. It was great sport! They
did not cease their carousal until tbe
morning sun anneunced to the night
watchman that his work was done and
it was time for hitit to go to bed.
A few years later in •n eastern city
in a noted murder (ase the Jury brought
in the verdict of Murder in the first de-
gree. When the judge asked the de-
fendant why sentence should not be
passed upon him. a young man arose.
He turned ri pale face , toward the
judge. As he began to speak we see be
was the same young nian of whom I
have Just spoken, "Ionr bonor." said
he, "I am not afeald to die. If I coue
mitted murder la that drunken row a
few months ago. I should be put to
death. But, sir, before sentence
passed upon me 1 should like to speak
a word to the young men crowding this
courtroom. 1 would like to tell them
that I started on the road which will
lead me to the gallows when I used to
leave my home at night to go out with
evil companions. When I went out
thus, I always directly or indirectly
had to deceive my mother." The far
country of sin may seem to be only a
step to the corner saloon. It is as far
away as if it was ten thousand million
miles a way from the fireside of a Chris-
tian home.
Mistaken Parent•I Kindaesa.
The far country of generally has
a broader and smoother highway for
the younger members of the family
than for the older sons and daughters.
Easy is It for every one to go to de-
struetion unless sustained by the grace
of God, The old as well as the young
can have a satanic guide lead them
into the valley of death If they are
willing to be led, but it is especially
easy for the younger members of a
fatally to fling themselves over the
precipice of eternal death. When Use
older children were young, in all prob-
ability the father was having bard
work to make financial ends meet. He
d work day and night and night
CURED OF ACUTE RHEUMATISM.
Bowento irsnrs. Kv.
The Sivifl Sport* Co , Atlanta, Ga.
Gairtursiza : About • year ago I was attacked by
acute Rheumatism in my shoulders, arms and on the
legs below the knee. I could not raise my arm to comb
my hair. Doctors prescribed for me for over two
mouths without giving me any relief. l saw S. S. 3.
advertised and decided to try it. Immsdistely com-
menced its Use I felt better, mei remarked to my
mother that I was glad hiel at last found some relief.
I continued its use and am entirely well. I will
always feel deeply interested in the success of S. S. S.
sire e it did tne so much goad
Yollr. truly,
37 • .d11 Mks. AI.1( Hoarom.
DOCTORS SAID IT WOULD COST SAO.
PADVCAll, , March me, 19122.•
The Slrift Specific Co., ,4trarite,
Gattnaltax : Some two years ago I suffered a
great deal, caused on account of bed blood; small rash
or pimples broke out over my body and kept getting
worse day by day for over a sear. A doctor told me
it would cost one hundred dollars to cure me. t could
not spare this amount at that time, and seeing S. S S.
advertiaed in the papers, and having also beard it had
cured several people In this city, concluded to try it.
After using the Medicine for some time, tak ing in all
six or seven bottles, I was entirely cured. and axii very
glad to recommend it to ell needing good, blood
medicine. . Yours respectfully,
tom Clay St. Fos. C. Leyte.
.
BOILS THE RESULT OF BAD BLOOD.
Loutsvitte, lev., March 25, teas.
The Sarin Spenfir Co., Atlanta, Go.
G marinate( : For over fifteen years I have suffered
more or less from impure blood. About a year ago I
bad a boil appear on r leg below the knee, which was
followed by three more ou niv neck. I saw S. 8. 3.
advertised and decided to try it. After taking three
bottles all boas dieeppearsel. aod I bare sot been
troubled any since.• I feel deeply indebted to S. S S.
for the present ez:v1".eit health I am enjoyieg, as I
have not felt so well el twerly years. You have cer-
tainly placed me wrier many obligations, and I
must say that I will always have greaffaith in S. S. S.
And I would ear to ell those in need of a reliable blood
cure to insist as getting S. S. S.. don't let your drug-
gist or doctor persuade you t try something • juet.as
good," for there no such ie., lee had
1'001 • ! v
1 74 W. Jefferson ite t• .F0. FERTIC..
AN INVALUABLE SPRING
Tartest-tux. KY., April sat, Igoe.
The Swift Specific Co., Al/axle, Ga.
: For the past twenty-three
have used S. S. S. in ray family as a g
toni, . I Lave also used penionally for
and have always got prompt reliei. I have
many bottles of S. S. S. to give to those neediest a -
good medicine and who were unable to buy it them-
selves. There is nothing that I can say too
in favor of S. S. S., and will continue both to
in the house and recommend it to any wheat I
need a sure cure for impure blood arising hem der
cause. Yours very truly,
leis Preston St. JAS. Aremuesow.
ANKLES AND FEET BADLY SWOLLEN.
Lotriscreert, KY., March r,
The Swift Specific Co., Allegro, Ga.
GENTI.EmEN : I am glad to say that S. S. S. has
cured me of Rheumatism. About two years ago I
suffered from Rheumatism in my knees and feet. my
ankles swelling so that I could not put on my shoes..
This continued for several months, during winch tics•
I was applying liniments and going by zny physicimi'r
directions, but derived no benefit I was told of S. S. S.
and tried it. I immediately got relief, and in r4s
movithe si as entirely well. I have recommended S. S. ;
to several and shall always do so, for I am sere I'
other medicine would have cured me as S. S. S. did.
Yours truly,
Nr... 1T r di Floyd St. D. J. Deems:.
MUSCULAR RHEUMATISM' CURED.
LUXINGT0N, KY., April s, 19oz.
The Swill Specific Co., Adonis, Ga.
t'etssrsaseEN : For over two years I have been sub-
jected to Muscular Rheumatism, and it seemed ea
though 1 could get no relief. I saw S. S. S. advertised
and took four large bottles which entirely curet
and gave nie instant relief as soon as! took it. I have
great faith in S. S. S. for Rheumatism, and have So
told many of my friends. Yours truly,
117 W. Short St. Loais Koowz
Our Medical Department is an important feature iii i ,ur business, and the physicians in charge are conscientious
and painstaking in the diagnosis and treatment of ail cas:s,
If you need medtcal advice, do not hesitate to write us freely and as often as you wish. Your letters will receive
courteous and prompt attention. We have been helpful to thousands pf others, why not you. The information and advice
'in-in receive from our physicians will cost you nothing, and our 'valuable book on Blood and Skin Disc-ises will be sent free,
TH F. SWIFT SPECIFIC CO..
mid tiny. He economised wherever
peasible. But after awhile the tether
got a foothold In a business or a p10-
fexelonal career. Then the money corn-
incluse' to flow into the family treas-
ury. Then servants were able to lie
hired to do the work of the mother
and sisters. Then the younger son was
able to have his spending money and
drive a }write unit go with the young
scions ief the wealthier families. Then
It was _may for him to buy a through
ticket and go by the fast express to
t lie far country of sin.
Mr. Moody well said: "This father of
the parable ought to be censured. We
cannot help but iplaine him. When
the son said, 'Father. divide and give
no. my portion,' the father should have
maid: 'You show a bad spirit. I will
make you go without your share.' That
father could not have done a greater
inikludneets to the toy than to give
him his goods and money and let him
go. A true father would have said to
ouch a eoatemptible filial stern. *Go
and earn your own portion by tbe
sweat of your own brow.' "
Parents, your very kindnesses and
self sacrifires may be the cause of
y'clir younger c h I ldre Ws destruct loll .
eti have no right to give your young-
# r son plenty of money and liberty to
do wrong. It im your business to
1,now how your children spend their
money. It la your duty to know where
your younger sots passes his nights.
A Homely illastraties.
The fur country is the place where
the younger sou speut his all. We can
readily picture this young man when
he first left home. lie had plenty of
money. The tavern keepers lowed and
smiled at his approach. They regretted
when his party left. The gay young
folks of the region to which be went
felt prinid to be seen in public by his
side. His bachelor apartments were
furnisbed in the most expensive style.
Tbe banks would honor any drafts he
made upon them. He was a hale fellow
well met. lie was as much Intoxicated
wtth flattery aim 'with wine. The gold
which he held in hls opened hand was
Just as yellow and bard as if he was
living off his interest instead of the
principal. His health was robust and
strong. He had not yet undermined his
physical constitution by excesees. But
now tbe rosy check pales. Tbe steady
nerve trembles. The mortgage is placed
upon the furniture. Ile sells some of
his diamonds. There are but two horses
now in his stable instead of ten. After
awhile he begins to run up bills. Not
being able to pay his Nils, as of yore,
the creditors become anxious and de-
mand payment and full payment at
once. What happens? Why. the story
of the prodigal FOR then tens us that
there was a famine in that land. As
soon as a sInner'• money is goue his
sinful friends Immediately leave him.
The bright winged humming birds have
little use for the rosebush when the
flowers are .oine. This younger son bs--
gan to be in want. lie became helpless
and friendless. To_earn food enough to
mean' life he tended a herd of swine.
This social condition wax the worst to
which a Jew could ever sink. lle was
dat upon his back in tbe lowest pit of
despair.
An aristocratic lady living in London
had a very doodpated son. A friend
said: "Why not take your son to bear
itowlaud Hill preach? Perhaps be
can save blue" The mother answered,
"1 will." Next Sunday night she sat
In Mr. 11111's nudieuce to listen to the
greatest pre:wiser iif his day. Row-
land 11111 arose, gave out a text and be-
gan a sermon upon the prodigal son
In this way: "The other day I saw a
farmer coaxing some swine to •
Thbaen df.anDEerverhay dfewa
slaughter house.his
bag of corn in
steps the man would drop a few
grains. The swine would run after
him and greedily devour them. Poor
fools. said 1, thope ewine do not know
the farmer Is leading them into a
;daughter bowie. where they are to be
killed." After the benediction this
aristocratic lady turned to her son and
said: "Was not that illustration about
the swine awful? Think of a minis-
ter's using finch a figure In the Chris-
tian pulpit." "Mother." answered the
young man, "I do not know whether
Mr. Hill had a right to use that illus-
tration or not in a church. I do know
what Mr. Hill meant. He meant that
I was the prodigal sou being led by
Satan into the far country of sin.
where I would be destroyed as swine
are killed by the butcher's knife in a
slaughter house."
Cade? tho Shadow of the Awes.
The far country Is never so far away
but that the penitent prodigal can find
his way back from it to the heavenly
hotnestead. Whets the younger son be-
came so poor that he bad no decent
clothes for his back, so friendless that
not one of 11 II old companions would
speak to him, when he would feign
have filled his belly with the husks
thet the swine did eat, tben be thought
of his father's past lore. "Surely," said
he, "father will give me enough to eat.,
He will care for me as much as he
would for one of his hired servants,
even though I have done wrong." Bnt
the good father was ready to do more
than timt. No sooner did the younger
son come within sight of the old home-
Mead thnn the father ran to meet him
Ile fell on his son's neck rind kissed
hen. Ile kissed him In the same Man-
ner the Divine rather Is ready to greet
every one of his wayward chljdren. fie
gave a loving kiss of 'eternal pardon.
Ile kissed him, as God will kiss us If
we will only come back to Jesus' side
and _stand under the shade), of tbe
atoning corm
One moonlight night at Asbury Park
a party of young people were get hered
on the bench. As the waves' came roll-
ing up the "ends the conversation drag-
ged. Then a pane girl with ft voice as
sweet as a bird's began to sing. Her
many friemis Joined In and made a
large chorus. After awhile this young
eirl started 'he tender borne melody of
Robert Laurie:
Oh, could I err! you now. my boy,
As fair as In olden time.
When prattle and smile made home •
joy
And life was a merry chime!
When the last notes of this song died
away, rn old man (lino. toward the
group and wild to the young people:
"Will you please sing that song again?
My wife and I have a wayward boy.
We do not know where be is tonight.
He ran away from bon*. We do
Want him eome back before we die."
God, the Divine Fatber, is waiting.
He is waiting for some st his way-
ward children to come tonight to the
gospel fireside.
A Illoosawe Tor sem
Boy, Bitting before me tonight, I
hale meesage for you. I see the
marks of daestpation upon your brow.
I see that you have been crying dur-
ing this rermon. I fear you are the
younger son of my text. As I catch
one of your falling tears I would like
to describe a vision which came to me
last winter about you. Where was the
scene? No, it was not in Chleago; not
in that low saloon or cheap tbeater or
In that hall where you spent last
night playing billiards and gambling
away your soul. Tbe scene was way
back In the country. You remember
the old farm, the white house, tbe pil-
lared porch, the big barn in the rear,
the wordpile to the left of the kitchen
door. The bens were running around
clamoring for food because the earth
was a frozen tomb. The worms had
gone to 'deep for their winter nap.
It was about evening. An old gray
hatred woman was cooking over the
kitehen stove. She looked thinner than
when you sa w her last. The neighbors
say she is aging very rapidly and will
not live long
Just then an old man came in. He
stamped the snow off his great boots.
This gray haired woman looked up and
said: "Pa, have you brought a letter?
Ilave you been to the postoffice? Is it
uot strange he kas not written. He has
been gone now five long years. Do you
think God will let me live long euough
to see him Just onee before I go?" The
old man said nothing. He went to the
door and looked down the road. He
shaded his eyes as though be could
"see 11 great wny off." Then he said:
"Mother, that is a fine calf we have
there in the barnyard She is getting
fatter each day. We must kill her soon.
Perhaps we can have a big feast when
our Loy comes home." They sat by tbe
fire a ilttle while after the dishes were
wiped. The old folks were too tired to
stay up late. They were too tired to
sleep.
They took down Cie old Bible. The
mother said: "Pa, win't you read that
story of the prodigal son? Somehow I
never can beer It euough. You read it
lain night It Is In the fifteenth chapter
of Luke. Read about the younger son
that went away and starved and was
too proud to come home." Then the old
folks knelt. As they prayed the little
candlelight began to dash in Byrnes-
t.by. The tears trickled through the
four withered hands. There the two
tired. heartsick parents stayed upon
their knees, pleading with God for the
return of their wayward boy. until an
angel in heaven could bear their grief
no longer. He lettered away and whis-
pered 10 me the secret that I sill Dow
telling. Sty moo. will you not go home?
Before tbe old folks are dead do go
home. Leave this far country of sin.
(Copyright. reer. Louis Klopech. N. T.I
Over-WorK W takens
You. Kidneys.
Unhealthy Kidneys Make Wore Need.
All the "elood in your body passes through
your kidneys once evsteihkirl rneyisnutesstre.yers
Ve
1'0,45 
blood purifiers. they fil-
411ttaL4`
- i
A.)
/4111
kidney trouble
Kidney trouble cauies quick or unstesdy
heart beats, and makes one feel as though
.hey had heart trouble. because the heart is
-eer-working in pumping thick, kidney-
poisoned blood throuet veins and arteries.
It used to be cone&red that only unnaiy
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modein science proveathat nearly
all constitutional diseases have their begin-
sing in isciney trouble.
If you are sick yen. - :a make no mi4talui
ey first doctoring ieur kidneys Th..: mild
and the extraordinary effect cs ,)r. K;imer's
swamp-goot. the great kidney remedy is
soon realized. It stands the highest for its
wonderf ul cures of the re.-sst distressing cases
and Ls sold on its men
by all druggia.. in fif ty-
sent and 0'14-dollar rit-
es. You may haes
sample bottle by nue!
free. also pariph1•1 'ening you how to find
out If you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
ta CA., Binghamton. N. Y.
tet cut the waste or
imp titles la the bisod.
If they are sick or out
order, they fad to do
their work.
Paine aches sadden-
'mourn come from ex-
cess of uric acid in the
blood, dee to neglectel
_ _
Mrs. J. C. Buckner will return to-
morrow from a visit to Deaver, Col.
'eS-•
Le Hopkinsville
Ar He
Ar Pri=
Ar Evansville
Le Princeton
Ar Louisville
Lir Prinoeton
ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R.
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday, April 13th
No 332 daily. No 884 daily No 840 daily.
Ex. Sunday
4.30 p
8110 p m
Daily
2.44 a m
7.45 a m
2.28 a m
Ar Paducah 3.87 a in
Ar Memphis 10 40 p m 8.51tram
Ar New Orleans 9 86 a m 7.16p m
No 841 daily except Sunday Ar at Ilopkinsville 9:30 a is
No 835 Sunday only arrives at Hopkinsville 10.35 a m
No 888 Ar at kopkinsville 8 10 p ir i No 331 Ar Hopldneville 9 80 p in
W. A. Kettoste,A. (3. P. A. E. M. SHERWOOD, Agt.,
Louisville. Ky. Hopkinseille, Ey
A. H. HANSON, (4. P. A.. Chienco. ill.
No 398 Sun-
day only.
3.35 p
4.40 p
600am
600am
990am
1010 a m
922am
4 66 p m
6 10 a m
7 50 a le
1130am
12 85 p m
5 26 p m
6 16 p m
12 43 p
6 35 p m
I 65 p
3 35 p n.
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
TINE CARD. Effective April 13th.
NORTH. SOUTH.
No 62 St Louis Express. . 9:50 a m No 61 St Louis Expresa . 5:20 p m
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail 9:60 p m No 63 St Louis Fast Mail ...6:06 a m
No 92 Chicago and St- No 91 Chicago and St-
Louis Limited .. 6;37 a as Louis Limited 11:58 p
No 56 Hopkinseille Accom 8:46 p. in No 56 Hopkinsville Accom 6:16 a in
Noe 52 and 64 oonnect at St Louis for all points west.
No 51 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Erin,
and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 68 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louieville, Cin-
cinnati and all points north and east thereef. Nos 53 and 55 also isonneet
forMemphis and way points'. R. M. SLA TEE, &Att-
.
W. P. Winfree T. 5. Knight ,
Willfree & Knight
REAL ESTATE.
The seasan pf the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand,
arid we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnish
prospective customers conveyance to look at property without oost to them
Come to see us if you want to sell, it costs you nothing if you fail.
A splendid farm of 210 acres on
turnpike road 6X miles from Hop-
kinsville- New eight room dwelling
with three porches, well arranged
with hot and cold water, bath tub,
water closet, ebc. 2 good stock hams,
granary, cabins, tr.c., with windnell,
branch of never failing water through
the farm. All under good wire fence
and in a high state of cultivation and
in excellent neighborhood. A niodel
stock farm. Will be sold cheap.'
Farm of 270 acres in Caldwell Co.,
Ky., 4 miles from Scottsburg and
I. C. R. R. and 8 miles from Prince-
ton Kv. This farm hasa good frame
dwelllng 10 rooms, good stock bani,
tobacco barn, granary, good out
houses, 2 good svelte amVne spring,
100 acres of the land is Ni fine large
White Oak timbe r.
A splendid fairm of SO acres, good
d welling with 8 rooms, stable, tobaceo
barn, apple and peach orchard, extra
fine well, good cistern, plenty of
stock water, walled cellar, land fer-
tile and in a high state of cultivation.
On public road within 2 miles of Gra-
cey Ky. Will be sold at a bargain
176 acres of land with improve-
ments 4 miles from Hopkineville on
Madisonville road. Cheap $1200.
A beautiful home; two stoty brick
residence; S rooms; hall and bath
room with bath fixtures and all mod-
ern conveniences; everything new
and in 13‘cellent repair; house piped
for water and gas, and wired for
electricity; good cense, cistern, sta-
ble and all other necessary outbuild-
ings; nice shade trees. This proper-
ty will be *old at a bargain.
We have the following Florida
lands that we will sell at low price
or exchange for farming lend in this
section: 361 acres in Pasco county,
190 acres in Peace county 200 acres
in Hernando county 160 acres in
Hillsboro county. One of the above
tracts is heavily timbered with the
finest yellow pine, and another is
heavily timbers-1 vith the pine from
which they mak6 turpentine. For
further description, etc.. see us.
One of the most desirable houses
in the city for boarding house; cen-
trally located. convenient to busi-
ness and depots within one square
of Main St.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles
from Bennetakown !ty. Good lionite
3 rooms, tenant li use, good well,
large tobacco barn, good frame elft-
28s.30 feet,40 acres in fine timber,
good level land and a desirable farm
convenient to schools and churches
and on good road.
Nice cottage on corner of Brown ,
and Broad streets. 7 rooms, good out,- '
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
on reasonable terms.
Stock of goods, store house and
residence for sale at good town on
L. & N. R. R. Firsteclass paying
business, nice location, good neigh-
borhood, churches and school eon- ,
venient, residence 8 rooms, water
works and modern improvetnents, '
ten acres of nice ground with reai-
donee, good reasons for selling.
Residence, 6 rooms, stable, carri-
age house end all necessary outbuild-
ings good cistern and orchard. Two ,
acres of land adjoining South Ken- '
tueky College, $1,500. Will sell thia
place at low price and on easy terips. 1
Elegant two story residence on
corner of 14th and eampbell streets,
fronts 824 fe et on Campbell street
by 136feet to idle', house lifts l4 rooms
and all necesaary outbuildings, nice
shade trees, fine garden anti grape
arbor.
Well impmved suburban place
with 16 acres of ground, house 6
looms, good (Astern, stable, poultry
ease. serene house, milk hone
etc., everything in good repair.
e'omplete set of fanning implements
go with the pisee.
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in X
mile of mill, post office and church.
Splendid house of ten roans. Isere*
stable, 7 cebins for hands, 3 large
tobacco barns, 90 acres timber,
good orchard. Farm in condi-
tion and very prodnetive. Will be
sold at a hargain.
! Good farm 228 acres oat liaabville
road, 7 miles from Hopkitmeille and
8 miles from PembroLe, good two-
story brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good
well, 9 large new barns, sta,bles avd
ary. - This farm will be sold at a
ow price and on easy teems.
Large two-story house and two
acre-s of ground fronting on first
street and running hack to the river.
135 acres of land 6 mile* from town
near Princteon road, dwelling, two
tobacco barns and qther out build-
ingot price 66 per itere.
Good residence on corner pf Main
and ist streets, fronting .60, feet on
themes, good cistern, statriataa
Main by 200 feet deep. H
cevesary out-buildings. Flor sale.
86 acres of fine land post outside
toll-gate on Palmyra road.$62 per acre
3 tracts of land near liennettstown,
about 300 acres Will be converted in-
to two or three tracts. Sold on easy
teArmsn.
ice cottage on 4th St:Jour
rooms and kitchen, porch. good out-
houses and cistern. price 090.
Two good residence lots on Main
St. in Iclopkinsville. well located.
The only vacant lots on West side of
Main St. for eale at a low brice
Elegant lot S0x2u0 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
2 porches, cistern ontbuild ings, shad
and fruit trees, Price $1.400.
An elegant farm of 115 acres of
land, on good public road, in one of
the best neighborhoods in South
Christian. convenient to postoffice,
schools and churches, in a high state
of eultivation, good dwelling 2 roams
and liall,one large tobacno barn,goixr
stables arid cow house, buggy house,
2 new cabins, smoke' house, hen
house, new wire fence, nice young
orchard, grapes, ma ies and
strawbeerries,plenty o ater, very.
desirable. will be sold cheap and on
eaahnternhelasUtiful %Wall lots on Wei-
n t44itestnereerets.
of desirable fanning land
in hfontgoniery county, Tenn. beset-
timbered, to mites frOok
Ky. pnee 65.00 per acre.
Fine farm of 242 acres in, neigh-
borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
, bargain,
' 'Very desirable) suburban residence,
!mime Iwo stories, 8 rooms, new end
in good repair, about, 7 acres of land,
just outside the city limits on one of
thAe 14resPet.dence at Caily, Ky.
lot of 10 at res Six room cottage and
two room office in yard ; good
servants house, large g,oiel ice house,
large stable and carriage house and
all necessary odt buildings; splendid
shade and fruit trees, never
well, good cistern; convenient to de-
pot, school and 'church ; 6 miles from
Hopkineville with goodipike nearly
the whole distance. Splendid local-
ionAnforealegandoc
it"riarm of 120 acres on
Cox Mill Road 4 miles from Hopkin-
twine; well improved, ;good dwell-
ing, rooms, stables, gtanary, corn
and all necessary out houses; first
CIAO; land in fine condi t
VaInable store root" en Main
street. One of the best Illaskiess
ions in the oity.
• •••••
• . •••:.
PUY TONIGHT BIG SUIT IN MN FINE PROSPECTS
OLD FIDDLERS CONTEST
AT TABERNACLE.
Pisipam Is Attractive and
the Cause Is Most
Worthy.
The tahernacle should be packed
this . when the Old
latest for the benefit of
ion Tabernacle takes place.
The following splendid program
has been arranged for the occasion:
riser NCIIRER, DIXIE. HY OLD YID-
nt.sns.
ancos I) NUMBER, CONTEST, HOP-
litINSTILLE Vs. CLARK:WILLS.
let prize, 1 set silver tea spoons,
Forbes & Bro: find prize, cut! and
collar boxes, Geo. W. Young; 3rd
prize, 1 berry spoon, Mrs. 4.-tda
UkTue •
THIRD NUMBER, CONTENT, pee-
would ENS OVER 60 SEARS 01.0.
lit prize, fine lamp stand. Pyle •&
Garnett; Sad prise, 1 negligee shirt.
K. B. Bassett; 3rd prise, buggy whip,
F. A. Yost & CO.
IPOUETH NUMBER, SPRINGFIELD VS.
, MADISONVILLE.
lit prize, 1 shirt, J. H. Anderson tit
Co; find prize, Can Heekin & Co's
Ken Hee Coffee, L. M. Cayce; 3rd
Was, 1 hat, The John Moayon Co.
FIFTH NUMBER. BOWLING GREEN
VS. HOPE !NEVILLE.
let prize, fiddle bow, J, 0. Cook;
2nd prise, half dozen pair of hose,
Miss ilallie Houser.
SIXTH :commit, INDIVIDI'AI. CON-
TEST. TEN PERVORMERs.
prise, rocking chair, H. A.
Co; Skid prize, half dozen
pair of boss, Bass Shoe Co; 3rd prize,
doses best cabinet photos, An-
's Sandie.
CHRIsT1 A N VS.
TR WO COUNT'.
UM prize. fine cake, Winter Bros;
aid smokers set, R. C. Hardwick;
ard prise, box stationery, Hopper &
'Kitchen.
WORTH :NUMEKR, PEERRoKE Vs.
HOTKINSVILLE.
let print 3 lb can Mocha and Java
ee, C. R. Clark; find prise, bottle
"Forbes Spray Top Extract." F. T.
n; 3rd prize, years subscrip-
Slab to Weekly Ky. New Era, New
Co.
Wision NUMBER, REST RENDITION
"ARKANSAS TRAVELER."
let prise. I straw hat, worth one
dollar, 1. T. Wall; find prize, 1 foot
stool, F. P. Renshaw; 3rd prize, 1
box stationery, L. L. Elgin.
vincrd NUMBER, THREE OR MORE
GENERATIONS.
1st ize, fine razor, Jack Meador;
Ind prise, bandana handkerchief,
The Racket Store; 3rd prize, box of
Sae candy, Y. E. Nolen.
• NCLUSION, DOWNFALL OF PARIS,
ST ALL OLD FIDDLERS.
The performance will begin at 8
o'clock. Prices of admission will be
aft follows: Reserved seats, 50e;
gallery, 26c; general admission, 35c.
Beata are now on sale at L. L. El-
gin's drug store.
When a horse picks up a nail in
his foot what does the driver do?
Does he whip the limping, lagging
animal and force him along? Not
unless he wants to ruin the horse.
Mothe drat sign he jumps down ex-
amines the foot and carefully re-
assess the cause of the lameness.
'What Is called "weak stomach" ls
Ilk. the lameness of the horse, anly
to be eared by removing the cause of
tliss trouble. If you stimulate the
stessach with "whiskey medicines"
on keep it going, but every day the
Is growing worse. A few
sometimes of Dr. Pierce's
Medical discovery will put
Obe disordered stomach and its allied
awns of digestion and untrition in
perfect condition. Ninety-el g h t
*Ms in every hundred "Golden
Ica* Discovery" will cure the
ailments originating in dig-
- of the stomach. It always
belga. It almost always cures. To
anus constipation use Dr. Pierce's
Irlassant Pellets. They're sure.
• •I I •
Sunday School Rally.
A Sunday School rally will be
held at the Christian church Sunday
afternoon at 3 o'clock. Business of
interest and pressing importance is
to be transacted, and a good attend-
ants from Sunday School workers
from each church is urged.
--
Don't Start Wrong.
• Don't start the summer with ling-
cough or cold. We all know
what "a summer cold" is. It's the
hardest kind to cure. Often it hangs
on through the entire season. Take
it in band right now. A few doses of
One Minute Cough Cure will set you
right. Sure cure for coughs, colds,
croup, grip, bronchitis, all throat
and lung trouble*. AbsolutAy stde.
Acts at once. Children like it. -One
Minute Cough Cure is the hest cough
medicine liver used." says J. H.
Bowles, of Ciroveton, N. H. -I nev-
er found anything elite that acted so
safely and quickly." R. C. Hard-
wick.
Christian County Farm.
excel in regular production
ti a greater variety of crops than
any other country under the sun.
WHEAT, CORN AND TOBACco
attain perfection here.
422 ACRES
Located in South Christian on a free
turnpike; good neigborhood and
school; tine tiniber and well watered,
improvements first-class; cony en lent
to three good markets and farm in
high state.of cultivation.
240 ACRES
LoeVed two miles from Pembroke,
Ky. Abundance of timber, good wa-
ter and well improved.
Property must be sold at once.
Call on or address
.1. H. Pendleton, Pembroke Ky.
Or L. 0. Garrott, Longview, Ky.
All diw4t
Masai
CATARRH
no diIts eArtm Loom
Iasi* to alossibess.
Caws Baba
dosiossarsdissesiatdo
as distssoll awnaboses.
assistiostaitasdidrives
away a sent la Ow had
gad*.
Cass= Saha bliss. Mon. sionslik waste
Mr 1111.1111111110.ww.www.am To Cure Crip In Two Days.
alliblealla"...11118•116 a is " arbill"4  Laxative Ft romo -Quinine remove*ilsbaSseoarainisbig. SO witaist
the cause. E. W. Grove's signature*IMO. IVY lin. Illsoons Wm&
nu ovary bsit. Pries lb cents. w-sem
MRS. N. A. HILLMAN VS.
W. C. WHITE
Alleges 657,300 Collate ral
Securities Were Sold For
Less Than Value.
(Inc of the largest suits ever tiled
in the Trigg circuit court has been
brought by Mrs. M. A. Hillman, of
Trigg Furnace against W.:C. White.
of Cadiz, for 07,300.
The suit is for the value of collat-
eral Neetalties which White :took to
secure the payment of a note made
to him by Mrs. Hillman in July INI04.
for $17,000. From this amount is to
be deducted the note, with interest
from date of issue in 11195. In the
petition plaintiff states that the se-
curities were sold by White at less
thee their value at the time, and the
suit is to recover the difference in
the price for which securities were
sold and the present price.
Mr. White is president of the Ca-
diz railroad, and of the Trigg county
Farmers' Rank, and the wealthiest
man in the county. Mrs. Hillman is
the widow of the late Col. Daniel
Hillman, who was the owner of all
the Hillman Iron and mining inter-
est in this and other Western Ken-
tucky counties.
The suit was brought by Attorneys
Fenton Sims and John ,,I). Shaw, of
Cadiz. and James Breathitt and A.
P. Crockett, of Hopkinsville, Hum-
phrey. Burnett & Humphrey, of
Louisville, and James B. Garnett
and R. A. Burnett, of Cadiz, will de-
fend the suit.
It will likelrcome up for trial at
the next term of the Trigg circuit
court, which convenes the 19th inst.
CROP REPORT.
Conditions In Kentucky
Cood.
The weekly crop report issued 1my
the weather bureau is as follows:
The temperature averaged a little
above the normal for the week, but
several of the nights were quite cool.
There was a good rainfall in the
southern and extreme western por-
tions, but in the north central por-
tion, and especially along the Ohio
river, it was very dry.
Wheat has made quite a decided
improvement in the southern and
western portions of the state. but
will not be nearly up to the average
crop as a whole.
Tobacco plants have made splen-
did growth in the western section
and are about ready to transplant.
In fact, a few fields have already
been set out. In .the north central
and eastern sections the plants have
made very slow progress and are
scarce and backward.
Corn planting has advanced well
and the early fields in the western
section are making a good growth,
but in the central and eastern sec-
tions the cutworms are damaging
many fields very seriously,
Oats, rye, clover, meadows and
pastures are doing fairly well, but
need more rain in the north central
portion of the state. Potatoes are
making good growth and look quite
promising. Gardens are generally
doing quite well, but have been quite
seriously injured in
by cutworms.
The prospect for fruit is fairly good
excepting peaches. Strawberries
are beginning to ripen in the south-
ern and western portions of the
state and look quite promising. Oth-
er small fruits are doing well.
Farm work has been somewhot de-
layed by rain in the western section,
hut is fairly well up elsewhere.
some localities
Primary Election Call.
At a meeting of the Democratic
district committee of the Second
congressional district of Kentucky,
held pursuant to a;ealt of the chair-
man, in the city of Hopkinsville,
May 10, 1902, the following call was
Issued:
It is hereby ordered that for the
purpose of nominating a Democratic
candidate for congress in the Second
district, a legalized primary ,election
be held in all the counties and pre-
cincts of the district on Saturday,
August 2nd, 1902. Said primary
election shall be held under the pio-
visions of Article XII. of the Ken-
tucky election laws, between such
hours and in such manner and form
as regular state elections are held.
It is further ordered that tin can-
didate shall be allowed te select as
his voting llevire the regular device
of the Democratic party, and, each
candidate is required to comply with
all the requirements of this commit-
tee by 3 o'clock p. m.. July I, 191)1, or
his name will not be printed on the
official ballots for said primary elec-
tion.
All Demovrats of whatever shade or
belief, regardless of any differences
that may have heretofore existed,
and such young voters as will have
reached the age of twenty-one years
by the November election who wish
to affiliate with the Democratic par.:
ty and will pledge themselves to sup-•
port the nominee of the primary
election hereby ordered, shall be en-
titled to vote in said election.
The candidate receiving the high-
est number of legal and qualified
votes (met in said election, shall be-
declared the troninee of the Demo-
cratic party of the Second district
for representative in congress.
The committee will reassemble in
the city of Henderson at lo o'clock,
a. m., July 1, 1902, for the purpose of
completing all necessary arrange-
merits for holding the primary elec-
tion hereby ordered.
E. W. Gatlin, Chas. M. Meacham,
Secretary. Chairman.
--------•••••••••••••••-
TO SECURE LARGE MANU-
FACTURINC CONCERNS.
T. C. Railroad Connection.--
Electric Road Project.--
Other Matters.
The members of the Commercial
Club met in regular session Monday
night at the handisome offices in time
Hotel Latham building.
s'orrespondenee and itroptedt ions
from the following concerns were
coonsidered:
Cotton mill. wanting to int est
Veseti00.
Woolen mine.
Folding wheel haby marriage fac-
tory.
liandle factory.
Creamery and cheese factory.
Carriage factory.
Breakfast food and cereal coffee
All of these establishments are
seeking new locations, and there are
rosy prospects of several being secur-
ed very seon for Hopkinsville.
The electric railway matter was
discussed at length and the project-
ors have been communicated with
in regard to building it.
A communication was received
from officials of the Tennessee Cen-
tral railroad in reference to a con-
nection with the Illinois Central
railroad. As Hopkinsville is ten
miles nearer the line as now survey-
ed to Clarksville, than any :other
point it seems probable that the
junction will be made here when
the road is built.
There is apparently no doubt that
some of the factories with which
Secretary Abernathy has been cor-
responding will be located in Hop-
kineville in the near future. Repre-
sentatives of several are in the city
QUEER THINGS IN PEW AND PULPIT
FOUND IN STUFF SOLD AS
BLACK PEPPER.
Nut Shells, Brick Dust, Corn
And Cracker Meal Used
As Adulterants.
The public generally has long wen
dered at the cause Of the weeklies's
often found in black peppers. The
report of the experimeut station just
issued states that the cause of this is
the large amouut of brick dust end
other trash in with the pepper,
says time Lexington Herald.
The annual report of the experi-
ment station to the governor was is-
sued yesterday. Time report in chief
is made by Mr. Robert M. Allen.pure
food inspector of Kentucky. The re-
port contains all the indictments
brought for violation of the pure food
laws, and a general description of
the method* used in adulterating
food*. The following report is made
on black pepper:
All of the specimens of ground
black pepper examined under the
microscope by Prof. Carman were re-
ported to contain some foreign ma-
terial.
Ground spices and pepper are near-
ly always adulterated with some in-
ert substance, which is used to in-
crease the hulk of the article. Pea-
nut shells. cocoanut shells. brick
dust, flour, ground corn, cracker
meal and other similar substances
are authoritatively mentioned among
the list of refuse from which these
fillers are made. There are factories
which do nothing elms but grind and
color thew) fillers for the trade, and
most of the pepper and spice facto-
ries have a regular system and plan
for such adulterations.
A leading example of the system
Coming Events.
Old Fiddlers' Contest, Union Tabernacle, Friday. May 16
South Kentucky College vs. Mooney Institute, baseball game.
Athletic Park, Friday, May 16.
ELKS CARNIVAL AND JUBILEE, MERCER PARK. MAY
20, 21, 22, Zi and 24.
Church Hill Orange Sale Friday May 23rd.
Kalozetic Society of Bethel Female College renders jorograrn at
the opera house Monday, May 26.
Baccalaureate address of Bethel Female College at the Baptist
church, Tuesday May 27.
Commencement of Beth male College at the college chapel,
Wednesday, May 28.
Hopkinsville Public Schts .cotnumencement at the opera house,
Tuesday, June 3.
Junior entertainment of Public School at Union Tabernacle on
Wednesday. June 4.
South Kentucky College commencement exercises at the opera
house, Thursday June 5th.
_----_----------
What HopKinsville Has
ISecretary Abernathy has complied Free rural routes, covering county.
the following facts about Hopkins- 2 largest planning mills Routh of the
ville which are being sent broadcast Ohio River.
through the country on the backs of 1 largest rock cruelling business in
the Commercial Club envelopes: 1 State of Kentucky.
Over 10,000 inhabitants. 1 100 nines brick pavements.
2 R. R's.-L. & N. and I. C. I 100 miles rock curbing on streets.
2 Telegraph Co's.-Western Union I 160 miles free turnpikes on all cumin-
and Postal. 1 ty roads.
2 Express ('o's.-American and • Largest tobacco
Southern, the world.
Headquarters for the Cumberland i Largest wheat and corn growing
Telephone and Telegraph Co. county in the state.
2 splendidly equipped Colleges 11 white churches.
for white people. one male 6 colored churches.
and female combined; one 1 Asylum for Insane, (700 population
female only; both wear utii- Hopkinsville sells 15,000 hogsheads
forms. tobacco per year.
2 splendid Public School build- Has 11 large commission tobacco
ings for white children only. warehouses.
1 Boys HighSchool specially prepar- 4 stemineries.
lug boys for College. I plug factory.
Several private schools. 3 cigar factories.
1 College for colored students. 2 tobacco baling houses.
1 l'ublic School for colored children. Opera house and Brick Taheriumele,
1 Electric Light Co.-City lighted seating Goo.
every night and all night. Steam Laundry and Dye Works.
5 newspapers published. Excellent Hotels.
1 (Jas Compatiy. City of Culture and good order.
1 water works. And everything to make a live
2 ice factories, hustling city. We invite factories
3 large flour mills. to locate anti emigrants t m settle
4 banks. with us-taxes low-raw material
Free mail delivery, plentiful.
growing [county- in
looking ove r the various sites and
imestigating local luiVaritages.
In reply to inquiries .‘4' have
pleiseitre iti aimetineing that Ely's
Liquid Creani Balm is like the solid
preparation of that admirable reme-
dy in that it cleanses and heals mem-
branes affected affected by nasal
catarrh. There is no drying or sneez-
ing. The Liquid Cream Balm is
adapted to 11111. by patients who have
trouble in inhaling through the nose
and prefer spray beg. The price, in-
cluding spraying tube, is 75 combs.
Sold bydruggisui or mailed by Ely
Brothers, rei Warren street, New
York. 
Gish & Ganier's Wild Goose Liei.
meat cures; rheumatism and neural
gia. 'POUCHES 11E SPOT. At
druggists.
THAT CHAPTER.
A Chapter on Scott's Emul-
sion often holds a prominent
position in the histories of
weak children.
The gist of that chapter
usually reads like this:
' "Child weak and thin-
began with small doses of
Scott's Emulsion three times a
day
-after a week appetite im-
proved-soon a little stronger
-child more lively-weighs
more".
And so it goes till the child
is reported well and strong.
St1141 for Free Naruple
S4..OTT a IOW N F, Cheisista, Pearl se., N. Y.
A. J. BLUMENSTIEL
BricK-
maKer
ArA.ND•
GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
Telephone 232
was noted during an inspection tour.
The proprietor of a spice and pepper
grinding establishment pointed out
on the third floor of this factory two
long rows of barrels. ine row had
in each barrel a variety of pepper or
Spice ground; time other had it bar-
rels filled with a tasteless material,
the color and fineness of the barrel
opposite. From this floor the boxes
were packed for consignment, and
the proprietor stated t hat
when a cheap peppeer or spice was
ordered the order was mixed with its
respective filler tomtit the price. The
retailer generally knows of this adul-
teration, but no instanee has been
noted where the conetinter is made
aware of it.
Such adulterations weaken the con-
diment, and Instead of causing a
quicker flow of the digestive joiceot,
an extra burden of trash is put into
the stomach.
Pure pepper is always cheaper
than the adulterated article would
be if the trash Was separated front
it.
W trts Cacti' To Krcw.
••I have used DeWitt I.ittle Ear-
ly Risers for comitipatien and tuirpid
liver and they are all right. 1 am
glad to indorse them for I think
when we find a good thing we tought
to let others know it," writes .A ifred
Heinz, Quincy. III. They le•ver
gripe or distress. Sure, safe pills. It.
C. Hardwick.
Mothenil Mothers! Mothers
How many children are at t It is sea-
son feverish and eonstipated, with
bad stomach and headache. .Mother
Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
will always cure. If worms are pres-
ent they will certainly remove them.
At all druggists, 26e. Samples mailed
FREE. Address Allen S Olmsted.
LeRay. S.1'. his
- - -
Notice.
All persons holding accounts
against the estate 0* Sam Payne, de-
ceased, will please present them by
June 8, and also all persons indebted
to said estate will please call and
settle their accounts by Said date.
C. P. NoLnx,
Admr. SAN PAM. D•c'd.
CONCRECATIONAL NOTES
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
i Religious Items Crouped
For Ready Perusal By
Saints And Sinners.
1 e . ,,ni rueoteito.  daily
The Baptist NVonian** bliseionary
Soeiety will eelehrate its '20th
e
atoll-
lvrsary at the eliti rch On Thursday
evening. May Li. from S to 10
e'elock. All W011111411 of the church
including young i ladies aiit1 young
girls ore most et4tlaily invited to be
present. as are al i the officers of the
Women's /1 isimiary Societies of the
'it her elitirelles of the town.
The Woman's 1.
the Cumberland 1
is meeting Oda
lesions's) Ittoard itt
ieby terian m•hurell
week at Ilmmeling
Green. The Hopkinsville chureli is
tepresentstl by Mrs. II. A. Rogers,
Mrs. ti. W. Wiley, Mrs. T. W. Long
and Mrs. T. A. Smithson.
There are 305 delegates and visit-
ors in attendance. The annual ser-
mon wits 1.reach4s1 by Rev. J. B.
Henry. of Pittsblarg. Pa., end at
night the mhusionaries, Mrs. Lyon
and Misses Leonett and Shoemaker
addressed a big audience. A free
will offering alitotOit Dig to }Lem was
taken. which breaks the reeord. At
the morning seseion the president,
Mrs. Darby. of Evansville, Ind., de-
livered her addreas, and was follow-
ed by reports of officers. The meet-
ing will be in session over W'ednes-
day.
Dr. Len G. Broughton of Atlanta,
Ga., who is well known here began
last night a series of meetings in the
First Baptist church at Clarksville.
The Seventy-Fourth Annual Coun-
cil ef the Diocese of Kentucky con-
vened at St. Paul's church in Hen-
derson Sunday morning under favor-
able conditions and circumstances.
A large number of Ministers and lay
members of the diocese were present
and took part in the interesting pro-
grant.
Messrs. Hunter .Wood, Jas. Burns
and Dr. John A. Gunn are de-legates
from Grace church.
Rev. E. L. Southgate, pastor of the
Methodist church, and Mr. E. B.
Bassett of the board of stewards, left
this morning for OWensboro to at-
tend the Russellville district confer-
ence of the M. E. Church.
Fully 260 commisaioners and prom-
inent church men will be present at
the session of the Presbyterian gen-
eral assembly, which convenes in
Jackson, Miss., next Thursday. May
15. Kentucky will be represented
by time following commissioners:
Rev. Dr. C. R. Hemphill, Louisville;
Rev. Ernest Thompson, Louisville;
S. Cayce, Louisville; J. J. Barret,
Anchorage; Rev. Di. 1.8. McElroy,
Lexington; Willialm M. Becker,
W hie hester.
Next Sunday a collection will be
taken up in all time Catholic churches
of the diocese of Louisville for the
purpose of reopening the Preston
Park seminary near Louisville, for
the education of priests. This is by
order of Bishop IleCloekey, who
originally established this seminary
about thirty years ago, but later sus-
pended it temporarily for want of
support. Many of the clergy of the
stale were educated here.
The general conference at Dallas
will he asked to abolish the limit in
time paistorate.
Rev. Sam P. Jones is doing well
financially, lie is about to erect a
$2/1,000 Imminent' building in Carters-
ville, and has, it is said, made other
investment of his surplus income
that promise to make him independ-
ently Hell.
Kentucky Sunday schools will oh:
serve Sunday echool week October
20-26.
'rite temperanee people ask a gift
of $6'from each churth for the ad-
vancement of prohibition legislet Wu.
i
So divergent were the views of tin'
member* of the conf rence of Amer-
ican rabbis and so 
vItai 
ly does the
transferenee of the *malt Sabbath
ti• the Christian Suliday affect thei
Jews of the nation that it wits decid-
ed after a number of !addresses had
been heard on the 'subject at the
New Orleans conference. to appoilit
a commimusion to make a thorough
investigation of the views of the con-
gregations of the country on the sub-
jeet and report next year.
Rabbi H. (I. Enelome, formerly of
Paducah, but now of Louis% ills. fa-
vored the idea of time transfer. He
said, "(Sur Saturday dabbed' must
be an atenninatil /11 to (h141. 1.1t.C11111114.
it 114 110 StibbIllt h . 1 transferring
out Sabbath to Sunday we will not
be se rrendering it, becatese time Chris-
tian world has no Sabbath: it is the
Lorti'm day; Sunday and Sabbath are
not the same institution."
Going To
BUILD?
If you are thinking of build-
ing in the near future it will
pay you te see my plans and
get my prices on
Complete Plans and
Specifications
Can save you !money on building.
JAS. L. LONG
Office in Ragsdale & Cooper building
Main St., ilopkineville, Ky•
dhOlie No. 167.
Say!!
CORN AGAIN KING ANNUAL REPORT
ONCE DEPRESSED IS NOW OF Y. M. C. A. WORK IN
ON TOP. KENTUCKY.
Thirty to Forty Valuable Pro-
ducts Made Of This
Cereal.
The farinersi of this region who
have just finished drilling in @their
corn will learn with surprise that
this cereal is made into thirty or
forty intsnufactured products, each
of which is proving a valuable ar-
ticle in time commercial world . One
big corn product company in New
'York, with a capital of Sitio,000,000.
will consume as much corn as all
Europe buys in a small export year.
The eapmeity of the company** fac-
tories is estimated at 175,000,000
bushels annually, or 1,6410,0110 bushels
per week. Such products as beer.
corn oil, starch, sugar, rubber. muci-
lage, gumdrops, wall paper, soap,
ink, salad dressing, and a score of
other articles which enter into the
demands of every day life, are pro-
duced from corn.
There are four parts to it corn ker-
nel, the outer covering, the hull or
bran, then the hard, May part, the
stareli, and lastly the little white
point which extends through the tip
called the germ. This germ is the
most velitable. Formerly it was
looked (wen as a 1111 igallefl, and every
effort was made to get rid of it when
grinding; now time ge.rins are put un-
der extreme pressure, and the oil is
squeezed out, and the little coat of
fibre go into oil cake for the cattle.
Corn oil is of golden tolor and so
sweet and pure that it takes the place
of olive oil. It will stand for years
In any cliniate without changing
color or becoming rancid. For a
barrel of 3)41 poutels tlfb Chicago
manufacturer gets $Zi, or about six
cents a pound, a nice price for what
was thrown away a few years ago.
Corn rubber has all the outward ap-
pearance of India rubber, even to
the odor. The oil undergoes a sul-
phur treatment and a baking, and
the result is the rubber, which can
be sold for about one-tenth the price
of Pars rubber.
$ 12,:u6r:topeol. is a heavy consumer of
coru oil. Our export* in 1899 were
Wali.002; in 190o, $1.5,1,une; in 1901,
Itionens.• quantities of glucose, as
both sugar and syrups are •produced
from corn, while the quantity of
starch produced is almost incalcula-
ble.
It is hardly possible. with: the
many and varied uses to which corn
is applied, that it will ever again
reach the low prices of l)99.
HALDEMAN IS DEAD
RESULT OF STREET CAR
ACCIDENT.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., May 13.-Mr.
Walter N. Haldeman, the venerable
owner of the Courier-Journal. is
dead.
Last Saturday he was struck by a
street car while he was crossing. the
street and knocked down and badly
injured.
Owing to his age his recovery was
regarded as doubtful from the first.
He passed away at 4:45 this morn-
1g.
Mr. Haldeman was 80 years of age
and one of the wealthiest and must
prominent citizens of Louisville.
'ewe YOUR INTEREST.
We solicit applications fur farm
loans mm ten years time interest pay
able annually, with privilege of pay!
meet in any one year of any amount,
at any time, not to exceed one fifth
of the principal. We issue fire,
I;ghtning, tornado, and the only life
insurance policy giving absolute, con-
tinuous, non
-forfeitable and ineon-
testable protection. It absolutely
protects wherever the sun shines.
We also deal in bank stocks, bonds
amid high grade investment securities
WALTER F. OARNETT & CO
Insurance and Financial Agent
Which
Interests You Most?
k fYtftlf, -, •
The renting, repairing, selling tor
storage part of my business!
In any department you will re-
ceive satiefactory treatment and the
greatest value for your money.
We repair Bicycles, Gums, Locks,
Sewing Machines, Typewriters; and
all light machinery.
Being equipped with all up-to-date
tools( for our bunko-es we are in a pro
sitition to guarantee satiefaction.
Give us a call aud be convinced.
Ernest M. West
C. B. Williams. .1. T. Walker.
Williams
& Walker,
North Virginia St.,
Hord Bloch.
Have opened up a brawl new
stock if
Staple and Fancy
Groceries
And offer it to the public at low cash
prices.
will handle everything in the
grocery line, and will keep
nothing but fresh goods
on our shelves.
Fresh Vegetables
always on hand.
Country Produce
bought at the highest prices. A call
I will be appreciated. Free deliv-
ery to all parts of the city.
T•14_tekone 3
ir"Graa need of -"Man ng in o
We
Would you rather
pay rent than be your
own landlord?
The South Kentucky Buildfng
and Loan Association of Hop-
kinsville, Ky.. will build you a
house on easy monthly pay-
ments. For particulars apply to-
. Prei
J E McPherson, Sec & Trek
Henry C Gant,
There Are Fifty Three As- ,
sociations With Over I
5000 Members.
in view of the effort that is being ;
made to form a Young Nfen's Chris-
tian Association in Hopkinsville
special interest will be felt here in
the twenty-first annual report of time
state executive vonimittee of the
1-toting Men's Christian Association
lout just been issued.
Time total number of associations
in the state as given is 53, with total
membership of 5,561. Their current
expenses last year amounted to $56,-
032. 45. Five buildings are owned,
valued at $120,00.1 and there are ten
gymnaeiums.
The progress of the' aseociet bon in
all of the counties of the state is re-
viewed, and various recommenda-
tions are made for next year's work.
The present state executive commit-
tee is:
James Edw. Hardy, Chairman,
Louisville; John L, Wheat, Vice
Chairman Louisville; George L.
Burton. Recording Secretary Louis-
ville; Val P. Collins, Treasurer,
Loaisville;John W. McGee, Louis-
ville; J. A. Stucky, Lexington; W.
H. Marquess, Louisville I. Bailey,
Madisonville.: J. C. Lmennis, Louis-
ville; Douglas Putman, Ashland;
I.. M. Burfork, Louisville; W. G.
Frost. Berea: George H. Cox,Owens-
horo; W. L. MeNeal.Bowling Green;
E. S. Alderman. Russellville; C. E.
Hoge, Frankfort; L. M. Rice, Louis-
ville; W. 0. Davis. Versailles;
Charles C'. Stoll, Louisville; J. C.
Acheson. Harrodsburg; James A.
Curry, Lexington; B. T. Spencer,
Winchester; B. H. Scott, Paducah;
Richard P. Ernst, Covington; F. C.
Nunemacher,pouisville: Max Weir,
Greenville; Sam E. Bauer, Louis-
ville; Henry E. Rosevear, State Sec-
retary; F. J. Michel. Assistant State
Secretary; W. W. Brockman, Secre-
tary Student Department: John
Lake. Secretary County Work De-
partment.
BIG LAND SALE.
As executor of James Bradehaw.
deceased, and in pursuance of ft judg
went at the Christian Circuit (ourt.
rendered at its February term. 1902,
I will offer for sale at public outcry,
at the Courthouse door in Hopkins-
villa, Ky., Monday, June 2nd, 1902.(County Court day) the following
tracts and parcels of land:
First-A' large tract of land con-
tattling 564.7 acres of acres,esituated
about 9 miles from Hopkinsville,
Ky., and in the southeastern portion
of Christian county, Ky., near the
Bradshaw road. Said tract of land
known as the "Old Kelly Home-
stead."
Second-A tract of land containing
258.11 acres, adjoining and east of the
above described tract of land, and
divided by the Bradshaw road. The
parcel on the west side of said road
containg 129.84 acres, and the parcel
on the east side of road containing
138.11 acres; said two parcels to be
offered separately.
Third-A small tract of fine tim-
bered land, situated north of said
first named largest tract of land, and
about one mile from same, contain-
ing 40.33 acres.
Fourth-A tract of land contain-
ing 171.7 acres, lying north of said
first named largest tract of land, and
north of said timbered tract, and
near each.
All of said tracts or parcels are
well timbered and accessible. The
said lands are located in the most
fertile portion ef Christian county,
surrounded by fine farms, schools
and churches, and the best society;
is suitable for the raising of stock,
tobacco, corn, oats and wheat, in
fact, for general agricultural puq)os
es is unsurpassed in Southern Ken-
tucky.
The sale will :be made subject to
the approval of the court, and on a
credit of six months, one and two
years, equal installments, purchaser
to give bond with approved security,
to bear interest only from the date
full possession is delivered to the
purchaser, and which will be furth-
er secured by a lien on the land for
which the bonds are executed. The
full possession will be delivered to
time purchaser on the first day ofJan-
uary, 1903, if sale is confirmed, and
the purchaser shall have right to pas-
SOS81011 after confirmation for the
purpose of preparing for and seeding
wheat for the coming year.
If desirable the several tracts will
be divided and sold in parcels to suit
purchasers, and then offered as a
whole, and the bids reported which
will realize the largest amount for
the several tracts.
For further particulars application
may be made to the Undersigned,
Hopkinsville. R. F. I). R. No. I, and
Landes & Allensworth. and Judge
James Breathitt, Attorneys, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
R. H. Kelly,
Executor of James lirtitishaw. dee'd•
May 1st, Ii5r2
House Moving.
All persons wanting houses moved
,r raised apply to
BENJ. BOYD,
House. Mover and House Raiser
128 E 1st St.. 'Photos 820.
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Buggies!
Harness
and
Rubber
Tires
at
WEST
& LEE.
You can't find an old, shop-worn vehicle
of any kind at our store. Everything is new
and uptodate. We bought from the best
buggy manufacturers in this country and
are handling a line that for finish, style and
general make-up can't be equaled anywhere
and the workmanship and material is the
best.
IN HIGH-GRADE
BUGGIES, SURR1ES
AND PHAETONS
We are selling a line with the broadest and
best guarantee ever given by any firm in
this part oh the state and
The Price Is Right.
We have the largest and best stock of
Harness and Saddlery
ever brought to the town and IT IS NO
TROUBLE TO SHOW IT.
F. A. YOST & CO.,
For every dollar spent at our store we
guarantee 100 cents worth of satisfaction.
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PATTON IPAIWT 00..
fillormalkao. Inc
FOR SALE BY
DAGG PLANING MILL & LUMBER CO.,
Hookinsville, - Ky.
Mr. Payton's Address.
Ma, John Howe l'ayton. of ‘'irgin-
is, will deliver an address Sunday at
Grace Episcopal eiturch. This an-
nouncenient will be read with gener-
al pleasure. Mr. Payton is it gentle-
man of eloquence and echolarly at-
tainments, and a large audience will
hear him speak.
He has many relatives and friends
In Hopkinsville and Christian coun-
ty.
••••
Library Hours.
During the summer. beginning
this week, the Hopkineville public
library will be open from 4:30 to 9;30
p. m. on Tuesdays and Fridays.
ódó
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation Contain. Utile
digestants and digests all of
food. 1tgIveshnt,aot relief led never
fails to cure. It allows you Is all
the food you want. Tiw. mai
stomachs can take it. By Its*i may
thousands of dyspeptics bees
cured after everytbing else Alined. It
prevents formation of MOB the SLAW
ach, relieving all distressafteresting.
Dieting unnecessary. Plessassittoisba
It oale't help
bort de yet geed
TSP":71(.41t=bc=ssffiriS v:=CorisaCirair
C ci I y R. C. Bardwick
3a3409NW)Wait
NEW!
EVERYTHING NEW
*
ARE YOU
Thinking of
Papering Your
Room This
Spring vil*P*IN•4
We can show you the most upto-
date line of paper to be found in
the city. If it is in our line it is
new and artistic.
Hopper & Kitchell.
IWORPHT„FlY:
dm...18e cured by TACK-A-POO-AA348942 cases in 17 years
Tim dhow Is the nations er..e•• Java&
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Go To GREER'S
For Roofing, Guttering,
Tinware, Stoves. Ranges, &c
The Best ROOF PRINTING
We do alkkinds of Plumbing and have the best
and most experienced workmen employed. All work
guaranteed.
TELEPHONE, 165-4.
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